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Crossing Subiect Boundories:
Collection Mqnogement of
Environmentol Sludies in o
Multi-Librory Syslem

Borboro DeFelice ond Constonce Rinoldo

r
lnterest in environmental studies as an
academic discipline has grown tremen-
dously since the ffrst Earth Day in 1970
(Brough 1992; Capone 199I). Programs
in enilronmental studies have prolifer-
ated and are attracting increasing num-
bers of students (Campbell et al. 1990;
Capone l99l; Nickerson 1991; Ronald
and Nicholls 1992). Commitment to this
subject area is growing, even though in
some schools, offtcial support for this non-
traditional area of study is still tentative
(Brough 1992; Capone 1991; Disinger
tggZ). there are now environmental
stu&es programs in colleges and universi-
ties acr6ss ihe United States and Canada.
These programs cannot be characterized
by departmental afffliation or institutional

type, but by the interdisciplinarity of the
t'"^a"hlng and ,e."*ch^ undertaken
throush- these programs (Ronald and
Nicho'ils 1992; Sihoinfeld and Disinger
1987).

Environmental studies is one of the

BensrnA DEFELTcE is Reference Librarian/Bibliographer, Kresge Physical Sciences fubrary-
and CoNsreNcr RrN,rr-oo is Head of Collection S1t'ic"r, Biomedical Libraries, Dartmouth
College, Hanover, New Hampshire. The authors wish to thank Daniel T. Richards and John R.

;ames" for valuabie adlrice aid discussion. Manuscript received April 8, 1994; accepted for
publication June 8, 1994.
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across subject-oriented libraries, which is

STATEMENT oF THE PROBLEM

Dartmouth College is a degree-grantinq
liberal arts institution that oifers g"raduat6
degrees_ in the sciences, music, psychol-
ory, and liberal studies. In addition there
are three professional schools: Business
Administrition, Engineering, and Medi-
cine.

At D-artmouth the majorityof research
and study materials are h-oused in the nine
subject-oriented libraries that constitute
the Dartmouth College Library. These
are Baker Library for Humanitiei and So-
cial Sciences (including Sanborn House
for Literature); Cook 

-Mathematics 
Li-

projects. Faculty and graduate students in
widely separated locations require re-
search materials that are diltributed
throughout nine campus libraries. Popu-
lar books are necessary for undergraduite
distributive requirements. Dirtmouth

has active foreign studies programs, and
environmental topics are an integral part
ol these programs.

environment have become increasingly
popular. In 1990-91, seventy-seven of
these seminars were offered by twenW-
ffve departments. Of these seminars, 9%
had an environmental theme and were
spread across four departments (Dart-
mouth College, 1991). By 1993 the
percentage of Freshmen Seminars that
centered on an environmental theme in-
creased from9Vo to 17%.

The librarians at Dartmouth provide
subject-oriented instruction to familiarize
students with the various libraries as well
as the tools they need to conduct their
research in enviromental studies. This
guidance encourages sfudents and re-
searchers to use the online catalog to ac-
cess materials in all campus libraries.
While these programs are effective, there
is still a need for a document that commu-
nicates the overall plan for the collection.

Faculty in the Dartmouth Environ-
mental Stu&es Program have expressed a
strong desire that the College Library
gather all environmental material into one
coherent, centrally Iocated collection.

need an easily browsable collection that
crosses broad subject boundaries. Thus
the Environmental Studies Program
maintains a smdl, unifted browsing-col-
lection for students as a starting point for
their research.

Some organizations solve the dispersal
problem by maintaining separate collec-
tions in environmental sfudies and even
developing unique classification systems
(Rauscher 1992; Rauscher 1993). Wil-
liams College has expanded this approach
into a separate library for environmental
studies (the Matt Cole Memorial ljbrary)
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that has document and book holdings in
excess of 12,500 items, as well as 250
serials subscriptions (Rauscher 1992, 93-
103).

However. the aforementioned solu-
tions are not practical at all institutions.
Therefore, ways ofincorporating the en-
vironmental materials into the traditional
library structure are needed.

Developing a collection for environ-
mental sfu&es to serve diverse user
groups creates a special challenge for bib-
liographers and collection managers.
There is no one deffnition of what consti-
tutes environmental studies that ffts all
institutions and all programs. Most tradi-
tional subject areas, from art to zoolog;r,
have some environmental aspect. How-
ever, environmental studies has its own
literature (Robnett 1987), so it cannotjust
be subsumed into other subject areas
from a collection development and man-
agement view. Federal, state, local, and
international government documents are
also important sources for environmental
materials (Ercegovac 1992; Robnett
1987), and these frequently are handled
differently from other types of materials.
BotI tra&tional subject-oriented materi-
als that relate to environmental studies
and broad-based materials on the envi-
ronment need to be included in the col-
lection. With the advent of numerous
electronic data sources, including In-

needed.

Retroueln ron
DEvELoPING A PoLIcY

Collection development policies provide
convenient methods of defining responsi-
bilities, setting selection guidelines, de-
scribing a collection, and communicating
among librarians and users, as well as pro-
viding accountability. "A written policy
provides the rationale for selection ofin-
dividual items and ensures consistency
and balance in the growth ofcollections"

(Bostic f988). The current budgetary cli-
mate and rapidly changing material for-
mats have 

^nnderscore-d 
the need for

clearly delining collecting criteria and
closely examining purchasing patterns
(Bostic 1988; Richards 1991). Providing
informational materials for an interdisci-
plinary program in a multilibrary system'tt"*uila^r 

ai approach that eniourages
communication and cooperation among
all involved. A collection development
policy is a document that naturally facili-
iatesihis process (Bostic 1988).

The D'artmouth College Library Col-
lection Management and Development
Committee decided that an environ-
mental studies collection development

policy had to reflect the organization of
Lnviionmental studies materials in the
Dartmouth College Library system and
include input from subject bibliographers
(librarians) and from faculty. The policy
also had to be understood and used by
people with diverse backgrounds and in-
t"rot.. More than other pilicies, it had to

access to materials by users.

PRoBLEMS IN DEVELOPING A
CorlEcttotl DEvELoPMENT PoLrcY

FOR ETWIRONMENTAL STUNTUS

There is no Research Libraries Group

and understood by subject bibliographers
working in disciplines that-hare a major or
minor environmental stu&es component
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(Robnett 1987). Bibliographies can serye
as- subject-organized tools for reviewing
subiect coverage (Forthcomine Scienc6
Bo6ks of 1993; interdisciplinarythecklist
1991; Douville L992; Stoss 1991), but
these are extremely fragmented in their
coverage. A bibliography that attemots to
ftll this"gap has reieritly been publiihed,
but it ii nbt sufffcient on its bwn (Yale
School of Forestry and Environmental
Studies 1993).

The Library of Congress (LC) classift-
cation scheme places material relating to
the environment within the standard iub-
ject classi{ications, but this is not useful
for all materials (Shapiro and Whaley
f987). LC recently bigan an environ-
mental sciences ciassiffiation schedule
(GE), but how that will be used is not vet
lsrown. The classiffcation scheme devel-
ops topics such as environmental educa-
tion, environmental philosophy, and com-
munication in environmental sciences but
does not move topics such as environ-
mental geology (QE38) or conservation of
natural resources (5900-5954) from their
cgTqnt placement (Ubrary of Congress
1992).

Some libraries, such as the Dartmouth
College Library, have a model plan for a
collection development policy that is fol-
lowed for all subjects (B6stic 1SSA). gtt"i-
ronmental studies did not fft into the
model as well as the more traditional aca-
demic subjects.

Srrps rn DEvELopTNG
A CoLLEcTIoN PoucY

environmental sfudies.
Four bibliographers representing the

areas with the most activity in environ-
mental studies were asked io create the
ffrst policy. This was done in 1988 and
updated in 1992. Prior to 1988, a draft

policy written in 1982 was the only guide
to collecting in this area. The libraries
(and disciplines) represented in the work-

This environmental studies working
group divided the project into four sub-
projects: developing a list of subject
terms, doing a collection assessment to
understand 

-better 
how the subiect was

collected in the various libraries, writing
a description ofthe research and teaching
programs involving environmental studies
at Dartmouth, and creating a format to
represent how the subjects were collected
in the various libraries.

Before the collection could be as-
sessed, a list of subiect terms had to be
developed that wouid cover relevant as-
pects of environmental studies. Finding
subject terms that represented the cur-
rent literature, yet followed standard li-
brary subiect indexing as much as possi-
ble,'was important i that the faculty,
students, and librarians could understand
the scope of the policy. As with other
ffelds oi studv. it was f6und that the Li-
brary of Congress subject headings were
often not the terms that the researchers

was important to remember that there
was no intention to include the universe

ties or social sciences aspects ofthe envi-
ronment. Thirty-trvo subjects were listed,
and most of these began with the term
Environmental, as in Environmental En-
gineering, Environmental Pollution, and
Environmental Chemistry. The terms
were organized in a subject hierarchy. For
example, types of pollution, such as Air
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TABLE 1

ENvIRoNMENter, Stunrns SuBTEcr Heeutlc Ttur Lne (S,turln)

1992

None

Pesticides

None

None

None

Environmental Control

Environmental Health

Environmental Impact

Environmental Impact

Environmental Pollution

Environmental Sciences,
General

Extraterres trial Environments

Recycling

Waste Disposal

None

Acid Precipitation

Pesticides

None

None

None

Environmental Engineering

Environmental Health

Environmental Impact

Environmental Impact
Statements

Pollution, Air Pollution, etc.

None

None

Recycling

Waste Disposal

Waste Treatment

Acid Precipitation

Agriculture and the
Environment

Biogeochemistry

Business and the Environmenr

Climate

Environmental Engineering

Health and the Environment

Ecosptem Analysis

Law and the Environment

Pollution

None

None

Waste

Waste

Waste

Pollution, were listed under Environ-
mental Pollution. However, a few special
terms such as Recycling and Conservation
were included. This original policy did not
include topics groupJd Uy UUia.y, A-
though some notes on the major collect-
ing library were included.

Sources consulted for the second sub-
ject headings list included: Library of
Congress Subjea Headings, the subject
lists from major abstracting and indexing
sources such as Enaironmental Abstracts,
the Gui.de to the NTIS SRIM Sensice, and
the subject headings used in various bib-
liographies of environmental books and
periodicals (Douville 1992; Interdiscipli-
nary Checklist 1991). Faculty in the Envi-
ronmental Studies Program were con-
sulted in several meetings about what
subject headings they would use to de-
scribe their areas of research. This was
especially useful for new terminology, jar-
gon, and completeness of coverage, be-
cause the faculty in that program had in-
terests ranging from acid rain to the
environmental effects of war.

A ftnal list of fifty-three terms in alpha-
betical order with short descriptions of
what they meant in the context of the

policv was developed. One of the intents
if tnir mt was to make the subject terms
easy to locate by a variety of people, not

iust librarians used to hierarchical term
iists and see references. It was thought
that a simple alphabetical list with subject
scope notes would work best with the
audience in mind. However, in the course
of the process, it became evident that
cross references and term hierarchies
were creeping into the list despite the best
intentions. Rather than listing terms in a
hierarchy, scope notes were used as much
as possible to indicate what concepts were
indluded under a main term. See also ref-
erences were included in the scope notes
to indicate when the reader needed to
look under additional headings. These
scope notes generally started with the
word "includes." See references were

specific types of pollution.- 
The 1992 reviJion of the list of subject

headings contains new terms that were
rrrgg"ti"d by researchers active in the
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ffeld. Notable additions were Bioqeo-
chemisty, Biodiversity, Conservalion
Biology, and Global Climate Change. The
faculty consultants also helped the librari-
ans with distinctions between terms that
are closely related, such as Restoration
Eeolog, and Reclamation. The latest revi-
sion also reflects different ideas about
how to organize the list. The librarians'
tendency to group terms into hierarchies
emerged str6ngljr in this revision. For
example, two terms that had been main
headings, Wildlife Management and En-
danger6d Species, were"grouped under

The collection assessment was done
for the 1989 revision to determine which
library was in fact collecting which mono-
graphs and serials in the area ofenviron-
mental studies and at what level. As there

environmental studies and sciences. and
in related subject areas such as environ-
mental health. Such an assessment was
only done for the newlv introduced terms
duiing the 1992 revision.

Dnvploprnc rHE TExr

There was a notable change between 1982
and 1992 in the number of departments
that expressed an interest in environ-
mental studies. At the time of the Iirst
writing, the Thayer School of Engineering
and the Biologz Department were listed
as having an interest in environmental sci-
ences. In contrast, the current policy lists
nearly all the science departments. In a
new pamphlet titled "Environmental Sci-

ences at Dartmouth" faculty from Chem-
istry, Earth Sciences, Biolog;r, the Me&cal
School, and the Engineering School are
represented.

The text of the policy lists the general
subject coverage of each library as it re-
lates to environmental sfudies and refers
to relevant subject policies. (Dartmouth
College Library 1992) This is particularly
useful in connecting the traditional sub-
ject disciplines with this interdisciplinary
one.

A section specifying collecting levels,
as delined by the RLG conspectus, is a
routine part of the collection develop-
ment policies written at Dartmouth. Col-
lecting levels reflect selection ofserial as
well as monographic titles. In the case of
the environmental studies policy, it
seemed useful to also include a note
about which library covered which
topic, and at what general level. In pa-
per format, the chart is easier to read
than a list (see table 2).

TRACKING INTERDISCIPLINARY
MATERIAL

Because environmental studies materials
fall into a wide variety of topics and call
numbers, it is impractical to generate
electronically a new book or s6rial list
specific to environmental studies. There-
fore we are experimenting with coding in
our electronic acquisitions database. To
encourage tracking of interdisciplinary
materials, bibliographers at Dartmouth
are expected to code all purchases that fall
into pre-specilied subjects such as envi-
ronmental studies, women's studies, and
others. The advantage to this system is
that we have a way to track environmen-
tally oriented books and serials through-
out the system, so that there is wide input
for this collection. The disadvantages are
that coding depends on human interuen-
tion. codes in our svstem are onlv
searchable for eighteJn months, anf,
items may only carry one code, so a choice
must be made if an acquisition falls into
multiple categories. We are investigating
a more permanent method of flagging en-
vironmental studies (and other) material
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TABLE 2

CoLLEcTIoN LEvELS CHenr (S,tt"tplu)

. Lwels

Terms/Subiect Scope Notes Existing Cunent Desirable Primarv Librarv

prefipitation on the environment
and orgamsmsi porlcy rssues.

Agriculture and the
Environment

Dana, Baker Gov. Docs.,
esp. USDA pubs.

Baker, Dana

Dana, Kresqe, Baker Gov
Docs., esplEPA pubs.

a3

Food Supply
Includes- tidnsportation, distri -
bution; Strong-in rice technolog'r

Integrated Pest Management
Felilberg has technolo$cal
asPects

Pestlcldes
Includes effects on the
environment. Dest resistance to
nesticides. Seti also Health and
ihe Environment.

Sustainable Agriculture

in the Dartmouth College online catalog,
allowing multiple flags and possibly pro-
viding searching access to users as well as
librarians. After reviewing a sample of re-
cent orders, it is clear that not all environ-
mental materials are being coded for en-
vironmental studies. The reasons for this
need further investigation.

SUMMAny

Environmental studies is broadly inter-
disciplinary. At Dartmouth, relevant
materials may be selected by any of the
bibliographers and housed in any of
nine subject-specific libraries. There is
no separate funding for environmental
materi-als: rather ail librarian selectors
(bibliographers) are responsible for buy-
ing environmentally oriented books and
journals that are appropriate to their col-

lections using their existing funds. Pur-
chased matei'als are housed-in the library
that manages the funds used to purchase
the item oi in the subject library where
the item classes (for instance, an LC clas-
siffed item that falls in "QH" would be
housed in the Dana Biomedical Library).
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tive in environmental studies collaborate

literature is critical in any scientilic lield,

presenting the information to faculty and
other bibliographers was created. In the

1988). Our policies are reviewed every
3-5 years. Because the environmental
studies faculty participated in the devel-
opment of th'e'collecUon policy, we feel
the terminology reflects that of the prac-
titioner.

Now that the most recent revision has
been in effect for one year, we plan to
evaluate its usefulness to the faculty and
also to other bibliographers. Even'tually
collection development policies may be
available and searchable online through
the Dartmouth College Information Sfs-
tem under the same interface as ot-her
bibliographic files and the online catalog.
Then users may be able to locate the li-
brary that best handles their particular
topic within environmental studies by
searching the policies. The goal is that the
collection development policy will prove
useful to users as well as tobibliographers.
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recent writings, such as l.awrence Auld's
"Seven Imperatives for Library Educa-
tion" (1990). Some, such as Wiegand
(1986), assert that schools have 6een

calls for cooperation between the ffeld
and the schools. Lester (1990), for in-
stance, states that "We need to facilitate
dialogue between practitioners and edu-

euphemism of the day, a "challenge."
Woodsworth and l-estei (1991) articuiate
the nature of this challenge very clearly:
"Although nearly all library schools have
changed- their names 

"rd 
ut" changing

their curricula, the profession itsell-ha;
not expressed agreement on what educa-
tional results are desirable or how they
might best be achieved" (p.204).

However, even with a general lack of

management needs to be a part of the
educational experience: in surveyn con-
ducted bv the Association of Reseirch Li
braries (1981) and by White and Paris
(1985), collection development is listed as
being necessary; a study by Powell and
Cret[ (tggO) mentions isel'ection of ma-
terials," "structure of subiect literatures,"
and "collection evaluation" as important.
In the model created byWoodsworth and
Lester (1991), the concems of collection
management are prominently featured (p.
207). It should bdnoted that these exanri-
nations have been focused on practition-
ers in academic libraries, but the central
role of collection management is evident
nonetheless. In the present study we
delve more deeply into the place and na-

ture of collection management in library
education by seeking to discover both the
educators' ind praititioners' views re-
garding education for collection develop-
ment, with particular interest in the deter-
mination of important aspects for
inclusion in librarv school curricula. In a
study that is somewhat related to collec-
tion management, Schmidt (1991) exam-
ined the education of acouisitions librari-
ans by surveying individlals working at
ARL institutions.

THE STUDY

Some basic questions were asked as part
ofthis investigation:

1. What are key characteristics of indi-
viduals identifying collection devel-
opment as a teaching or research area
(rank, position, length of time teach-
ing, length of time at present institu-
tion, possession oftenure, and extent
of work experience in collection de-
velopment)?

2. What are key characteristics of
course offerings at programs accred-
ited by the American Library Asso-
ciation (existence of a required
course, one or more elective courses,
or advanced courses; and integration
of collection development and man-
agement into other courses)?

3. What are key characteristics of prac-
titioners indicating an interest in col-
lection development (institution
where library degree was earned,
age, types and sizes of institutions
where currently employed, extent of
collection development assign-
ment-in terms of percentage of
time, andyears ofprofessional collec-
tion development experience) ?

4. In what journals do educators and
practitioners seek collection devel-
opment information?

5. By what means do educators and
practitioners think people should ac-
quire knowledge aborit collection de-
velopment?

6. How well did master's programs pre-
pare practitioners for certain aspects
of collection development work?
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practitioners saw as important to educa-
iion for collection devblopment, it was

opment is one area that may be so desig-
n'ated. only faculty affiliaied with pr6-
grams accredited by the American Library
Xssociation were included. With this con-
straint. a total of 92 individuals were iden-
tifted and suweyed (the ligure includes
full-time and part-time, including ad-

and Evaluation Section (CODES) of the
Reference and Adult Services Division
and the Collection Management and De-
velopment Section (CMDS) of the Asso-
ciation for Library Collections and Tech-
nical Services. The membership lists of
the two sections were obtained from the
American Library Association and were

pled.
A total of 58 of the 92 educators sur-

veyed (637o) returned questionnaires af-
ter an initial mailing and one follow-up
mailing. The return rate for practitioners
was 44Vo;157 ofthe 357 sent in question-
naires after the ffrst mailinq and one fol-
low-up. (Whenever directoies are used to
obtain individuals' addresses there is the

possibility that people have moved or, for
io-" reiton. c-annot be reached at the
address qiven. This can limit return rates.)
fhe CO*DES and CMDS lists presented
some other difffculties. For instance, in-

FINDINGS

As is stated above, the educators surveyed
included individuals who were full-time
facultv members, as well as some who
teach'on a part-time basis. Most of &e
educator respondents (41, or 7 0.7 Vo) w ere
afftliated fuii-time with schools; the re-
mainder (17,29.3Vo) had part-time, visit-
ing, or adiunct appointments. A total of
I7"2Eo $6) of th-e-educators responding
held the rank of assistant professor,
29.3Vo(17) were associate profeisors' and
25.9Vo (15) were professors. Sixteen, or
27.6Vo held other ianks, such as lecturer
or instructor. There was a fairly broad
distribution of time spent teaching, time
at the present school, and experience in
collectibn development work. These
three distributions are presented in table

fered by their schools. Because these
questions pertained to programs_ rather
than individuals' perceptions ol issues
relevant to collection management, the
responses were collapsed for these ques-
tiois onlv in order to illustrate the euirent
practice'within schools of library and in-
iormation science. First, respondents
were asked whether a separate collection
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TABLE I

TnecuIxc ExpERIENcE, TIun et PnnsnNr Scnoot-, AND AMoUNT
OF CoLLEcTIoN DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE oF EDUCATORS

Teaching Erperience

No. Vo

Present School

No. Vo

Col Dev. Experience

No. 7o

0-2

3-5
6-r0
11-15
16-20
2I+

TotaIs

8.6

22.4

19.0

8.6

L7.2

24.r

r00.0

r7.5
26.3
22.8

7.0
L4.0
12.3
99.9'

12.3

2L. l

22.8

19.3

14.0

I0.5

99.9'

D

13
1 l

D

IO

14

Dd

7

12
I J

I I

8

6

D I

l0

I5

I3

4

I
.I

o t

'Due 
to rounding

required. When asked whether the school
offers a separate elective course, 19 of30
responding (63.37o) stated that such a
course was offered and tl (36.7Vo) an-
swered negatively. Educators were also
asked whether an advanced course, de-
signed to build upon an introductory re-
quired or elective course, was offered.
Only those from 7 of 32 schools (21.97o)
responded in the afffrmative;25 (78.I7o)
said that no such course exists at their
school. Lastlv. individuals were asked
whether coliection development and
management was integrated into other
courses. Respondents from 28 of33 pro-
grams (84.8Vo) indicated that such inte-
gration exists and fwe (L5.2Vo) stated that
it does not. Type-ofJibrary courses (aca-
demic, public, etc.)were mentioned most
frequently as those in which collection
development was included.

Practitioner respondents displayed
considerable diversiw of characteristics; a
goal in designing thijstudywas to include
librarians from many backgrounds. Most
of those responding had been working in
libraries for quite some time. The median
year in which respondents earned the
master's degree is 1976. Many of those
returning questionnaires were in the mid-
dle of their careers: 3, or 1.97o, were un-
der 30 years of age; 34, or 21.77o, were
from 3l to 40; 78 (49.1Vo)were from 41 to
50; 30, or I9.IVo were from 51 to 60; and
L2, or 7.6Vo, were over 60 years old. It

might be expected that academic librari-
ans iue more likelv to be members of
CODES or CMDS,'and so be more heav-
ily represented in the sample. Based on
the respondents, this expectation was
borne out. Of the 154 in&cating the type
of library at which they were employed, a
total of 92 (59.8Vo) were academic librari-
ans. Of these, 68, or 44.2Vo, worked in
university libraries;20, or 13.07o, in col-
lege libraries; and 4,2.6Vo, in junior and
community college libraries. Thirty-nine
respondents (25.37o) were public librari-
ans and 2l (I3.6Vo) were special librari-
ans. Only 2 (LsEo) indicated that they
worked in a school library media center.

The distribution of respondents ac-
cording to the size of the library at which
they worked, while not uniform, is fairly
even. More worked in small libraries than
in any other size;44, or 28.8Vo of the 153
responding to this question, were in li-
braries with collections numbering fewer
than 150,000 volumes. Twenty-five
(16.3%) worked in libraries with collec-
tions in the 150.000 to 300,000 volume
range. Twenty-nine, or 19.07o, were in
organizations that housed 300,000 to
1,000,000 volumes. Thirg-four (22.2Vo)
worked in libraries with 1,000,000 to
3,000,000 volumes, and 2l (l3.7Vo) were
in libraries with collections greater t-han
3,000,000 volumes.

The majority of those sending in ques-
tionnaires reported spending a portion of
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their time engaged in collection develop-
mentwork. Fortv-six. or29.97oof the 154
responding to this question, spent 11 to
20Vo of their time on collection develop-
ment; 20, or I3.07o, reported each of the
following time allotments: 2l to 40Vo,4l
to60Vo, and greater than 607o. There were
a number of individuals who spent rela-
tivelylitde time on the activity:48(3l.2Vo)
spent none to lDVo of their time doing
collection development. However, with
almost TOVo spending more than l0 per-
cent of their iime on"collection deveiop-
ment, one expectation is that this group of
respondents was familiar with important
aspects of the function. This belief is also
supported when years of experience
working with collection development is
examined. A total of 156 answered the
question relating to experience; only 16,
or l0.3Vo, reported having under three
years experience. Twenty-fow (l5.4Vo)
had three to live years ofwork experience;
36 (23.IVo) had 6 to 10 years; 25 (L6.0Vo)
had 11 to 15 years;3I (i9.97o) had 16 to
20 years; and24 (l5.4Eo) had 2L years or

more of collection development experi-
ence. It is assumed that this e4perience
forms the basis for assessments of the im-
portance ofspecilic aspects ofeducation for
collection development.

Both educators and practitioners were
asked to indicate which journals they read
to ffnd literature on aspects ofcollection
development and management. Educa-
tors listed 36 journals; practitioners men-
tioned a total of43. The top 10 noted by
each group are listed in table 2.

There is obviously some discrepancy in
these highly-ranked journals, although
the top three (not in the same order) are
common to both groups. Seven journal
titles appear on both lists. Ifanything can
be said, in general, about the joumals
unique to one list, it might be that those
appearing on the practitioner list tend to
be practice oriented. For instance, Pub-
Iishers Weeklq ar.d Choice have value as
selection uds". School Library Joumal ap-
pears on the educator list, but school li-
brarians are scarcely represented among
practitioner respondents.

TABLE 2

Jounue,ls Rnlo nl Onoan ro FIND INFoRMATToN
ABOUT CoI,IrcTIoN DnvrIopITr}IT/MANAGEMENT

fournal Title

Educators Practitioners

Times
Mentioned Rank

Times
Mentioned

Collection Management

College b Research Libraries

Library loumal
Colleaion Buildlng

Library Resources Lr Technical Seralces

Llbrary Acquisltions: Practice and Theory

Journal of Academln Llbrarinnship

Amzrican Libraries

School Library Journal
Wilson Library Bulletin

Publtshers WeeHy

RQ

Choice

I

z

2'

3 I

22

22

I9

L7

16

1 l

10

8

J J 4

2 4 9

1 6 2

8' 2r

4 2 8

8' 2r

5' 23

5' 23

7 2 2
10 r9

6

4

5

6
1

R

I

IO

'Indicates a tie



Separate. required
course ln trDrarv
school

Integration into
oth6r courses in
library school

Separate elective
c6urse in librarv
school

Internships or other
practical experi-
ence as part ol a
studentt curriculum

On+he-iob training
(apart lrom or aft6r
librarv school)

Attendance at
institutes, work-
shops, etc. (apart
froir or afterichool)
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TABLE 3
MEANS By WHIcH CoLLEcTIoN

DnvuoprraeNT AND MANAGEMENT
Sxtr,ls on KNowLEDGE SHoULD BE

AcQUIRED

Mean Mean
Rankbv Rankbv

Means Educators Practitioners

great extent by these responses. The pri-
marydifference in the rankings bythe two

training (apart from or after library
school)" second. Twenty-two practitio-
ners ranked "On-the-job training' high-
est; no educator gave this choice a top
ranhng. This seems to mark a difference
of opinion between the two groups of re-
spondents regarding how one should
learn about collection development. The
difference seems to imply a much more
substantial reliance by practitioners than
by educators on post-master's work expe-
rience as a means oflearning about collec-
tion management. It also seems interest-
ing to observe that, while practitioners
and educators disagreed about the impor-
tance of on-the-job training, there was
little disagreement regarding practical ex-
perience, such as internships, structured
as part of students'curricula. While prac-
titioners placed considerable import on
post-mastert work, they expressed rela-
tively little enthusiasm for work as part of
the master's program.

To carry the analysis of the ranhngs a
bit further, of the 41 educators ranhng
"Separate required course," 32, or 78Vo,
listed it highest in importance. Of the 104
practitioners ranhng the same criterion,
50 (48.LVo) stated that it was ftrst in im-
portance. Also, 40 ofthe educators ranked
one of the six criteria {irst; those ranking
"separate required course" ftrst accounl
for 807o (32 respondents, as noted above)
ofthe total. Correspondingly, 105 practi-
tioners listed one ofthe criteria {irst; the
percentage so ranking "Separate required
course" is 47.6 (50 respondents). The im-
portance placed on a required course by
educators is summed up in one individ-
ual's comment: "In my ideal curriculum,
all students would be required to take a
course in collection development, man-
agement, maintenance, and other'macro'
matters: everyone would have to take a
selection couise which would include all
formats and emphasize eaaluation" (em-
phasis in original).

2.591.56

2.97 3.13

3.06 3.75

3.79 3.96

4.1r  3.10

4.39

Mean rank determined by recording each time the
item is ranked by respondent on a scale of I to 7
(with I being most important), multipllng the
number ofmentions bythe rank (l t imes no of
times mentioned, 2 times no. of times mentioned,
etc.), then dividing by the total number of
individuals ranhng that item.

It should be noted here that very few
respondents exercised the option ofspeci-
fying additional criteria, so the rankngs
listed in the table were not affected to a

4.51
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TABLE 4

PMCTITIONERS, RATINGS OT SPNCITIC ASPECTS

oF CoURSE lustnucnoN IN THEIn MASTER's PRocneuso

Aspects of Course Instruction St Dw. Median

Knowledge of history of ml. dev.

Knowledge of current issues in col. dev.

Abilityceto identify and use key materials selection

Knowledge of the traditional publishing process

Knowledge of non-traditional publishing (e.g.,
electronic) Drocesses

Ability to 
"ondu"t 

a needs assessmenycommunity
analisis

Knowledge of materials vendors and iobbers
Knowledge of the traditional book acquisitions
process

Knowledge of serials acquisitions and control

Understanding of copyright and other related legal

Ability to write a collection development policy

Knowledge of budgeting practice

Awareness ofcooperation and resource sharing
possrDrurres

Abiliry,to evaluate collections according to
established techniques

Knowledge of preservation techniques

2.6LL
3.070

3.885
3.427

1.790

2.77r
2.713

3.242
2.611

2.930

2.739
2.6rr

3. 12I

3.032
2.3L2

r.453
r.553

1.489

I.401

r.423

1.597
1.4I0

t.474
1.352

1.350
r.582

I.362

r.516

r.478
1.409

2

J

4

J

J

J

J

J

3
J

'The 
scale applied to tables 4 through 6 has 1 ro the lowest rating and 6 as the highest

Much of the content of the question-
naires sent to educators and practitioners
pertained to speciffc aspects of education
for collection development. Practitioners
were asked to rate how well their master's
education prepared them for these as-
pects of collection development and man-
agement. Respondents were asked to rate
the items accordinq to a scale of I to 6,
with I being "Not Well" and 6 being "Ex-
tremely Well." The results of the ratings
ofeach ofthe aspects are listed in table 4.

As can be seen, most ofthe ratings are
near the middle of the range, with "Ability
to identifv and use kev materials selection
sources" receiving the highest mean rat-
ing and "Knowledge of non-traditional
(e.g., electronic) publishing processes"
receiving the lowest. One reason the Iatter
aspect received a low rating is that such

processes were either less well developed
or virtuallv non-existent at the time these
resporrderits eamed their degrees and,
therefore, unlikely to have bee-n included
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TABLE 5

PnecnTlorunns' VIEws oF IMpoRTANCE oF
SpecIrIc ASPECTS op Counsr INSTRUCTION

Aspeets of Course Instruction Mean St. Dev

Knowledge of history of col. dev.

Knowledge of current issues in col. dev.

^:"{t:I# identify and use key materials selection

Knowledge of the traditional publishing process

Knowledgc,of non-traditional publishing (e. g.,
erectronrc, processes

Ability to conduct a needs assessmenVcommunity
analvsis

Knowledge of materials vendors and lobbers
Knowledge of the traditional book acquisitions
Process

Knowledge of serials acquisitions and control

Understanding of copyright and other related legal

Ability to write a collection development policy

Knowledge of budgeting practice

Aware,ness of cooperation and resource sharing
possibilities

Abilig,.to evaluate collections according to
established technioues

Knowledge of preservation techniques

3.013

5.248

5.478

4.261

4.631

4.822

4.726

4.490

4.618

4.624

5.000

D.  IJJ

4.955

5.089

4.108

I.2I4
0.837

0.821
1.057

0.989

1.233
1.078

1.066
0.971

1.028
I.092

0.995

1.052

0.976
1 r85

J

D

6

4

5

5

5

5

5

D

5

was "Knowledge of current issues in col-
lection development."

Some further analysis is possible at this
point. One question that arises is how the
characteristics of educators and practitio-
ners correlate with their assessments re-
flarding the speciffc aspects of collection
develofment. Beginnirig with the educa-
tor group, the characteristics of rank,
length of time teaching, length of time at
the present school, and number ofyears
of professional experience with collection
development can be correlated with the
listed aspects. Using Pearson's product-
moment correlation, it is evident that no

strong correlation exists. There are, how-
ever, some statistically signi{icant correla-
tions (p < .01) between one of the char-
acteristics, years of experience with
collection development, and the follow-
ing aspects of collection development:
history k = .4149), current issues (r =
.4267), knowledge of the traditional pub-
lishing process (r = .3374), knowledge of
materials vendors andiobbers (r = .3359),
knowledge ofthe traditional book acqui-
sitions process (r = .3157), knowledge of
serials acquisitions and control (r =
.3456), knowledge of budgeting practice
G = .a2a9), and knowledge of preserva-
tion techniques (r = .4063). This means
that those respondents with more years of
work experience were a bit more likely to
rate these variables as more important. It
should be emphasized, though, that the
correlations are not strong and that the
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TABLE 6

FACULfi VIEWS OF IMPORTANCE OF

SpEcIFIc AspEcrs or Counsn Iustnuctlott

Aspects of Course Instruction Mean St. Dev. Median

Knowledge of history of col. dev.

Knowledge of current issues in col. dev.

"1"1t:t# 
identify and use key materials selection

Knowledge of the traditional publishing process

Knowledge,of non-traditional publishing (e.g.,
erectronrc/ processes

*lr?rf 
conduct a needs assessment/community

Knowledge of materials vendors and lobbers
Knowledge of the traditional book acquisitions
Process

Knowledge of serials acquisitions and control

Ylt:.J""*"t 
of copyright and other related legal

Ability to write a collection development policy

Knowledge of budgeting practice

Aware-ness of cooperation and resource sharing
possibilities

Ability to evaluate collections according to
established techniques

Knowledge of presewation techniques

3.017
5.638

5.293
4.310

4.534

4.655

4.552

4.138

4.207

4.500
5.000
4.379

4.845

5.069

3.93r

L.277

0.613

0.899

1.231

t.r27

r.396
t ,L42

t . I t5

1.348

1.405

r.243
1.485

r.268

1.153

r.226

J

6

4.5

6

4

J

D

4
^

D

5

D

coefficient of determination for the
strongest ofthese (current issues) is quite
weak (f = .1821).

Analysis thus far has been descriptive.
There are, however, some hypotheses that
can be formulated, based on questions
central to the nature ofthe surveys. Spe-
cilically, two sets of hypotheses can be
formulated. One set centers on the assess-
ments of aspects of collection develop-
ment by practitioners. These individuals
rated their own educations according to
the listed aspects and they rated the im-
portance of the same aspects. The ques-
tion to be asked is how do the means of
each rating for each aspect compare.
Stated as a null hypothesis, the following
can be tested: There is no statistically sig-
niftcant difference between the mean rat-
ing of each aspect of collection develop-
ment with regard to the respondents'
master's education and the mean of the

same aspect with regard to the perceived
importance of that aspect. The paired t-
tesl can be used to test this hypothesis.
For each aspect, the difference is, in fact,
statistically signiftcant (p < .01); there-
fore, the 

'null"hypothesii 
is rejected for

each aspect. One respondent writes,
As you can see, there is a painfully obvious
gap between what I learned in library
school and what I needed to know about
collection development in order to do my
job. This is due partly to the fact that I did
not take the one elective course on collec-
tion development offered by my library
school because I did not then anticiPate
becoming a bibliographer. However, even
the course I did take held shamefully little
relevance to any of the activities I now
perform as a professional librarian.
Some of the dissonance in practition-

ers' evaluations of their educational
experiences and their assessments of
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importance ofthe factors is, no doubt, due
to when they completed their programs.
As was stated earlier, some aspects of col-
lection management are of relatively re-

The second set ofhypotheses has to do
with the assessments oflmportance of the
aspects by both practitioners and educa-
tors. So, how do the means of the assess-

tance.

Suuuenv

consistent views of the importance of spe-
cilic aspects of collection development
and management. To speculate a bit,
there are two possible reasons for the
agreement: first, the vast majorityofthose
teaching collection development in li-
brary education programs iend to have
substantial work experience in collection
development; secoridly, those teaching on
a part-time or adjunct basis might well be
practitioners working in collection devel-

opment. Even though perceptions about
importance are, forthe mostpart, congru-
ent, practitioners believe that their educa-
tional experiences fall short of their as-
sessments of the importance of the listed
aspects of collection development. Each
group could probably learn from these
data. Practitioners need to be aware ofthe
diversity of student populations and to
realize that one course in collection devel-
opment and management will, perforce,
have to deal with several types and sizes
oflibraries and that not all possibilities of
local practice can be anticipated. Educa-
tors need to be in touch with current prac-
tice in order to understand the media and
technology of information, the political
and {inancial settings oflibraries, and the
impact of the external environment on the
development and evaluation of collec-
tions and on access to information.

One area of apparent disagreement
between educators and practitioners is
the means by which collection develop-
ment and management skills and knowl-
edge should be acquired. Practitioners
place more stock in on-the-job training
than do educators. It seems a bit contra-
dictory that the practitioners, who see the
work environment as contributing so cen-
trally to a librarian's education, do not rate
more highly the place of intemships or
other practical experience as part of a
student's curriculum. The disagreement
here might be used to spur discussion of
the need for more practice-based con-
tinuing education opportunities for prac-
ticing librarians with collection develop-
ment responsibilities. There might also be
a need for continuing education for fac-
ulty teaching in this area. Existing con-
tinuing education mechanisms might
eventually be broadened to include edu-
cation for, as well as practice of, collection
management.

It is hoped that this study provides an
opening for communication between
those working in collection development
and management and those teaching
related courses in library education pro-
grams. Hints at areas for potential coop-
eration are evident in some comments
offered by respondents. One practitioner
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writes, "With limited budgets growing
ever tighter I feel that the issues pertain-
ing to cbllection development are subjects
thit dl librarians should be knowledge-
able of-to provide balance, offer re-
sources needed by the community, stimu-
late creative solutions, make the best
decisions for the environment." One edu-
cator expresses a general agreement with
the foregoing statJment, alongwith a con-
cern foithe-curricular place of collection
development.

I think [collection developmentl is ex-
tremely valuable, but the two schools I've
taught in de-valued it and were phasing it
out as too traditional . . . . Developing col-
lections which actually serve the entire
community. . . is a librarian's highest call-
ing. It does not matter whether that collec-
tion is in paper or electronic images, the
principles and the responsibilities are the
same.
These two remarks suggest a possible

conflict between an educational need in
the area of collection management and a
de-emphasis of it as a pedagogical func-
tion. While collection develop=ment and

search Libraries News. The challenge
ahead is for educators and practitioners to
listen to one another anii build on the
aqreement that is apparent from this
rt""dy. ett engaged in 

-collection 
manage-

meni work, i'nJ indeed all in the profes-
sion, need to come to an appreciation of
the nature and purpose of the collection
(regardless of medium, scope, level, etc.)

and the practice of building a system of

access to information.
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present to catalogers in archives and li-
braries to allow them to recognize differ-
ences between two manifestations and to
enable them to describe these manifesta-
tions for users oftheir collections, and (3)
how often the visible indicators are mis-
leading.

Certain delinitions are needed at the
outset. A moving image work is any work
that is compose*d of-visual images that
move; examples are motion pictures and
video recordings. The term rianifestation
is used here inJtead of the more common
term aersion in order to achieve greater
precision in terminology. Manifustation
means a version of a work with signiffcant
difference from another version of the
same work; an example would be a re-
stored version with iootage that is not
present in the versions that were com-
monly seen prior to the restoration. Until
recgnqy, the term uersion was always used
with this meaning. However, in ihe last
several years, some catalogers in the li-
brary community have begun to use the
terrn aersion to refer to a copy of a par-
ticular manifestation of a worl<ln anoiher
physical fgrmat e.g. a microform copy of
a particular edition of a textual work,
which will herebe called near-eguiaalent.
Irem is used here to mean a particular fflm
or videorecording that is being examined
to determine whit work and i,hat mani-
festation of that work are represented.
Physical formaf refers to the aC-tual mate-
rial housing for a manifestation of a work.

extant manifestations, catalogers could
help support the developmeit of such
techniques. Textual criticism deals with
fashioning delinitive edidons of an
author's work based on examination of
ph_pical evidence found in the actual pub-
lished editions and issues in order to de-
termine the author's original intent
(Gaskell 1972, 336). Equivalent scholarlv
methods have not yet b-een developed for
the relatively new lilm art form. H6wever,
restoration projects have already begun

that have deftned the concept oforiginal
manifestation implicitly, as will be demon-
strated in the followins review of such
projects. (See Slide [1952, 110] for a dis-
cussion ofthe difference between resto-
ration and preservation.)

Some projects implicitly define origi-
nal manif'estation as the state the film was
in at the time of original release. Intoler-
ance (I9I6),Way Doum East (1920),Lost
Horizon (1937), Lansrence of Arabia
(1962), and A Star is Bom. (1d54) were

However, the two dont always coincide so
conveniently. Everson arquei that the fact
that Grif{ith later re-edlted Intolerance
( 1916) is evidence that the original release
manifestation did not correspond to the
director's intent (Everson 1990); such an
argument implies that Everson considers
the director's ffnal intent as the proper
aim of restoration. The orieinal ielease
manifestation of A Star is Born ( tgS+) -as
not necessarily exactly as Cukor would
have liked it, either; it included the "Born
in a Tfunk" number, for example, which
had been added prior to release but after
Cukor had consiilered the ftlm to be {in-
ished (Haver 1988, 190; Taylor 1985a, 34).
Blade Runner presents an interesting
case. In 1991, Warner Bros. rereleased, as
'the original &rector's version," a print
that was closer to Ridley Scott's original
version than the oriqinal release. How-
ever, it was repudiatJd by Scott, who, in
1992, released the true director's cut, with
a unicorn scene he had been forced to cut
by his ffnancial backers (Turan 1991,
Turan 1992). Taylor seems to agree with
Everson, considering the aim of restora-
tion to be "restoration of a maior film-
makert final considered intention" (Tay-
Ior 1985a,34). This is surelyaproblematic
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position to defend, however, in a ffeld in
which corporate-created art is so preva-
lent. Schatz's argument that producers
and studio 

"*"".rEu"t 
were the iuthors of

their ftlms (Schatz 1988) could be used to
construct at auteur-based argument for
considering the original release manifes-
tation to be the deftnitive manifestation.

Other restoration projects seem to
assume that the longest possible mani-
festation is desirable. Napoleon (1927)
was originally released in three differ-
ent manifestations: an abridged three-
hour manifestation, a widely shown two-
hour manifestation, and a full six-hour
manifestation. Kevin Brorvnlow restored
it to the longest original release manifes-
tation (Abel 1982, Alexander 1989,
Brownlow 1981, Everson 1981). Gance,
like Grifffth, created several later mani-
festations of Napoleon (1927). It would
seem that if directors intent were to be
the aim of future restoration projects, a
method for discovering director's intent
would have to be developed that dealt
with changes in the director's intent.

Universal's restoration of Frankenstein
(1931) seems to deftne original manifus-

twenty minutes of footage that did not
exist in any lcnown print of Natl Babylon,
a Soviet ftlm by Trauberg and Kosintsev.
He created a restoration of the film that
included this footage. When Patalas
showed Trauberg his restoration in Mos-
cow, Trauberg indicated that this was ma-

terial he had purposefully cut from the
Iilm prior to its'rellase because he consid-
ered'it inferior. He was quite annoyed that
Patalas had replaced it.

Some seem to feel that the "best"
manifestation ought to be chosen for res-
toration. Lost Horizon (1937) was three
hours long pre-release, was released at
132 minulei. and then trimmed to 116
minutes for general release, then released
again in 1942at 108.5 minutes. Stanbrook
arsues that the ftlm ought not to have
be"en restored to the l32-minute original
release manifestation, but to the 116-min-
ute later release manifestation, because
he feels it plays better, and Capra, the
director, appaiently agreed (Stanbrook
1989. 29; Capra 1972, 220-221).

Several ftlm restorers have attempted

and Queen K.elly (1929) rePre-sent at-
tempti to restore manifestations thatwere
nev6r created (Brownlow 1984, Koszarski
1985, Milne 1985, Taylor 1985b).

Preservation decision mahng is com-
plicated when a ftlm was simultaneously
ieleased in more than one manifestation,
as in the case of Napoleon (1927) dis-
cussed above. The Big ?ail (1930) was
released in both a 70 millimeter manifes-
tation and a 35 millimeter manifestation
that had been shot simultaneously; the 70
millimeter manifestation used different
takes from different cameras than the 35
millimeter manifestation. The Museum of
Modern Art restored the 70 millimeter
manifestation but took some sound from
the 35 millimeter manifestation (Haver
1986). An implicit preference for the
rarer, more expensive, more spectacular
manifestation seems in evidence here.

It miqht well be that the most useful
approaci'would be to restore and pre-
serue all versions when more than one
exists. Preservation of all versions would
allow scholars and researchers to view all
versions and make up their own minds
about which is preferable. Preservation of
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all versions would also mean, however,
that scarce preservation dollars would pay
for preserving even fewer titles.

This debate surrounding ftlm restora-
tion projects might indicate that the time
is ripe to develop scholarlv techniques
anal6gous to thosi of textual criticisrir in
the literary field. For this to occur, the

should the term definitioe perhaps be ap-
plied to a set of minifestations, includiig
original release manifestation and &rec-
tor's cut? For director's cuts. how should
director's intent be determined? Should
latest intent be preferred? Can the origi-
nal release manifestation be considered to
embody the studio's "intent"?

The development of cataloging meth-
ods that can communicate to scholars the
existence of various manifestations of a
work in the archives of the world, can help
to further the development of scholarly
approaches to ftlm similar to those of tei-
tual criticism and descriptive bibliography
lor texts.

The research described here is also
important because it demonstrates the
frequency of unlabeled manifestations.
Film creators are increasingly concerned
about various manifestations of their lilms
circulating without any indications on the
title fram6s about ths relationship of the
manifestation to the fflm as originally re-
leased. In 1988, the National Film Pres-
ervation Act was passed, requiring that
"no person shall kirowingly distribite or
exhibit to the public a materially altered
version of a lilm included in the National
Film Registry unless the version is labeled
[as follows]: . . . This is a materially al-
tered version of the fflm originally mar-

keted and distributed to the public. It has
been altered without the participation of
the principal director, screenwriter, and
otler creators of the original fflm"
(United States 1988). Unfortunately, this
law applies only to the twenty-ftve titles
added to the National Film Registry each
year, and the regulations were {irst ren-
dered toothless bv the Librarian of Con-
gress (Wharton 1990) and then dropped
altogether at the time of renewal of the
law (Wharton and McBride 1992, AMIA
1992). Now, however, a new effort has
been launched to create a law requiring
labeling (Wharton 1992c, Bollek 1992).
Such activities present evidence of a
growing concern on the part offflm crea-
tors and the public and suggest that label-
ing in the cataloging for all such manifes-
tations of fflms held by archives would be
useful to archive patrons. Unfortunately,
the fact that the-labeling requiremenls
were opposed so vigorously by the indus-
try indicates it will be a long battle to get
adequate labeling on the {ilms themselves
(Harwood 1990, Wharton 1991, Wharton
1992a, Wharton I992b, Wharton and
McBride 1992). (Admittedly, archives
themselves rarely adequatelllabel their
own reconstructed manifestations created
in the process ofpreservation.)

The research can also help in deter-
mining how best in the cataloging rules to
deal with manifestations. The fact that
film works exist in different manifesta-
tions has been taken into account for the
ftrst time in lllm cataloging rules in Archi-
aal Mooinglmnge Materials: a Cataloging
Manual, or AMIM, compiled by Wendy
White-Hensen and published by the Mo-
tion Picture, Broadcastinq and Recorded
Sound Division of the Libiary of Congress
in 1984. AMIM prescribes creating a new
catalog record for a "version with major
changes," but calls for describing several
"versions with minor changes" on the
same record. However, the difference be-
tween "major" and 'minot'' change is
never de{ined, and catalogers are given no
guidance as to what indicators to look for
to decide whether "maior" or "minor"
change has taken place betrveen one item
and another representing the same fflm
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work. The FIAF Cataloguing Rules for
Film Archioes, published by the Federa-
tion Internationale des Archives du Film
(FIAF) follows AMIM in the treatment of
"versions with major changes" and'ver-
sions with minor changes," and gives con-
siderably more guidance to the cataloger
than does AMIM (FIAF 1991). However,
no research has yet been done on the
types of difference that can occur from
one {ilm manifestation to another, and the
kinds ofindicators accessible to catalogers
that are associated with these differences.
Also, while it is l<nown that {ilms exist in
different manifestations, it is not known
how frequently they do, and thus the ex-
tent of the problem is not known. If it is
very uncommon for {ilms to exist in vari-
ous manifestations, perhaps elaborate
measures need not be taken to deal with
the problem, or perhaps elaborate meas-
ures need to be taken only in these rare
cases.

Multiple manifestations present par-
ticularly difffcult problems for large data-
bases that contain records from many dif-
ferent sources. There has been increasing
concern at the OCLC Online Computer
Library Center, Inc. over the growing size
of the database, and over the increasing
number of cases in which multiple records
have been input that probably represent
the same manifestation of a given work. It
is becoming increasingly diTftcult for in-
terlibrarv loan clerks to locate the mani-
festatioi requested by a library user, for
acquisitions clerks to locate the correct
manifestation to order, and for copy cata-
logers to locate the correct record to use
to catalog a particular item. As a result of
this concern, OCLC has recently rewrit-
ten its guidelines on when to input a new
record, in an attempt to cut down on the
number of records input that are near
duplicates ofrecords already in the data-
base (Saylor 1988; OCLC 1993,37-49).
The growing output of videocassettes of
Iilms in the last twentv vears has contrib-
uted to the problem. For example, there
are seven records in the OCLC database
for Patton (1970) as distributed on vide-
ocassette bv CBS/Fox Video: the records
differ only'in their dates, 1970 to 1986.

The question arises, Are these seven
videocissettes different from one anotlter
in any signi{icant way that ju,sti{ies main-
taining seven separate records in OCLC's
database?

The research presented here includes
an investigation of th" degree to which
difference in physical format, such as that
involved in th-e tiansfer from lilm to video,
is associated with difference in the intel-
lectual and artistic content of a moving

mending a better solution to the problem
of how-to describe near-equivalents, or

the current practice is clogging the na-
tional databaies with multip'iE riords for
items that contain the same intellectual
and artistic content. The Forum recom-
mended a solution, involving the use of
the USMARC holdings format to make
possible the description ofbotl the origi-
nal and the near-equivalents in one cata-
log record.-However, 

the lvlultiple Versions Fo-
rum referred back to the library lield the
decision as to how broadly to apply this
technique. The library world decided to
take a consewative approach at ftrst, and
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fact ofdistribution as a videocassette by a
new distributor create a new manifesla-
tion qf the fflm work, if the intellectual
and artistic content ofthe lilm is not al-
tered? (The de{inition of edition in the
Anglo-American Cataloguins. kies, 2d
ed. [rSAA, 617] tAACR2l safs no, but in
practice a new record is made.) Does dif-
ference in physical format tend to be as-
sociated with difference in intellectual
and artistic content? It would be useful to
determine how often videocassettes of
feature ftlms prepared for release to video
stores and libraries are different manifes-
tations from the original release manifes-
tations. One would suppose that video
releases are frequently original release
versions. On the other hand, one could
imagine that the transfer from 35 millime-
ter to 16 millimeter ftlm gauge might be
frequently associated with difference in
manifestation, because 16 millimeter
ftlms were often made for broadcast on
television, where editing to ftt the televi-
sion format was frequent.

RESEARCH QursrroNs

The following research was designed to
illuminate the nature of moving image
manifestations, including their rate of oc-
currence and the clues available to cata-
logers that two items differ signiffcantly
enough to be considered different mani-
festations. The following specific research
questions were posed:

l. How frequently do manifestations
occur?
a. How frequently do items differ in

continuity, i.e., actual intellectual
and artistic content as revealed by
shot-bv-shot analvsis ?

b. How frequently do items differ in
language?

c. How frequently do items differ in
subsidiarv matter?

d. How frequently do items differ in
title and presentation of credits?

2. To what extent are visible indicators
associated with actual differences in
continuity? By visible indicators are
meant:
a. Explicit manifestation indicators

such as manifestation statements

(e.g., "restored version," etc.) or
censorship or other approval body
statements

b. Title frame differences. such as:
title; series; credits; graphics; &s-
tributor, distribution, or copyright
date; copyright holder

c. Physical format variation
d. Length; length is a somewhat spe-

cial case, because, to the degree
length measurement is reliable,
length is necessarily linked to ac-
tual difference in continuity

e. Statements of subsidiary author-
ship (e.g., the name of the person
who wrote the subtitles, the name
of the person who created a re-
stored version, etc.); these, too, are
a special case, because they are
necessarily linked to a difference
in intellectual or artistic content

METHoDoLoGY

A random sample was taken, consisting of
119 {ilm works held by the UCLA FiLn
and Television Archive. The main empha-
sis of that collection is American commer-
cially released sound {ilms. For each work
in the sample, an attempt was made to
Iocate a commercially available video-
cassette copy.

All items representing the same work
were cataloged; that is, the title frames
were transcribed and the length was
measured. Available techniques for
length measurement were crude and un-
reliable. A brief experiment revealed that
a measured difference in length of two
minutes or less could occur between two
copies identical in continuity as often as it
occurred between two cooies with differ-
ent continuity. Thus, difference in length
was operationally de{ined as more t-han
two minutes.

Next, a shot-by-shot anal;nis of each
work was done, and each copy was com-
pared with it, in order to determine actual
differences in continuity, operationally
defined as two more moie shlots pt".".,t
on one item that were not present on the
other. Differences in continuity were
categorized as to whether they were due
to editing of some kind (e.g., to create
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television manifestations, airline manifes-
tations, censored manifestations, etc.) or
whether they appeared to be due to dam-
age. Difference in continuitywas counted
as being due to damage when, in the judg-
ment ofthe researcher, the loss offootage
was arbitrary e.g., in the middle of a
scene, or at the beginning or end ofa reel,
where damage often occurs.

The results ofthe shot-bv-shot analysis
were then compared to the differences
that occurred in the indicators collected
at the time of cataloging, such as title
frame differences and differences in
physical format.

FTNDINGS AND DlscussloN
OF THEIR III{PT,ICETTONS FOR HOW

To Inorcern Drnpnnnxcrs In
Rnconp-SrnucruRrNc PRAcTICE

MANIFESTATIoNS WITH ACTUAL
DIFFERENCE IN CoNTINUITY AND
Tsxt, Tnup MANIFESTATIoNS

One research question concerned the fre-
quency with which true manifestations
occur (the {in&ngs are detailed in table l).
It can be seen that the frequency ofoccur-
rence of various types of manifestation is
high. Of the works sample d, 397o existed
in different continuity manifestations. Yet
only 8Vo of the works in the sample are
mentioned as having multiple manifesta-
tions in standard reference works such as
Maltin (1991).

It is not controversial to recommend
that separate records be created for mani-
festations created by editing, e.g., for
manifestations with different endings, or
for manifestations that have been edited
to shorten or to remove offensive material
or to create restorations. Nor is it contro-
versial to recommend that separate rec-
ords be made lor manifestations made
with slightly different casts in different
Ianguages. The new FIAF rules (FIAF
1991) recornmend making separate re-
cords for both these tlpes of manifesta-
tion, and AMIM should probably be read
to support this practice as weli. glCnZ

has recommended this practice all along.
In the suwey sample, damage was the

cause in 167o of the cases in which differ-
ence in continuity occurred. Damage is gen-

TABLE 1

FREQUENCY OF TYPES OF
MANIFESTATIoNS (N = lfg)

Manifestation Frequency

Difference in continuity .39 t .09

Editing

Damage

.23 r .08

.16 + .07

Different subsidiary matter' .07i t .05

Accompanying advertising .06 t .04

Entrance and exit musicl .02 t .03

Different language .06 t .04

Different text in subtitles .03$ t .03

Different soundtrack .03 + .03

'Added 
subsidiary matter was not counted as a

change in continuity, but length mesurements
included subsidiary matter.

lUsing Lehmann's test, a more accurate conffdence
interual for lindings of.07 and 08 would be:

Lower Bound Finding UPPer Bound

.028 .07 .123

.035 .08 .136

(This conversion table can be used for all findings
reported below )
lDifferences in entrance and exit music were not

counted as changes in continuity, but entrance and

exit music were included in measurement of length

$Using Poisson's test for np or n(l-p) < 10, the
upper bounds of the conffdence intervals for
ffndings of 0 to .06 would be as follows:

Finding Upper Bound

.03

.04

.075

.087

.05 .097

.06 .105

(This conversion table can be used for all findings

reported herein )
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gration, requiring gradual removal ofbits
of the ftlm in ord6ito save the remainder.
The p_rospect of having to create a new
record every Ume this is done to a known
copy wouldbe daunting and would serve
litde purpose for the usir; a simple state-
ment that such-and-such footag.ir was re-
moved due to nitrate deterioration would
be much more concise.

Subsidiary Authorship
and Mani?estations with
Material Appended
The FIAF rules do not require making a
new record for dubbed or subutled maii-
festations, for manifestations with new

music on the soundtrack is an integral part
ofthe work. Screemvriter and muJic cied-
its are ofgreat interest to researchers. The

area of the description. For dubbed or
subtitled manifestdtions, title and credits
can be in different languages, and these
need to be shown; the USMARC format
coding needs to be changed; and the per-
son who wrote the subtitles needs t6 be

credited. The composer of a new music
track or the fflm scholar who wrote the
commentary should probably be given an
access point, or at least described promi-
nently to allow the user a proper choice as
to manifestation. In other^woidr. th"r. r..
all types of manifestation difference that
(1) are ofpotential use to scholars and (2)
potentially require multiple areas of the
description to communicate them ade-
quately.

Films that are issued with extensive
appended material, such as interviews
with lilmmakers, outtakes, rehearsals,
shot-set-ups, auditions, story-boards, trail-
ers from the original release of the fflm,
etc., should be described on a new record

trance or exit music are borderline cases.
Ifit is desired to provide access under the
trailers, a separate record would be best.
If it is enough just to note these differ-
ences for users, a holding-specilic note
would be more concise and ebonomical.

Length
Previous research has shown that extent,
measured as paging, is a very reliable in-
&cator of difTerence in manifestation in
textual works. Thus length was looked at
very carefully to see w'hether it was an
eqrially reliable indicator for moving im-
age works. As noted earlier, measurement
of length is crude for some $pes of mov-
ing image materials, notably3S millimeter
Iilm, and thus an operational de{inition of
same lengthwas used that considered two
items to Le the same length if they dif-
fered by two minutes or less. An underly-
ing pre-mise is that any item that differs by
more than two minutes from another item
does so because ofa difference in conti-
nuity of some sort. It was found that 287o
ofworks had at least one pair that differed
in length, and 77o ofworks had at least one
pair in which length was the only indtcator
6f an actual diffe"rence in continuity. Note
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that 397o ofworks (see table l) had pairs
that actually differed in continuity. The
discrepancy between these two figures,
ZSVI;nd,3g%o, indicates that not all differ-
ences in continuiw are revealed by differ-
ences in length, b"ca.rse measurement is
so crude. Thus, a difference in length
should always be taken as signiffcant,
keeping in mind that apparently equal
lengths (within two minutes) can conceal
differences in continuity. because of the
unreliabiliw of the measuretnent devices.
This ffndirig about the significance of
length was one of the more interesting
results of the research, showing that for
ftlm, as for texts, extent is the most reli-
able visible indicator of actual difference
in manifestation.

If length is the only difference be-
tween two items, it could be argued that
the most economical approach would be
to indicate the difference on one record.
However, to be useful to the user, the
cataloging should include a version note
indicating the nature of the difference,
e.g., that a particular sequence is missing,
or that the work appears to have been
censored; the best ,iiy to clearly link the

version note to all copies of that version
under current practice is to make a sepa-
rate record. Also, making a separate re-
cord is a clear signal to the user that there
are signi{icant &fferences in the intellec-
tual and artistic content.

DIFFERENCE IN IDENTIFICATION
WITHOUT DIT'TNNSNCN IN CONTINUITY
OR TEXT' TITIT MAUIT'ESTATIONS AND
NEAR-EQUIVALENTS

Another research question concerned the
extent to which viiible indicators on the
title frames, either explicit manifestation
indicators, or other title frame differ-
ences, were associated with actual differ-
ence in continuity. Research ftndings con-
cerning visual indicators are summarized
in table 2A'.

It is clear that visible indicators are not
reliablv associated with difference in con-
tinuit/ Twenty-three percent ofworks ex-
amined had unlabeled manifestations.
Forty-eight percent had near-equivalents
with' mis"leading visible indicators: there
was no underlying change in continuity.
Explicit manifestation indicators occur in-

TABLE 2A

RELIABILITY OF VISIBLE INOICETONS ON TITLE FMIT,IES: SUIT,TITIENY

Indicator Frequency

All visible indicators, including both explicit manifestation
indicators and title frame differences 

-

Difference in indicators with actual difference in continuity

Difference in indicators with no difference in continuity

No difference in indicators, but actual difference in continuity

Explicit manifestation indicators

Difference in indicators with actual dlfference in continuity

Difference in indicators with no difference in continuity

No difference in indicators, but actual difference in continuity

Tltle frame differences'

Difference in title frames with actual difference in continuity

Difference in title frames with no difference in continuity

No dtfference in title frames, but actual difference in continuity

.32 * .08

.48 * .09

.23 t .08

.10 + .05

.08+.05

.33 + .08

.29 +.08

.47 r .09

.25 t.08

'"Title 
frames" should be taken to meatchief source, as defined by MCR2, i.e., for publication and

distribution information, the film or video itself, its case or can, and accompanying materials.
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TABLE 28

RELIABILITy or Vtstnlr INDIcAToRS or{ TrrI,s Fnelrns: Spncrrtc INDIcAToRS

Visible Indicator Dc
Explicit manifestation indicators

Statement of subsidiary authorship

Manifestation statement

Censorship or approval body statement

Title frame differences

Different tiilel

Different series{

Different creditsll

Different traced credits

Different order of credits

Different graphics

Different distributod

Different distrib. or copyright date"

Different copyright holder

Different MPPDA or similar statementit

0 .03 +.03 0
.03 +.03 .08 t.051 0

.01 * .02 .02 +.03 0

.02 t.03 .05 +.04 0

.01 r .02 . I0  r .05 .01 * .02

.05 +.04 .15 r .06 .01 +.02

.04x.04 .13 * .06 .0I  t .02

.01 * .02 .03 +.03 ,0I  +.02
0 .05 r.04 0

.I0 +.05 .23 +.08 .03 * .03
O .21x .07  0

.02 * .03 .12 +.06 0

.0I  r .02 .02 +.03 0

.03 +.03

.14  t .06

.03  r .03

.07 +.05

.16  r .07

.25 t .08

.2L  + .07

.04t.04

.08 r.05

.48 +.09

.36 + .09

.24+.08

.06 t.04

Key:
A = Visible indicator is present on only one member of a manifestation pair
B = Visible indicator is the only' indicator that differs between the members of at least one

manifestation pair
C = Visible indicator is associated with an actual difference in continuity
D = Visible indicator is the only indicator associated with an actual difference in continuity

'When 
the term "only- is used here, and in D, it means the only indicator besides a change in physical

format, such as a change from 16 millimeter to video; title frames were examined separately from physical
format
lTwo 35 millimeter items containin gCod's Ltnle Aue had identical manifestation statments, but different
continuities. This possibility had not been taken into account when the questionnaire was designed. The
videodisc and the l/2-inch VHS items contairingKng Kong had (a) the same footage, (b) different
subsidiary matter, and (c) a manifestation statement on the one uithout the subsidiary matter; this was
counted as a change in manifestation statement without change in continuity.
lWhen one item was missing the title frame, this was counted as a "different" title. When two items had the
same title, but one had a different variant title on the part title frames, this was counted as a different title,
since it could affect acess.

$Numbering unassociated with a series statement was ignored in determining if two items were identical
coples.
ttDtfrerer.t credtts includes the following differences between items:

(a) one item lists the same names, but there re different../bmr of name

(b) one item hm end credits missing

(c) one item has one frame ofcredits missing

(d) one item lists the same names, but different functions tre given, e.g., the same person is given an
editing credit on one item and a screenwriting credit on the other

(e) two items differ in untraced credits, e g., caterer, transportation coordinator, or dentist to the star

Different traced credits were counted both here and in the next category.
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#Collectors logos, such as the UCLA Film and Television Archive logo, were ignored in determining

whether or not two items were identical copies.

"When one irem said "@ 1958" and another said 'O 1958, @ 1963 renewed," this ws counted as a different

copyright date. However, when one item said "O 1988" and another said "@ 1988, package design @ 1989,"

this was not counted as a different copyright date.

tlWhether or not a rating frame (e.g., "This {ilm has been rated R") wro present was ignored in determining

whether two items were identical mipies MPPDA stands for Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

Americ4 which gave films certiffcat;s of approval bmed on the famous Hays Code, as part of Holllvood's

attempt to censor itselfto avoid censorship by society at large
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equivalents. If the USMARC holdinss
format were to be used to record suc'h

put into practice, it could rid OCLC of an
immense number of catalog records for
essentially the same videocaisette release
of a motion picture.

Series differences occurred in I6Vo of
the cases, but were associated with actual
difference in continuity only l07o ofthe
time. Series statements on shorts can be

graphics on the title frames that the title
frames are later replacements, no lonqer
in the same graphic style as the orisiial
title frames on ihe otiginal issue oi the
film. This ocrurred in 8% of the cases in

content or Rot.

DlrreneNce IN PHysIcAL FoRMAT
MTHOUT DIFFERENCE IN CONTINUITY
OR TEXT: N EAR-EQUIVALENTS

A question thatwas looked atwas whether
difference in ph;nical format tended to be
associated with difference in continuity.
Format differences are differences in me-
&um, i.e., {ilm vs. video, or differences in

TABLE 3A

AssocIATIoN oF CoNTINUITy
DlprnneNcu wITH PHysICAL FoRMAT

VenIeTlotl: SUMMARy

Continuity/Format Variation Frequency

Physical variation with actual
difference in continuity .28r.08

Phvsical variation with no
a6tual difference in continuity .42x.Og

No physical variation, but
act'ual difference in continuity .19 t .07

originally color, are de{initely of signi{i-
cance to users. These types ofdifference
do not tend to be associalted with subsidi-

method is economical, in that it allows one
recordto be usedto describe more than one
manifestation or near-equivalent without
confusion to t}e user.

No colorized ftlms were studied in the
research reported here. However, colori-
zation tends to be accompanied by sub-
sidiary authorship credits for the coloriz-
ers. ihe same is probably tme for
"stereo-ized" ftlms. In these cases, as in all
cases where conditions of responsibility
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TABLE 38

ASSocIATIoN Op COutrNuIty DlrprnnncE IVITH PttySlCll FOnult VlnIeUOll:
SPEcIFIc INDICAToRS

Physical Format Variation

Different color characteristics'

Difference in steredmonophonic

Other physical format difference

16 millimeter

Video

Presentation formatt

.09 +.05 .01 +.02

.09 r .05 .03 t ,03

.57 t.09 .06 +.04 .28 t.08 .05 t.04

.37 + .09 .03 * .03 .2L + .07 .03 + .03

.36 +.09 .02 t.03 .16 t.07 .02 +.03

.l l t.06 .01 t.02 .05 + .04 0

Key:
A = Physical format variation is on only one member of a manifestation pair
g = Physical format variation is the only indicator that differs between the members

of at least one manifestation pair

C = Physical format variation is associated with an actual difference in continuity

D = Physical format variation is the only indicator associated with an actual difference

in continuity

'This 
was coded as "yes- when one item was black and white and the other was olor, but "no" when one

item was Technicolor and the other was Eastman color.

l"Different presentation format" was taken to man missing image due to change in presntation fomat.

Thus, a wide-screen 16 millimeter print and a I'ideo that had been put into letterbox format in order to get

all of the wide-screen image onto the vidm screen were counted as having the saru presentation format.

chanqe, it probably would be best to cre-
ate siparate records so that all differences
between manifestations can be clearlv re-
corded.

One might suspect that commercially
released videocassettes would tend to be
very close in continuity to the original
release manifestations most of the t'ime,
other than for differences in wide-screen
image that might occur between a mani-
festation on {ilm and a manifestation on
video. As a quick test of this supposition,
those titles for which a commercially re-
leased videocassette had been found were
looked at. Of 44 works for which commer-
cially released videocassette copies were
found, 39, or 80Vo, were released com-
mercially in the original release manifes-
tation.

Users are deffnitelv interested in
whether they are going to be viewing a
videocassette or a motion picture, as the
image quality varies considerably from
one medium to the other. However. this
difference can be concisely indicated in
the physical description; norrnally no

other areas ofthe bibliograPhic record are

qetting rid of the GMD.- 
As-was mentioned above, it was fre-

quently the case, 42Vo of the time, that
there was a physical variation between
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two items without there being any accom-
panying difference in continuity. In only
Sqo'of {he cases was a transfer t6 16 milli-
meter format the only difference associ-
ated with an actual diiference in continu-
ity. ln only 2Vo of the cases was a transfer
from ftlm to video format the only differ-
ence associated with an actual difference
in continuity. This would seem to indicate
format difference is rarely the onlv indi-
cator of an actual difference in content,
and therefore the OCLC practice of mak-
i1g a n9w record for every variation in
physical format is not providing very good
user seryice. Again, the use of the US-
MARC holdings format to solve the prob-
lem of physical variants could reduce the
number of records in OCLC.

REcoMMENDED TREATMENT

Based on these {indings, the following
treatment for moving iftage materials ii
recommended.

Tnun MeNtpssrATIoNS

If there is any difference in the intellec-
tual or artisiic content, a new record
should be made. There are three ways that
true manifestations with actual difference
in intellectual and artistic content can be
created: by editing to change the continu-
ity or track; by appending new material;
aid bv changes in sound irack and subti-
tles and casl carried out by identi{iable
subsidiary authors. The following are ex-
amples of such difference:

E dit e cl manife s t at io ns :
Difference in continuity (indicator: &f-

ference in length of more than two
minutes; note that this would in-
clude items that differin ftlm speed
due to time compression or expan-
sion)

Revoicings on sound track
Different sound effects on soundtrack

Manifu stations :oith material app end.e d :
Addition of prologues, epilogues, or

other subsidiarv-matter] suclir as sto-
ryboards, posters, trailers, etc., on a
videodisc

Accompanying advertising, if it is de-
sired to provide acress under it

Subsidiary authorship:
Colorization
New music track
New narration
Commentary by particular critic or

fflmmaker on sdparate soundtrack

Translation:
New subtides
Dubbing

Other difference in tert:
New subtitles in the same language
New intertitles on silent ftlm
Restorations completed by particular

preservationists or scholars
Partial difference in cast, e.g., the

Spanish versions of Laurel and
Hardv fflms. or the future envi-
sioned by Spielberg in which new
actors can be substituted for old

Trrr,e MINIpESTATIoNS

Ifthere are signiffcant differences in the
title frames, a new record should be made,
even if the lilms beneath the title frames
are identical. It is recommended that a
difference in title or a difference in the
order or inclusion of the production or
cast creditS be considered such a signiff-
cant difference, unless such a differince
is due to holding-speciffc damage.

NEAR.EQUIVALENTS

Explicit manifestation statements (e.g.,
domestic version) and censorship board
certi{icates should be viewed with suspi-
cion by the cataloger. At least one fflm
studied in this research was represented
by two items with identical manifestation
statements but different continuity. If a
manifestation statement is accompa-
nied by a difference in length of over
two minutes, it should be assumed to be
connected with an actual difference in
manifestation until proven otherwise.
Otherwise, the statement should iust be
quoted in a copy-speciffc note.

It is recommended that no new record
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be made when the only things that vary
between two items are:

The distributor
The date of distribution
The copyright statement
The series
Closed captioning
Accompanying advertising when no ac-

cess is desired
Entrance or exit music
Title frame graphics
Note that this recommendation is very

similar to one made by O'Neill and Visine-
Goetz, who suggested that a better object
for a single catalog record might be what
they refer to as atext, which they deline
as "a set of editions with the same content"
(O'Neill and Visine-Goetz 1989, 172-
174). According to this concept, two items
that differ only in publisher, date of pub-
lication, publisher's e&tion statement, pa-
per, g?ography, binding and price, with
no difference in intellectual content,
could be described using the same record.

It is also recommended that the fol-
lowing physical variations be considered
to create near-equivalents, which also
could be described on the same record:

Videotransfer of motion picture {ilm
Wide-screen vs. letterboxed vs. panned

and scanned
3D vs. non-3D
Black-and-white vs. tinted
Color vs. black-and-white print
Stereophonic vs. monophonic vs.

Dolby
35 millimeter vs. 70 millimeter vs. 28

millimeter
Nitrate {ilm vs. safety {ilm

FURTHER Rnsnencn NEEDED

It would be useful to repeat this research
in different types of moving image collec-
tions, particularly fflm study collections
that contain many commercially released
videocassettes and videodiscs, to see
whether the ftn&ngs are different for
these newer materials. It is hoped that
similar research will be done for other
types of non-book materials, such as
sound recordings, maps, computer files,
etc., to see whether they vary by type of
material.

THE FUTURE

It is already apparent that a greater arvare-
ness of the value of labeling is permeating
the fflm distributing world, at least when
the fact that a {ilm item contains a particu-
lar manifestation is seen as a selling point.
Manv currentlv released videocassettes
and videodiscs contain welllabeled direc-
tor's cuts or restored manifestations or
manifestations with audio tracks by noted
ftlm scholars, etc. Caveat emptor is still
the rule, however, as unlabeled short tele-
vision manifestations do croP up on vide-
ocassette.

The advent of the &eitized image
opens up all kinds of intriEuing possibili-
ties for the future. If we co=uld ev-er afford

SUMMARY

The maior ftndings of the research re-
ported ibove *"tJ* follows: Continuity,
i.e.. intellectual and artistic content, var-
ies frequently in films. Visible indicators
and physical'format are very unreliable
indicat6rs of actual difference in intellec-
tual and artistic content. Length differ-
ences of over two minutes are the most
reliable indicators ofactual difference in
intellectual and artistic content.

The research ffndings are somewhat
&scouraging for catalogers, showing that
the title iraire indicatois on which stand-
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time, fewer records could be to the bene-
fft of the users of large databases, who
would not have to wade through so many
records that represent essentially thb
same manifestations of a work.

make sure all the manifestations have
been sorted out. Thirty-nine percent of
the works sampled showed &fferences in
continuity. Onlv 8Vo of the titles in the
sample have been reported in the litera-
ture to have different manifestations.
Eleven perc_ent of the works sampled had
continuity &fferences that were not ac-
companied by measurable differences in
length. Archives do not have the resources
to do shot-by-shot analpes on every copy
of every work they coilect, so ineiitalily
archive'catalogs wiil not necessarily repoi
reliably on manifestations held.
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APPnnux,
FILMS IN S,turIr

Data analyzed

L Aladd.in and the Wonderful Lamp
( 1934)

2. The AmazingMr. Blunden (1972)
3. Angel and the Badman (1947)
4. Animal Crackers (1930)
5. Anthony Adaerse (1936)
6. Apocalypse Nour (1979)
7. Auntie Mame (1958)
8. Balloon Lcri.d (1935)
9. Blame It On Rio (L984)

10. Brats (1930)
ll. Break of Hearts (1935)
12. Casablanca (1942)
t3. Catalina Interlude (1948)
14. Chickens Come Home (1931)
L5. A Chump at Oxford (1940)
L6. Cinderella (L949)
17. ComingHome (L978)
18. The Dark Corner (195-?)
19. DarlingLili (1970)
20. Dat;id Harum (1934)
21. Dear, Dead Delilah (1972)
22. Diary of a Resistance (l9a1)
23. Dominick and Eugene (1988)

24. Doton DakotaWay Q9a9)
25. Farm Frolics (Pudfu the Pup and the

Gypsies [1936])
26. Fast and Furry-ou.s (19a9)
27 . Fid.dle-de-dae (1948)
28. Field Trip (ca. 1950)
29. Findine His Voice (1929)
30. Fl y in g1,e ath e rn e cks (1951)
31. FI yin g Tigers (1942)
32. Fort Apache (1948)
33. Giant (1956)
34. God's Linle Acre (1958)
35. The Graduate (1967)
36. The Greatest Shou on Earth (1952)
37. Catnga Drn (1939)
38. Halleluiah I'm a Bum (1933)
39. The Hteh Commnnd (1937)
40. Hoosiels (1986)
4I. House of the Damned (1963)
42. Hud, (1963)
43. It's aGift O%a)
44. Jack Frost (1934)
45. loan of Arc (1948)
46. Juarez (1939)
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47 . Keyhole Varieties ( 195-?)
48. King Kong (f933)
49. Laurence of Arabia (1962)
50. LightYears (L9-)
51. Lisa (1962)
52. Madlouth (1940)
53. Mephisto (I98I)
54. Mole (1971)
55. My DarltngClementine (1946)
56. My Farsorite Brunette (1947)
57. On the Waterfront (L954)
58. One Touch ofVenus (19a8)
59. The Palm Beach Story Q942)
60. The Phantom Plana (196L)
61. The Prince and the Pauper (1937)
62. RagingBull (1980)
63. Rhythrn and Blues Reaiew (1955)
64. Rock Baby, Rock It (1957)
65. Seoen Brides for Seaen Brothers

(1954)
66. Sing Me Goodbge (1950)
67. Sk, Deoils ft948\
68. Sleepy Time Possum (195L)
69. Stagecoach (1939)
70. Stolen lools (1931)
7I. La Strada (1954)
72. Stripes (1981)
73. Summefiime (1934)
74. Things to Come (1936)
75. S0lears ofFun (L962)
76. Tijuana After Midnight (f954)
77. Tom Sawyer (1938)
78. Tropical Sportland (1943)
79. Unusual Occupations L1-6 (1942)
80. Voodoo Man (1944)
SL Whispering Smith (L948)
82. Woody Woodpecker (L94L)
83. GuestWife (L945)
84. Once Upon a Honeymoon (1942)
85. The Prairie (1948)
86. Second Chance (1953)
87. Snorp White and the Seaen Dwarfs

(re3n
88. That Cold Day in the Park (1969)

99.Tidnl Warse (Subrnersion of lapan
[1e75])

90. Unusual Occupations L2-5 (L543)
9L. The viking (I93L)
92.What Eoer Happenedto Baby lane?

(1962)
93. Yanfts (1979)

Identical copies (27)

94. All My Babies (1953)
95. Aqua Babes (L956)
96. As Our Friends (1947)
97. Aoalanche (1978\
98. Beat Street (1984)
99. Beyond Glory Q948)

100. Beyond the Forest (L949)
I0l. The BigFlame-up (1949)
102. Black Cats and Broomsticks 0955')
103. Bombing of Pearl Harbor (1942?)
I04. Double Rhythm [9a6)
I05. Flioaer Flying 09aS)
L06. The Girl Behind the Curtain (1952)
IO7. Hotlip lasper (1945)
I08. Ihilbirds (1932)
109. Little Cut Up (1949)
lI0. Lucky lorilan (1942)
lll. Objec'tioe-Security ( 1945?)
ll2. The Price of Silenca (1959)
Il3. Remember These Faces (I94-?)
lL4. Secret of the lncas (1954)
1 15. Sons of the Desert (1933)
116. Tails ofthe Border (1943)
ll7 . Veloet Vampire (197 I)
Il8. The Whitetail Buck (1955\
lI9. Wild Han:est (1947)

Catalog records for these lilms can be
examined in the UCLA Film and Televi-
sion Archive database on ORION, the
UCI-A Libraries' online information sys-
tem. Soon they will be available in
MEL\ryL (free on the Internet).
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Compqrolive Results of Two
Currenl Periodicol Use Sludies

Moiken Noylor

When two curent periodical use shtdies roere cond.ucted only four years
apart in the Scienci and Engineering Library at the Unh:ers,ity at Bffilo,
the opportunitg arose to rnaLe a dptalled cornparison of resuhs obtained' by-
two iifferent riahodologies; one lr,as a reshelaing stutiy, the other require7
users io setf-repon theirTse of materials. Durin gihe seiond study, there uas
concern that users would, ignore in
indicate repeated.uses uhere none h
high-use current science period.icals
sheloer pick-up than by user self-re,
appeared. to haoe dropped. under th
titles, uhile use in the life and enr:
due to new interdisciplinary progrants. The entire collection of journals
currently receiaed durlngboth stua
than rohen resheloed by library stafi
faoorite titles might take place, it ca
to prod.ucing a record of a oide ran,
study researchers uho are trying,
aware that this methodnlogy, thou
u;here a consid.erable portion of use

ln this study I present a comparison
between two current perio&cal use sfud-
ies conducted four years apart in the Sci-
ence and Engineering Library at the Uni-
versity at Buffalo using different
methodologies. Given the fact that active
user participation was necessary in the
second of these studies. I wanted to com-
pare data collected from both to see
whether similar volumes of use data were
generated, but also what the advantages
and &sadvantages associated with these
methods were. and what concerns with
user cooperation would need to be ad-
dressed in future stu&es.

Earlier I reported on an initial com-
parison of these methodologies, using
data qenerated in a reshelving study in
1987:b8, and also from the maj6r study of

differentially reported use has now been

MATKEN Nlylon is Senior Assistant Librarian and Head, Chemistry-Mathematics Library, State
University of New York at Buffalo. Manuscript received November 17, 1993; revised May 3,
1994; accepted for publication ]une 2, 1994.
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In October 1987, the Science and Engi-
neering Library and its branches (chemis-

study, lasted for one year. Its primarv our-
pose was the identiftcation,'through'the
sweep method, of low use current titles to
provide back-up data for cancellation de-

The use of each title was entered into a
dBASE- III+ database, enabling the
author four years later to add and compare
data with a 

-minimum 
of effort.

Again in September 1991, the Science
and Engineering Library and its branches
participated in a larger effort, this time to
measure use ofboth bound and unbound
volumes in all University at Buffalo librar-
ies, as well as in libraries at the other

studies carried out at all four SUNY Cen-
ters, will increase SUNY srstemwide co-
operation and are now'being imple-
mented.

CHANcES IN CoLLEcrIoNs AND
Usnn Popur,errorus

Popur-lttott

compared? SEL serves the Faculty of
Natural Sciences and Mathematics and
the School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences. Doubtless. there has been some

Pttyslcer, CHeucns

Physical changes in Iocation ofthe collec-
tions in the past four years occurred
through relocation and assimilation of the
geology branch collection into SEL in
1991. The Chemistrv-Mathematics Li-
brary, where both co'llections had been
consolidated in 1988, remained un-
changed in the intervening four years.

Lrsneny HoURS

Library hours in SEL were the same in
spring and fall semesters of both studies
(95.5 hours/week), higher in summer
1988 than summer 199t (73 hours/week
vs. 55.5 hours/week), and lower in inter-
sessions 1987-88 than intersessions
1991-92 (45 hoursAveek vs. 51.5 hours/
week), for a net drop in annual hours of
only LVo, from 4,124-hours in 1987-88 to
+.0it in t99l-92.

jounNer,s Helo

Because the SEL study was initiated to
identify low use journals with a view to-
wards cancellation, it is no surprise that
many of the 1300 titles in SEL exlusive of
its bianches in 1987 were no longer cur-
rent in 1991. and therefore unavailable for
comparison purposes. In fact, only 828 of
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the joumals received in 1987 remained,
including those with title changes and
continuations. Many new titles had been
added in the interim, but they cannot be
evaluated in the comparison attempted in
this report.

AVAILABILITY oF INDEXES

Another factor worth considering when
reviewing the environment in SEL then
and now is the availabilityofindexes and
abstracts to the user population. While
there were no CD-ROM products and
electronic databases available in SEL in
1987, by 1991 several non-paper indexes
had been introduced at SEL and were
available to the entire University at Buf-
falo community. These had an inevitably

recent years of ffve Wilson databases
available foronline searchingin the spring
of 1991. Of particular importance for sci-
ence library- users were Applled Science
and Technology Inder and General Sci-
ence lndzx. SEL also purchasedDngineer-
ing Inder (Compendex) on CD-ROM,
cancelled it at the end of 1991, but rein-
stated it in tle spring of 1992.

How this affected the use of the en-
gineering literature during the course of
the survey can only be guessed at, but
the reinstatement came at the request
and with the financial support of the
engineering departments. SciSearch,
the CD-ROM version of Science Cita-
tion Index, was also purchased in 1991,
and the paper copy was dropped a year
later. INSPEC on CD-ROM was bought
in the summer of 1992, too late to facili-
tate access to the physics literature so
far as this studvwas concerned. Cancel-
lation of Chemical Abstracts paper copy
in SEL at the end of 1991 (though an-
other subscription remained at the
branch Chemistry-Mathematics Li-
brary) might have had a negative impact
on journal literature accessibility.

Mrrnonor,ocY oF SUNY SrUDY

method, to collect current periodical use
data. The resulting methodolog;r was,
therefore, a hybrid in that it was respec-
tively different for current issues (check-
off) ind bound volumes (sweep) of a tide.

ready existed, as well as a data entry form
that'had been adapted with little addi-
tional effort for cuirent issues as part of
the total use ofajournal, and it had proved
cost-effective. In brief. use ofcurrent is-
sues was checked offby users themselves,
and use ofbound volumes was captured

sticker (or dot) is placed on the spine ofa
volume to be resfrelved, and subsequent
reshelvinqs are indicated by hash marks
on this h6el (or more dots are added). At
the study's conclusion, use information is
copied fiom the spines to tally sheets and
then to a comput6r database.'This proce-
dure was follo'wed for bound volumes in

Undergraduate Ubrary of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1980
(Konopasek and O'Brien 1984), and at the
Memorial UniversiW of Newfoundland
(Milne and Tiffany 1'991). At SUNY Cen-
ters, a small paper label was afffxed to the
front cover bf each new journal issue.
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Small labels were used because of the
high cost of providing one for each cur-
rent issue of tens of thousands of peri-
odicals in all the participating SUNY Cen-
ters, and also to avoid covering important
publication information. On this ltbel, us-
ers were asked. "PLEASE HELP US
gather data on your use ofourjournals by
crossing off the next # each time you use
this issue": the numbers ran from 1 to 15.
If an issue was used more than 15 times,
the additional use was not lanown. al-
tho"gh capturing these uses would have
been interesting and potentially useful.
For the purposes of the SUNY study, this
was irrelevant. because the aim was to
identify low use titles that could be shared
in cooperative collection development
among SUNY Centers. At the Memorial
University of Newfoundland, a much
larger tag was a{ffxed to both bound and
unbound periodicals, with 24 rather than

with 149 spaces on which the user was
requested to indicate academic status,
such as undergraduate, graduate, and
other (Konopasek and O'Brien 1984, 67).
While one of the advantages of such an
in-house user study is that a user category
can be related to the material (Chrisdan-
sen, Davis, and Reed-Scott 1983, 437),
this was again of no concern in the SUNY
study, would have been more expensive to
implement, and demanded more partici-
palon from t]re user. So far as th; hbels
were concerned, a cutoff number of 15
proved to be adequate, because issues of
only about lvo of al] current periodicals
ever reached this saturation level in the
SUNY study. When the current issues
were bound, the number of issues, their
total use, and number of issues with more
than 15 uses were coded on a sticker on
the spine. Subsequent reshelving uses of
the bbund formaiwere then rec6rded by
library shelvers using hash marks on thb
same sticker. These bound-volume uses
are not included in ourcomparison, which

deals exclusively with unbound issues. At
SEL. all current issues are bound soon
after a volume is complete, except for
tabloid type publications such as Scientist
a;nd Information Today, which are re-
tained for the current year plus one, and
then discarded.

The question of whether users in fact
followed instructions and checked off a
number every time thev used an issue
arose in the e'arly monthi of the study. At
the Chemistry-Mathematics Library,
which has a collection of just over 300
current titles, the author frequendy found
one or two current issues on tables and
carts without a check-off mark. Consult-
ation with librarians at other units re-
vealed that the instructions were some-
times being ignored elsewhere, too. This
sparked the authori curiosity to examine
use of a small number of titles at an inter-
mediate point, and to compare this with
time-speciffc data from the earlier SEL
study. Now, after the year's data collection
has been completed, one can begin to
make some comparisons between the two
use surveys, each ofwhich covered a year
starting roughly at the beginning of the
fall semester, although four years apart.

SrmcrroN oF DATA

As noted before, an operating collection
ofS28journals in SEL had survived can-
cellation over the four-year span since the
earlier SEL study. Current-use data of
these titles for both 1991 and 1992 un-
bound issues were drawn via screen prints
from a Statistical Analysis Software ffle on
the Buffalo mainframe computer im-
ported into an e-mail account. The
screens provided information on the num-
ber of current issues, their reported uses,
the number that had "maxed out" with 15
or more uses, as well as concurrent infor-
mation on bound volume use. Current
issue data for the 828 titles gathered dur-
ing both the SEL and SUNY studies were
copied into an edited dBASE III+ {ile of
the earlier SEL study data.

We also studied the performance of
high-use current joumals, which were
first examined in an earlier article (Navlor

1993). These were from a set of 98 titles
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that had high use (50 and more) in the
SEL study. Combininq sections of one
title undei one headin! Qournal of Ceo-
phy sical Research), eliminating cancella-
tions and disregarding reserve titles left us
with 90. fhe 5O sho"wed a 37Vo drop in
current issue use from their previous lev-
els at an intermediate point in the survey
year (Nafor 1993). Follow-up evaluation
involved manual data collection for 27
titles that were in the Chemistry-Mathe-
matics Librarv and for which an SAS ftle
was not availible at the time. The now-
bound 1991-92 volumes were examined
individually, and data were tallied from
check-off iabels. Earlier high-use titles
not part ofthe group of90 included two
that were on reserve to protect them from
theft. Because one reserye journal
(Chemical U Engineering Neos) was al-
ready in the pool, these two (BYTE, ENR)
were included for the sake ofconsistency,
bringing the group total to 92. A fourth
reserve title (EDN) did not quali$ be-
cause ofits low use.

The decision on how to treat data for
titles that had one or more "maxed out"
issues was problematic. While in all cases

there was an inherent uncertainty in the
number of uses checked off, including an
error ofat least one for each time a current
issue was found unmarked and off the
shelf, for'maxed out" issues an additional
source oferrorwas introduced: the inabil-

tions and constraints, the "maxed out"
journals were deffnitely used, perhaps
more than others, and cannot be ignored.
We decided to place the nominal numeric
value ofeach such issue at 15, and use this
number in all calculations and tables.
There were 15 of these titles, or iust under
2Vo of the 828 under considerition, and

has fared over the past four years, besides
noting what effect, if any, the self-report-
ing, or check-off, method was having on

TABLE 1

founuem wrrH ONE oR MoRE CURnENT Issurs RsecHING 15 oR Monr Usrs

Title Sweep Check-off Class #

ACM Computing Suroeys

Appll e d P hV sic s Letters

Journal of Catalysis

20 QA76.5
237 QCr
65 QD501
59 QH540
43 RC78

65 TAl

95 TM01

42 TKl

16 TKl

47 TKI

t7 TK4000

75 TK7870

96 TK7871

42 "IK787L

r40 TK7874

t3
568
64

Ecol.ogy 50

IEEE Trans. on Med.ical lmaging 29

Ciail Engineertng 85

lournal of Materials Scimce Letten 51

IEEE Trans. on PouerDelioery 4

IEEProceedings Pt. C. 3

IEEE Pouer EngineeringReoiero lI

IEE Proceedings Pt. B 3

IEEETrans. on Electron Deoices 58

Thin Solid Film"s 51

IEEE Jounal of Soltd-State Circults 15

IEEE Trans. on Computer-Aidzd DesiEn 30
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TABLE 2
Snlr-Reponren (Cuecr-orr.) Pnnroorcel, Uss

Corrrpenro ro RESHELVEn (Swnsp) Usu
Use Ooer 148 Days Use Ooer OneYeu

_#Titles Sweep Check-off Change Sweep Check-off

92'
83

5,060
4,540

3,114

2,503

-38Vo

45Vo

9,920
8,819

5,959

5,005

40Vo

43Vo
'92 titles include nine that reached or exceeded the maximum check-off number of 15 uses.

recorded levels ofuse. Class numbers are
included in tables where appropriate.

RESULTS

In a previous article (Naylor lgg3) it was
reported that 90 hieh current-use titles in
SEL and its brancfies had 4.951 uses for

uses for these titles were recorded bv tlre
check-off method than by the sweep
method used four years earlier. Igrorin!
data for six titles that had one o-r mor6
"maxed out" issues, making total use un-
certain, the ratio for uses for 84 titles was
25944553, or 0.57, meaning that 43Vo
fewer uses were recorded foithem than
four years before.

After a full year, the ratio continued to
decline sliehtl;, for our universe ofg2 ti
tles, as sho"wn in table 2.Theg2titles had
387o fewer uses bv Februarv 14. and 40Vo
few_er uses after one year, tfian iou, y"*,
earlier. The further incremental drop is
not suqprising. The ffrst interval of bur
comparison, September through the mid-
dle of Februarv, included the"entire ffrst
semester and three'iveeks of the second.
The second interval, from February 15
through the end ofAugust, included the
remaining 12 weeks of the second semes-
ter, and the months |une, |uly, and Au-
gust, which had also ihoun-reduced cur-
rent periodical use in the SEL study.
Sixty-one ofthe 92 titles had higher use in
the lirst interval, 31 in the second. Twelve
ofthe 92 had higher use by the check-off

method than by the earlier reshelving, and
two of these had suspicious repetitive
marhngs that accountled for over 150
uses-possible cases of user interference.

Calculations that exclude the 'maxed

out" journals, of which there were nine
after one year, show 457o fewer uses after
148 dap, and 437o fewer after one full
year. When a percentage point in ourtable
2 calculations represents 99 or 88 uses,

University at Buffalo, use droppedby 4O7o
or more as self-reported by users, com-
pared to library reshelving counts four
years earlier. Titles and data are listed in
table 3.

mine the relationship between actual uses
and the number of ticks made by users on
their data collection tags, using informa-
tion from issues that had circulated. They
found circulations outnumbered user
ticks, or check-offs, three to two. This
resulted in a correction factor of 1.5 for
their data. In terms of percentages, this
drop of one out of three-ures *oild ha,re
appeared as -33.37o in table 2.

Similar circulation data exist for the
small number of SEL journals on reserye,
and we can use them as a reality check for
our hypothesis. Current issues of Chemi-
cal 6 Engineering Netos, BYTE, EDN,
and ENR were kept on reserye to guard
against theft. Although individual title sta-
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TABLE 3

Reconoro Usns ron 92 HrcH-UsE SEL Jounuels By SwEEp METHoD (1987-88)
AND USER CHscr-opn METHoD (1991-92)

Sweep Method Check-off Method

One Year 148 Days OneYear 148 Daln

Applied Phg sics Letters

Sc.tmce

Phg sical Reaieus Letten

IACS
Nature

Tetrahedron Letlers

Neu Scimtist

Chemtcal b En$neering News

Journal of Geophysical Research

Physical Reoieu B: Condensed Matter

I Chem Soc Chemical Communications

lapanese I Applied Physics, Pt.2, Letters

Inorganb Chemtstry

S olid St at e C ornmunlc ation s

lournal of Applted Physics

lournal of Physical Chenistry

lournal of Organic Chtmistry

Tetrahedron

Synthaic C ommunbations

J ournal of Organometalhc Chernistry

Jaltanese lournal of Applied Phgsics, Pt. 1

lournal of Chemtcol Education

I Elearoanal Chem lnterfacial Elec.trochem

Cell

Earthquake Enganeering U StruAural Dyn

Materlak Engineerlng

Phgstcs Letters: Part A

Analytical Chemistry

Chembal Physlcs l*ltets

Surface Scimce

Mechanical En$neering

Ciail EngJneering

Angewandte Chenie Internat Ed

Optics Letters

M amtfactu rin g En gJn e e rin g

568

475

432

383

359

281

268

248

230

186

180

160

156

153

150

r40
r37
135

133
r32

130
130

r27
127
l16
r00
98
94
90
.90

86
85
84
83
78

220
2L2
zIL
r88
151
125

148
78

139

94

88
74
, J

86
6t
74
76
80

63
89

54
96

o l

50
70
43

6I
45
DD

45

47

48

54

27

237"

198

189

156

162

139

r50
79

167

r38
108

110

19r

J I

88

105
88
.JJ

258

61

39

46

101

67

I4

48

85

36

I7I.

34

65"

9 l '

zo

33

r84"
102
78

84
t02

DO

83
52

t02

50

56
58
DD

OJ

DJ

36
50
2L

22
DV

40

25
25
20
42
L2

26

27
108'

20
51
44"
I

I I

continued on next page
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TABLE 3 coNTINUED

Sweep Method Check-off Method

One Yeu 148 Diws One Year 148 Davs

Mathmwtical Intelligencer

Chemische Berichte

ENR

Mahods in Organic Synthesis

Materials Letters

Physics Teacher

lndustrial b En$neering Chemistry Res.

Ame ric an M ath ematical M on thlA

Electronics Letters

AICHElournal

Optics C ornmunications

lournal of Matedals Research

Geolnglcal Society of Anerica. Bulletin

Canadian lounral of Chernistry

Biochimlca et Biophgsica Acta

Enoironmental Science and Technologg

Chemistry Letten

National Academy of Sciences. Proceedings

Astronomy

Heterocycles

J Chen Soc Dalton Transac'tians

Journal of Stntctural Engineertng

Joumal of Catalysis

Datamation

Erltert Systems

Morine Ecologg Progress Series

Chemi:cal En$n eering S cience

CR Seances Acad Sct Ser 7: Mathematique

M at e rials Re se a rch Bulletin

Machtne Destgn

Chemical Engineering

lounal of Engtneering Mechanics

Canadian lournal of Earth Sclences

loumal of Crystal Cruoth

IEEE Transac'tions on Electron Deaices

lournal of Non-Newtonian Fluid Mechnnics

American loumal of Physics

78

74

74

74

74

74

72

72

72

7I

70

70

70

70

69

68

67

66

OD

65
64
64
64

64
62

62

60
60
60
60

59
59
59
58
c l

56

59
64
58
60
38

38

3I
DZ

DO

4L
35
39
20
40
t 1

40
49
JJ

36
40
40
24
25
2S
28

35

28
o /

30
25
23

24
24
DO

4l
t4
20

a a

39
51
35
22

22

30
54

r06
DZ

13

40

18

59

23

59

48

48

2 l

24

t54

42

65'

I8

-tD

37
J '

JJ

I

46

31

40

48

38

l o

18
o ^

44
1

25

l9
12

15
29

30
70
24
l0
26
L '

I

18

24

20

JJ

I8
20
48
17
45"

10
J

27

24

31

I

31

10

28

20

23

26

13

24

continued on next page
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TABLE 3 CONTINUED

Title

Sweep Method Check-off Method

One Year 148 Days One Year 148 DqYq

BYTE

Journal of B,ological Chenxfstry

Sup erlattlces and Microstructures

\:plied Spectroscopy

IEEE Journal of Quantum Elecironics

lndustrial Englneering

Journal of Chernical Physics

Pure and Applied Chernlstry

Analytica Chimica Acta

PhEstcal Reoieu A: General Physia

lournal of Materials Science l*tterc

Thin SoltdFtlms

Internatlonal lournal of Prodaction Research

IEEE ExVert

Martne Biology

Adoance d. Materi.als and P ro c esses

Earthquake Spectra

Computen and Stntctures

Ecology

Pattern Recoenltian

DD

55
54

54
54
54
D4

52

DZ

5I

5 l

51

5I

5 I

51

5I

50

50

50

50

.JJ

34
16

45
21
26

24
l8
48
JJ

23

27
26
28
ZJ

3l
l8
20
34

34

0
59
t2

L2
28

34
38

37
29
UD

96'

28

L2
JJ

25
30
28
59'

50

0

I4

I

8

L4

25

13

T7

2I

I

72"

59"

IO

T2

2L

l t

28
23
q 0

38
'One 

or more issues ofthis title reached or exceeded 15 uses

tistics were not kept, these four were cir-
culated a total of 194 times during the
survey year. Check-off data were 79, 0, I l,
and 5i, respectively, for a total of 141.
This indicaGs that users under-reported

6 Engineering Neros had not been on
reserv6 in 1987, and had suffered heavily
from pilfering, but not in so far as its
reshel^ving corints would indicate. Reserve
status seems to have effectively shut down
much of the current awareness use that is
the aim of this publication.

Tr*ug to titles in SEL exclusively,
the 828 had 18,192 uses in the reshelving
study of 1987-88, and 15,455 in the

check-off study in 1991-92, for a net loss
of rSVo (2,n7 18,192). What is happening
with tle lower use titles? A differential
effect that is progressively more marked
as measured uie {oes intoihe hundreds is
not identiffable across the board. One
must remember t-hat these data were eol-
lected four years apart, and there can be
chanqes in'popularity of titles as disci-
plinei euollr6 oi decli"e in the curriculum-and 

new users arrive. If we eliminate titles
that showed hieh (50 or more) use in the
SEL studyof 1987-88 fto* ourgroup, the
828 are reduced to 765. Eight of these
have issues that received 15 uses or more;
if we discard these, we are left with 757'
Summing their total use by the sweep
method in 1987 we get 11,336; by the
check-off method in 1991, II,422, The
volume of use reported by both methods
is practically the same.
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70
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Number of Uses

O = check-off count + = sweop count

Figure l. Use Count Dstributions.

The distribution of journals having
various numbers ofuse between 0 and 49
as reported by both methods is shown in
Figure l. It mustbe remembered thatthe
distribution of uses shown for the sweep
method relates to what remains of the
original group oftitles as it existed in 1987
after subsequent cancellations. It is a
culled population. Clearly, there are
fewer tiil* left with 1 or'2 or 3 uses.
because lower use ioumals were can-
celled preferentially. This explains the in-
itial riie of the diltribution cuwe to a
mode of six. Moreover, these titles also
survived an intermediate cancellation ef-
fort in 1990, so that it can be said that they
wgre part of an operating collection. Yet
when use was evaluated bv the check-off
method, over 100 titles shbwed 0, l, or 2
instances of use only. A plot of this distri-
bution for check-ofi use follows an expo-
nential decline, having a larger numbei of
Iow use titles. This Is moie evident in
ftgure 2, a logarithmic plot of check-off

data, which is roughly linear. After 15 or
more uses, both &stributions follow the
same general e4ponential slope. Of
course. the same titles did not have the
same number of uses under both meth-
ods, four years apart. Only 298 titles
showed check-off use within *5 points
from the sweep use, and 470 were within
t l0; the remaining 287 were almost
equally divided, with 150 showing higher
sweep count and 137 with lower sweep
count.

The percentage shifts from sweep to
check-off use over the gap of four years
for some major call number ranges of
titles in SEL (table 4). This includes the
SEL portion of the 92 high-use titles
discussed earlier, or 65 (27 titles being
in the Chemistrv-Mathematics Li-
br"ry), and most titles in table 1 (not
class RC). Data for such miscellaneous
class numbers with just a couple of titles
in SEL were omitted for the sake of
brevity. These include fB, LB, NA, HV
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Figure 2. Natural Log of Dstribution.

R, TE, TH, VG, and Z. Data in paren-
theses in table 4 include "maxed out"
titles.

There are evidently dramatic changes
in the use of the collection if one takes
these numbers at face value. The substan-
tial drop in use for QC, QE, QD, T, TP,
and TA titles suggests that physicists, ge-
ologists, chemists, andengineers are read-
ing less than before or have gone into
hibernation, accompanied by the users of
general science titles (Q). In view of the
fact that current periodicals are a main-
stay of physicists' and chemists' profes-
sional activity, and departments repeat-
edly go on record to sacriffce their
monograph budgets in order to preserve
current periodical subscriptions, it is un-
Iikely th-at use has dropped so drastically.
It is possible that these users are indiffer-
ent to surveys such as this and do not
bother to record their use of the items
they read. The drop in current periodical
use in these ftelds is not accompanied by

a drop in numbers offaculty and students
in the corresponding departments.

However.'a case-can-be made for the
surge in the use of titles in call number
ranges QH, QP, QR, G, TC and S. New
proactive faculty in the biology depart-'ment 

have introduced new cdlrseJ and
interdisciplinarv Drograms, oarticularly
environmlntal b"6t. ittit reflbcts the in-
creased interest in and awareness of the
environment and ecology, water quality,

arranged in two groups corresponding to
LC classes in the phpical or life and en-
vironmental scienCes are shown in table 5.
The former show an average decrease of
277o (thouehTK does not), and the latter,
an average"increase of 387o.

Finally, we can perform an inde-
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TABLE 4

IoURNAL Usr sv LC Cr,ess rnol,r Srvsnp eND CHEcK-oFF SuRVEys

Sweep Check-off Increase/
LC Cfass Range No. Titles Count "S" Count "C" "S" > "C" Decrease (4ol

TN

TJ

a
T
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Data in parentheses include additional titles that have reached l5 or more uses for one or more issues.

pendent check on the order ofmagnitude
bf ttt" data created bv the ch--eck-off
method. Separate library statistics are
kept on the numberofbooks andjournals,
bound and unbound, that are picked up
daily prior to shelving. In SEL, the pick-
up count for current periodicals for the
duration of the SUNY study from Septem-

ber 1991 to August 1992 was 13,970. This
number is eclipsed by the total reported
use as generatea bythe check-offm-ethod,
-hich'is 18.789: itr.+55 for the 828 titles
in our comparison, and an additional
3.334 uses for Zll titles added to the col-
lection since 1988 and identilied as being
current in the SUNY study database. This
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TABLE 5

IoURNAL Uss GnouPen BY LC CLASs
FOR PHYSICAL VS, LITE AUO ENVIRONMENTET, SCISNCTS

SweeP Check-off Increase/

LC Class Ranges No. Titles Count;S" Count "C" "S" > 'C" Decrease (4o)

BF, HA, Q, QA, QB, QC, QD,
QE, T' TA, rH. TJ, TK, TN,
TP. TS

G, CB, QH, QL, QP, QR, S,
TC, TD

Total

627 15,126 11,016 433 -27

l4I 2,370 3,262 50 +38

768 17.496 14,278 483 -18

suggests that more than athird of all issues
reshelved (4,819/13,970) could have had
more than one use while off the shelf or
had other additional uses while on the
shelf. But we lcnow from observation that
issues were also left lying about without
ever having been ch'eclied off, so that
there was also pick-up use that had no

after use, voting not necessarily early, but
often. Some instances of this have been
tentatively identified, as reported above.
One journal showed an unusually high
ftnal use count after moderate use at the
interim date when the author made an
evaluation ofthe high-use journals. On a
large number of consecutive issues, six
ve[, distinct check-off marls nearly al-
ways appeared in the same order, like
noies oT-a leitmotif. Issues received after
a certain date showed lower use with
check-off marks of no distinction and in

for another title with a big jump in {inal
use and found one with marks in exactly

the same pattern, for issues on shelfat the
same time. Other questionable instances
include series of litde red triangles on
some iournal issues, which could ofcourse
mean that someone read four or ffve arti-
cles in each issue. However, one cannot go

DIRECTIONS FOR FURTIIEN RESEANCH

What are the implications inherent in the

two approaches to counting periodical

use? Plospective designers ofuie studies
should reflect on the strengths and weak-

nesses of both methods, tle resources
available for their surveys, what types of

use can be monitored most easily in their
libraries, and which are meaningful for

mate tleir magnitude.
When a su-rvey is initiated, the pur-

poses of librarians might run counter to
ihe perceived needs ofirsers who see their
interests threatened and who suspect can-
cellations in a time of decreasing library
budqets and materials cost inflation.
Whte libraries publicize surve).t and try
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for researchers intent on using the self-re-
porting methodolog;r to record pick-up
counts and also check-offcountsbn curl

tionship betwe_enthem. Alternatively, just
as Wenger and Childress monitored user

will be irritated, inconvenienced, and re-
act negatively to what seems to be invasive
!e!avi9r on the part oflibrary staff. No-
body likes Big Brother watching, although
remote camera monitors are now com-
monplace in banks, ailports, malls, and
stores.

data that we ultimately will evaluate and
process, by askine them to mark a DaDer
Iabel on the front"cover of each unb'orind
issue they use. In tl-ris way, we are lettinq
the user deffne "use," and *e are not abl6
to stipulate what the minimal level of user

copying an article; taking notes; reading a
whole article. Milne andTiffany used ihe
check-off method in order to 6btain this
entire g,amut of uses in their survey, be-
cause all of them could result in an inter-
libJary loan ifthe subscription were can-
celled. But reading tablei ofcontents of
journqls is more and more obviated by the
availability of Cunent Contents online in
conjunction with online catalogs, and no
longer requires physical contact between
user andjournal. Such use is not recorded,
nor is use of table of contents services via
the Internet (Springer Verlag journals,
CARL UNCOVER, to mention iust two).
Wilson databases mounted on online cata-
logs can be searched in the library or re-
motely for a journal title as a source to
produce a listing of the latest articles. The
electronic format promotes current
awareness and browsing, and users with
this hnd of access migh--t bypass the cur-
rent periodical shelf inlesi-they already
have a speciffc article in mind. Nor is ail
photocolying done by the end user of an
article; one professor who claimed to be a
frequent reider of a seemingly little-used
journal up for cancellation discovered that
his secretary had never checked off use.
because shewas "only photocopying." Ad-
ditionally, some librarier prtrridE fr""
photocopying to the users they serve; this
copFng is done by student staffin a copy
center. Recording this use on the covbr
could be done by the patron, copy service
personnel, both, or neither. Heie record-
keeping can become confusing and might
involvJ double check-offs. Such do6,t-
ment delivery via surrogates or remote
ways of accessing a journal's table of con-
tents no longer contributes to use data as
measured traditionally when the onlv wav
to use materials was at the site bv'rrser't
themselves.

The check-off method is relatively low
in cost; only the ftnal transfer ofdataTrom
journal spines to tally sheets involves an
intensive effort of several days from
lib_rary workers, and it is suitable ior high-
volume surveys when daily costs of dita
keeping and-reshelvinq must be con-
trolltdland ad&tional oiorkers cannot be
hired to monitor data flow on a daily basis.
The accompanfng risk is that evidence of
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low use, or non-evidence of use, can
quicklybe alteredwith a few strokes of the
pen, as by one professorwho remarked, "I
come in here and check off everything,

under-reporting is a source of error to be
considered, in that it robs us ofa record
of uses made by indifferent patrons. Be-
tween Scylla and Charybdis, the use study
researcher must be alert to these devia-
tions.

By comparison, with the sweep
method, or reshelving of journals, the
method itself identifies what constitutes
"use": the item has been removed from its
customary location and must be replaced
by a staffer in order to be counted. The
user has been eliminated from the data
recording process. Instead, library staff
have assumed control ofthis survey step,
distancing it from further intervention by
the user. While the exact type of use is not
known, one supposes it to be more than
browsing the table of contents, something
many users do while standing in the cur-
rent periodical stacks. Their unwanted
reshelving tends to reduce t}e measure of
actual use by 36Vo to 75Vo (Wenger and
Childress 1977,Taylor 1976), to the de-
spair of survey takers. However, because
each displacement must be followed by a
reshelving in order to be counted as a use
in the survey, the possibility of "ballot box
stufling" is here reduced and would re-
quire real commitment on the part of a
user wishing to boost his favorite title.
Control over the counting process means
more work for library workers, because
reshelving must be done frequently to
eliminate loss of data when issues are used
more than once while off the shelf. and
daily records must be kept for all tides, a
daunting task for large collections.

Finally, circulation data, when avail-
able, are an objective measure of use.
While these data are accurate, they are
usudly limited to a small number ofjour-
nals on reserye. Current periodicals gen-
erally do not circulate in academic librar-

ies, but if they did, we soon would know
what is used and what isn't, and circula-
tion departments would be swamped. Re-
serve st-atus is inhibiting to free and casual
use such as browsing, in that the incon-
venience to the patroin ofcharging out an
item tends to inhibit all but the most seri-
ous need.

CONCLUSIONS

What four years ago were characterized

by a reshelving suriey as heavily used cur-
rent journals io* 

"ittibit 
a 46Vo drop in

use according to a year-long study that
relies entirely on user participation. In
addition, 627 current journals in the
physical sciences showed an average drop
in ,rse of 2'7Vo, wherea.s 141 biology an?l
life science related titles showed an aver-

disadvantage to use the check-offmethod
in open stacks, where one has to rely en-
dre[y on the compliance of users, and it is
difft'cult to devise a correction factor for
non-cooperating users (Christiansen,

Davis, and Reed-Scott 1983). Unless
there are procedures in place for estimat-
ing leveliof non-compliance and inten-
tio-nd interference with impartial data
collection, as a stand-alone measure of
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The Documentotion of Eleclronic Texls
Using Texl Encoding Initiolive Heqders:
An lnltoduclion

Richord Giordono

re s e arch enDironnlent s imp rotse'

|. he Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) is a
multilingual, internitional project that

treatment for humanities encoders (Gior-
dano 1994) appears elsewhere.

Responsibility for appropriate sections
of TEI"s planned guidelines for encoding
machinelreadablJ text rested with four
committees. These were the Committee

typographically in a text), the Committee

developed zuidelines for the preparation
and intercilange of electronic t-exts for
scholarlyresearch. Since its workbegan in
1987. id activities have served huma'nities
scholarship generally, and have become
importanf to a range of applications in
language industries" (inclutlihg publish-
inel as well as across academic disci-
plines. This article is intended primarily
ior librarian catalogers and others who
collect and catalog electronic texts. A

iil-o*o Cto*DANo is Lecturer, Information Systems Department of Computer Science,

University of Manchester, United Kingdom. Invited manuscript received june 17' 1994;

accepted for publication June 17, 1994.
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on Metalanguage Issues (which provided
a syntax for the tag set for the guidelines)
and the Committee on Text D6cumenta-

been possible to achieve consensus
among research communities about en-

jor text-based proiects are already follow-
ing the Guiclelines), and that TEI-
encoded texts will form an increasing
share of collections in libraries and othei
repositories.

. Eyery-TEl-conformant text is preffxed
by a *prolog" that documents the 6ncoded
text itself, its source(s), its encoding prac-
tices, contextual nonbibliographic iirfor-
mation, and its revision 

-hisiorv. 
This

prolog is called the TEI header, which
provides information for people usinq
texts, for software processing them, and
for catalogers and archivist"s collecting
them.

The TEI header can be viewed as a set
of descriptions and declarations that oro-
vide the 

-electronic 
equivalent to the'title

page attached to a printed book. Addition-
ally, the TEI header constitutes t}re
equivalent to codebooks or introductorv
manual-s customarily accompanying elec-
tronic datasets.

Iongstanding documentation principles
for-describing both texts on p'"put ittd
machine-readible data {iles. Thrlir work

bibliographic and nonbibliographic infor-
mation and supports, in addition to the
identiftcation aid retrieval ofan encoded
text, the machine analysis ofencoded text.

Bnrcr Ovrnvrnw
OF TIIE TEI HEADER

This overview explains the main feafures
of the TEI headea what it is, and what it
does. It does not attempt to document it
fully. The reader shduld consult the
Guidelines for detailed and full informa-
tion and recommended practices.

The TEI header, or-<teiHeader>, is
composed of four major functional parts
that document the bibliosraphic des-crip-
tion of the electronic texl arid its sourcl.
the encoding ofthe text, nonbibliosraphi-
cal information that characterizes tf,e t'ext.

sential for the retrieval of an.item. forms
the File Description, or <lileDesc>.
Documentation on the relationship of the
encoded text to its source, for instance a
documentation of editorial decisions or
procedures, is provided in the Encoding
Description, or <encodingDesc>. Non-
bibliogiaphic information 

-characterizing

various descriptive aspects ofa text, whic[
is useful for the human or machine-as-
sisted analysis of text, forms the Proffle
Description, or <prolileDesc>. Finally,
the hisiory ofupdaies and changes to th'e
machine-readable text makes up the Re-
vision Description, or <revisionDesc>.
Together, these elements allow users to



identify an encoded text, understand the
editorid decisions made when the text
was encoded, have documentation of the
characteristics of the text, and view a his-
tory of any revisions to the transcription
of ihe texl. A skeletal representati6n of
the header Iooks like this:

<teiHeader>
dileDesc>. . . </fileDesc>
<encodingDesc> . . . </encodingDesc>
<profileDesc>. . . </profileDesc>
<revisionDesc> . . . </revisionDesc>

</teiHeader>

Of these major elements, only the ffle
description is mandatory.

THE FILE DnscntPttotrl

The <fileDesc> is an electronic analogyto
the title page ofa book. Because any work
without a title page is difffcult or impossi-
ble to identi$' accurately, the <lileDesc>
is the sole required element of the TEI
header. The <ffleDesc> should not be
confused with a {inished catalog record,
but it can be used by a librarian cataloger
for the creation of a catalog record, oiby
anyone to derive the correct bibliographic
citation for the encoded text. In addition
to providing bibliographic information
about the encoded text itself, it provides
citation information regarding the source
(or sources) from which the encoded text
was derived.

Because the bibliographic description
of a machine-readable text resembles the
bibliographic description of a book or
manuscript, the <ffleDesc> has been
closely modeled on existing descriptive
standards in library cataloging, speci{i-
cally the Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules, 2d ed., 1988 revision (AACM
1988), the ISBD(G) (General Interna-
tional Stand,ard Bibliographic Descrip-
tion 1977), and the USMARC record for-
mat. UNIMARC was not suf{icientlv
stable at the time of the header's develop-
ment to be used as a model (Crawford
1989, USMARC f988). Elements of the
<ftleDesc> have been given explicit
names that, where possible, parallel the
names of areas in ISBD and AACR2, and
{ields in MARC. Anyone familiar with a
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MARC record and ISBD should immedi-
ately recognize the elements of a TEI
header and'should be able to derive accu-

These are:

<titlestmb (mandatory equivalent to the
240 or245 MARC tields)

<editionStmb (optional, equivalent to the
250 MARC field)

<e).tenb (optional, equivalent to the "physF
cal description" MARC field, 256 or 3XX
depending on local practice)

<publicationStnb (mandatory equivalent
to the 260 MARC field)

<seriesstmb (optional, equivalent to 4XX
MARC fields)

<notesstrnb(optional, equivalent to sXX
MABC fields)

<sourcesDesc> (mandatory can be
mapped to the "source of data'note
[537 in RLIN MDF formal])

Because these elements are familiar to
catalogers, we will &scuss only the three
mandatorv elements.

The tliree required elements of the
<titlestmt> provide a reference to the
source from which the electronic text was
derived; they allow a user to identifr a
unique electronic text and access it from
a publisher or distributor. The <title-
Stmt> element. Iike the title statement in
a bibliographic record, contains informa-
tion about the title of a work and those
responsible for its intellectual content,
that is, a title and one or more "statements
of responsibility." Formally, these "state-
ments'of responiibility' are <title> (equiva-
lent to 24X$a), <author> (equivalent to a
245 $c in MARC, not the 1:x), <sponsor>
(equivalent to 24( $c), <funder> (equiva-
lent to 24X $c), and <principal> (as in the
principal investigator, 2aX $c).

Alternatively, encoders can use a gen-
eral <respStmt> to identify those respon-
sible for the intellectual content of a work
where specialized elements do not suffice
or do 

- 
not apply. For instance, a
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<titlestmt> in a TEI header attached to
an encoded version of Thomas Paine's
Cornman Sense would look something like
this:

<titleStmb
<title>Common sense. a machine-
readable transcription<ft itle>

<respstmb<resp>compiled
by</resp>

<name>Jon K Adams</name>
</respsfnt>

</titleSfnt>

A more formal title statement may look
like this:

<titfeStmb
<title>Notebooks of a computer

pioneer, Tom Kilburn; a machine-
readable transcription<^itle>

<authobTom Kilburn</author>
<sponsor>National Archive for the

History of Computing</sponsor>
<funde>Simon Engineering Fund
</f under><principal>Martin Camp-

bell-Kelly</princlpal>
<respstmt>

<narne>Jon Shapiro</name>
<resp>data entry scanning and
proof coriection</iesp>

</respStmb
<respstmt>

<name>Carole Goble</name>
<resp>created and maintained
pre-SGML full text and image
datiabase</resp>

drespStmb
<respsfnt>

<name>Anna Garry</name>
<resp>@nverted full text data-
base to TEI markup</resp>

</respstmb
</titlestrnt>

The <publicationStmt> (the equiva-
lent to the 260 MARC ffeld) is the second
mandatory elernent in the ffle description
an{_ groups information concerning the
publication or &stribution of an ilec-
tronic or other text. Like the <tideStmt>,
it can contain a simple prose description
or groups of formal r-ilenients. At leas't one
of the following three elements (all
equivalent to the 260$b in MARC) must
be present unless the <publicationStmt>
is given as prose. These are:

<publishe> <distributor> <authority>. (the
person or entity responsible for makhg
an electronic file available, other than
the publisher or distributor).

If anyof these elements are used, they
may be followed bv one or more of the
foflowing elementsi

<pubPlace> (260$a) <address> <idno>
(such as ISBN or ISSN) <availability>
<date> (other than the creation date)

Local practice will determine the ap-
propriate MARC fields for <address>,
<idno>, and <availability>. Restrictions
on access should normallybe placed in the
506 fteld, while the place where an item
mav be ordered mav be located in a local
nofes (590) fteld. Ifiocal practice warrants
it, the address of the publisher should be
indicated in the 260 ffeld.

Thus, a prose <publicationStmt> can
look like this:

<publicationstrnb<p>Oxford: OSod Uni-
versity Press, 1 989.</p> dpublica-
tionStmb

A <publicationStmt> using elements
to group information would look like this:

<publicationSfrnt>
<publisher>Oxford University Press
</publisher>
<pribPlace>Oxford</pubPlace>
<date>1 989</date>
<idno type=lsBN>o1 92547054
</idno>
<availability>To be distributed for
purposes of teaching and research
only. 4p> 4 av ai labi I ity>

</publicationStmb

The <sourceDesc>, the last manda-
tory element in the <IileDesc>, is used to
record details of the source or sources of
an electronic text. This might be a manu-
script or printed text, anolher computer
ftle, an audio or video recording, or a
combination of these. An electronic file
may also have no source, if what is being
cataloged is an original text in electronic
form.

The <sourceDesc> mav contain a sim-
ple prose description or, *ot" usefully, a



structured bibliographic citation specify-
ing the provenance of the text. (Recom-
mendations for the form of citations are
given in section 5.2.7 of the Gui.delines.)
The following are some possible <source-
Desc> formats.

<sourceDesc>
<p>No source: created in machine-
readable form</p>

</sourceDesc>

<sourceDesc>
<bibFThe first folio of Shakespeare,
prepared by Charlton Hinman (The Nor-
ton Facsimile, 1 968)</bibl>

</sourceDesc>

<sourceDesc>
<biblioStruct lang=PPy

<monogr>
<author>Eug&egrave;ne Sue
</author>
<title>Martin, I'infant trouv-
&eacute;</title>
<title type=sub>M&eacute ;moires
d'un valet de chambre</title>
<imprint>

<pubPlace>Bruxelles at Leipzig
</pubPlace>
<publishe>C. Muquardt
</publisher>
<date>1 846</date>

<lmprinb
</monogr>

</biblStrucb
</sourceDesc>

Note that a source description contain-
ing a full bibliographic reference, like the
one in this example (using the <biblio-
Struct> element), might be mapped to a
581 {ield (note on primary publication),
using the ISBD format to separate each
data element.

Ifan encoder chooses to create mini-
mal headers by using prose instead of
grouping information in formal elements,
very little cataloging expertise is needed.
Note that there is no equivalent to the
MARC lXX lield in the TEI header. We
chose this course primarily because the
creator of a TEI header may or may not
be trained in cataloging; an encoder
should not necessarily be expected to pro-
vide full descriptive cataloging of an en-
coded text when constructinq a header.
For example, an encoder mig[t be expert
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stance, it is unreasonable to think that an
encoder without reference to a Name
Authority File would know the correct
form for'the name T.S. Eliot. If the Com-
mittee on Text Documentation had rec-
ommended an explicit <author> element
when the authorwas known, some encod-
ers might construe this to mean that the
cor.ecl author and the correct form of
entry must be given. The most likely out-
come in this circumstance is that encoders
would give nothing.

The Committee on Text Documenta-
tion believed that ifan encoder, although
uninitiated or uninterested in the rules of

their names.

encoder, but to encourage the encoder to
provide enough accurate information to
iibrarians and'others in the documenta-
tion community so that professional cata-
loging could be carried out both effec-
tGIv and ef{icientlv.

Tnn EncoprNc DEScRIPTToN

The relationship between the encoded
text and its source or sources is described
in the Encoding Description, or <encod-
ingDesc>. ThJroots ol the <encoding-
DEsc> can be found in social science data
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archives that collect codebooks docu-
menting how phenomena are encoded in
a particular dataset. Such information as

text, unlike a ffle of numbers, can contain

grouPs.
The <encodingDesc> documents edi-

torial rationales, decisions, and practices
made botl before and during the tran-
scription of a source text int-o encoded
machine-readable form. Such documen-
tation can include a prose description of
the aim or purpose f6r which thehle was
encoded, the method or rationale used in
sampli-ng texts in the creation of a corpus
or collection, editorial principles and
practices, including whetfier oihow the
text was normalized during transcription,
how the encoder resolvedlmbiquities in
the source, what levels of enc-oding or
analysis were applied. how canonicaftef-
erences are constructed, and deffnitions
of any classiftcation codes introduced in
the text by the encoder.

A minimal <encodingDesc> might
look something like this:

<encodingDesc><p>Blank lines and multF
ple blank spaces, including paragraph
indents, have not been preserved.</p>
</encodingDesc>

The <encodingDesc>, moreover, can
hold structured iriformation in its subele-

to reflect the &fferent editorial practices
and assign an ID attribute to eich one.
The value ofthe ID attribute can then be
linked to the speeific part of the text

(which would have the same ID value)
where those editorial principles apply.

A simple, but structured, example of
the <encodingDesc> for a typical project
that converts texts from sources ofAmeri-
can history for use in a course on historical
methodology might look something like
this:

<encodingDesc>
<projectDesc><p> Transcription of
the US Constitution for the teaching of
a firstyear course in historical method-
ology at Barnard College, Columbia
University.</p>
</projectDesc>
<editorialDecl>

<correction><p>Errors in scanning
and transcription controlled by
using the Microsoft Word, v.5.0,
spell checker.</p>
</correction>

</editorialDecl>
</encodingDesc>

The 567 lield (notes on methodologr)
appears to be the most appropriate
MARC Iocation for this information, al-
though this ffeld is normally intended for
methodologies in the social sciences.
Practically, it would be wise to map the
elements ofthe <encodingDesc> as sepa-
rate 567 lields.

THU Pnonr,s DEscnrprroN

bibliographic elements would (and which
go beyond information typically found in
codebooks), to be recorded within a single
uniffed framework. The <profileDesc>,
which resulted largely from input from
the Spoken Language workgroup, is of
most use to linguistic-based spoken text
projects, although manyofits features can
be applied to written text, such as drama,
or to those projects for which it is desir-
able to track multiple speakers or voices
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though prose. (See fohannson 1984 and
Dunlop 1994 for a fuller discussion.)

The core <proftleDesc> element has
three optional components :

<creation>: contains information about the
creation of a text. This may differ from
the publication date in the bibliographic
description, for example giving the date
and place of composition, and may be
of acute relevance to studies of linguis-
tic variation across space and time.

<langUsage>: describes the languages,
sublanguages, dialects, etc. repre-
sented within the text.

<textclas$: groups information that de-
scribes the nature of the text in terms ot
a strandard classification scheme.

A brief prolile description might look
Iike this:

<profileDesc>
<creation>

<date value=' 1 989-08'>August
1989</date>
<place>Brooklyn, New York
</place>

</creation>
<langUsage>

<language id=EN wsd=wsd.en>
4anguage id=SP wsd=wsd.sP>
<p>Approximately 95o/o of the text
is in American English with quota-
tions from first- and second-gen-
eration ltalian immigrants to
Brooklyn; the remainder is in tran-
scribed Spanish spoken by first-
and second-generation Puerto
Rican immigrants to Brooklyn.</p>

</langUsage>
<texGlass>

<keywords s6hsme=LCSH>
<lisb<item>Brooklyn (New
York, N.Y)-Biography.</item>

<item>Brooklyn (New York,
N.Y.)--€ocial life and
customs.</item>

</lisb
</keywords>

<classCode scheme=Lo>Fl 29.87
</classCode>

</profile Desc>

Such a classiffcation system, while use-
ful to most projects, may be too coarse
when applied to the analysis oflanguage
in spoken text or when applied to some
written text (such as drama), collections,

or corpora. In these cases the <pro-
{ileDesc> allows the encoding of a high
degree of classiftcatory information about
the text itself, the voices ofcharacters or
participants within it, and the setting. This
informatiotr can be recorded usiig op-
tional extensions to the <proffleDesc>:
the text description or <textDesc>, the
participants description or <particDesc>,
and the setting description or <setting-
Desc>.

Formal situational information may be

ot-hers. the social context for which the
text was realized or intended (for in-
stance, as entertainment, or for religious
and ceremonial purposes, etc.), the inter-
action between thoie producing and ex-
periencing the text, whether or not a text
was prepared or spontaneous, and the
purpose of the text. (See Sperberg
McQueen and Burnard 1994,648-658 for
more details.)

Situational parameters describe the
situation within which the text was pro-

mend the use of situational parameters
that can be used in combinatio'n to supply
distinguishing descriptive features of in-
dividual texts. When text types are used in
combination with situational parameters,
the internal structure ofeach text type can
be speciffed in terms of the parameters
propbsed. This, in contrast to discrete
i:at6gories based on type or topic, allows
for 

-dre 
relativelv continuous charac-

terization of texts and supports meaning-
ful comparisons across corpora, allowing
analysts to build their own text types
based on the particular parameters of in-
terest to them. Such descriptions are
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equally applicable to spoken and written
texts.

An informal domestic conversation
might be characterized as follows:

<textDesc> id=tl n='lnformal domestic con-
versation'>
<cfi annel mode=s>informal face-to-face
conversation</channel>
<constitution type=single>each text
represents a continuously recorded in-
teraction among the specified partici-
pants
</constitution>
<derivation type=original>
<domain type=domestiDplans for
coming week, local affairs</domain>
<factuality type=mixed>mostly factual,
some jokes</factuality>
<interaction type=complete active=plural
passive=many>'
<preparedness type='spontaneous'>
<purpose type=entertain degree=high>
<purpose type=inform degree=medium>

</teltDesc>

We have noted that situational pa-
rameters may be applied to texts other
than to spoken texts. Consider this exam-
ple of situational parameters applied to a
novel:

<textDesc n='novel'>
<channel 6e6s=ypprint</channel>
<constitution type=single>
<derivation type=original>
<domain type=arb
<factuality type=f iction>
<interaction type=none>
<preparedness type=prepared>
<purpose type=entertain degree=high>
<purpose type=inform degree=medium>

</textDesc>

It is possible, in addition, to document
information about participants in a spo-
ken text or persons named or depicted in
written text, including demographic and
descriptive information aboul them and

to identify the speaker throughout the
text. This allows an analvst to ide-ntifv mul-
tiple speakers or voices in the text, learn
detailed information about them. and

ing informal prose description ofa char-
acter:

<participant id=P1 sex=M age=39>
<p>Male, well-educated, born in
Newark, NJ, 28 September 1953, son
of toolmaker and seamstress, speaks
pitiful but passable ltalian taught to him
by his matemal grandmother, good
French, lived on Upper West Side of
Manhattan for past fourteen years,
Social-Economic status high white
collar (HWC) from Thernstrom's classifi-
cation scheme, works as an endocri-
nologist.</p>

</participanb

<participant id=P1 sex=M aQe=39>
<birth date='1 953-09-28'

<date>28 Sep 1953</date>
<place>Newark, NJ</place>

</birth>
<f irstlang>Engl ish</f irstLan g>
<lan g Known>ltalian</langKnown>
dangKnown>French</langKnown>
<residence>New York City</residence>
<education>medical school</education>
<occupation> Endocrinologist</occu-
pation>
<socecstiatus source=Themstrom
code=HWC>

</participant>

Finally, the setting or settings in which
the language interaction takes place can
be described in the <settingDesc> ele-
ment. The information here may contain
prose or it may be grouped in a series of
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subelements, depending on the level of
analysis required by the encoder. For in-
stance, the ietting can be described infor-
mally as follows:

<settingDesc>
<p>The time is early summer, 1993. Pl
is doing the dishes. P2 is in lhe living
room chair reading an unidentified
newspaper. P3 is watching the news on
television. P4 (a television news broad-
caster) is in a broadcasting studio in
NewYork.</p>

</settingDesc>

This description is useful as codebook
information, may be sufftcient for the pur-
poses of most proiects, but it would be
ilifftcult for usdin machine analysis. The
following formal setting description may
make computer processing tractable.

<settingDesc>
<setting who='P1">

<place>New York City</place>
<date value=1 993>early summer,
1993</date>
<locale>kitchen sink of New York
apartment</locale>
<activity>washing dishes</activity>

</setting>
<setting who="P2">

<place>New York City</place>
<date value=l 993>early summer,
1993</date>
<locale>living room chair of New
York apartment</locale>
<activity>reading newspaper
</activitf>

</setting>
<setting who="P3'>

<place>New York City</place>
<date value=l 993>early summer,
1gg3</>
<locale>living room of New York
apartment</locale>
<activity>watching news on televi-
sion</activity>

</setting>
<setting who="P4">

<place>New York C ity</place>
.0"," u6;ue=1 993>early summer,
1 993</date>
<locale>broadcasting studio, New
York City</locale>
<activity>reading news</activity>

</setting>
</settingDesc>

by using informal prose descriptions.
The <profileDesc> is the most prob-

lematic element in the TEI header for

record point to the header that in turn will
point to the encoded text.

Tnn RrvrsroN DEScRIPTToN

ofdata llles in the social sciences. It is an
especially important element for record-
ing chan'ges to a ffle as it is passed from
snitem t5 svstem or from r6searcher to
researcher.

The revision description consists ofthe
following tags:

<revisionDesc>: summarizes the revision
history of a file

<change>: summarizes a Particular
change or correction made to a particu'
lar version of an electronic text that is
shared among several researchers

<date>: contains a date in any brmat
<respstmb: supplies a statement for some-

one responsible for the intellectual con'
tent of text, edition, etc., where
specialized elements for authors, edi-
tors, etc. do not aPPIY

<item>: contains one component of a list
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_ _ An example of a change log might look
like this'

<revisionDesc>
<chan ge><date>6/4193</date>

<respstmb<name>RG</name>
<resp>ed.</resp></respstrnt>
<item>proof read SJW's work<ltem>

</change>
<chan ge><date>6/2/93</date>

<respstmb<name>SJW</name>
<resp><datia entry></resp>
</respStnt>
<item>Changes to pretty-up printed
versiondtem>

</change>
</revisionDesc>

Like the <pro{ileDesc>, the <revision-
Desc> is problematic for catalogers for
two reasons: ffrst, there are no-MARC
Iields that deal speciffcally with chanqes
ofthese sorts, anii it appears that the bZst
appropriate lield for this would be a 59X
fteld; second, it is unclear how revisions
might affect the "version" of an electronic
text. The current edition ofthe Guid.elines
offers little help in this regard.

THE SIZE AND CoMPLEXITY
oF THE TEI Hnenrn

wish to attach to a text. It is not intended.
however, that all of the elements recom-
mended h the C,uidelines, nor even the
formal structures illustrated in this article.
be present in every TEI header. At one

leagues. Encoders may wish to describe
their texts^only in- detailed prose, leaving
it to professional catalogels, archivistsl
and others to create structured subele-
ments that are tractable bv machine. At
the other extreme, wishing'to ensure that
their texts can be used Tor the widest

process it. The TEI header in the latter
case will be very full, approximating the
kind of documentation oiten supplied in
the form of a manual. Most texts will lie
somewhere between these extremes:
large corpora and linguistics-based re-
search proiects in particular will tend to-
ward the litter.

The Gutdelines make no recommen-
dations on how a particular project must
encode a TEI heider. othei than to re-
quire that at least an informal <{ileDesc>
be included for all encoded texts. The
Guidelines do, however, offerguidance on
creating minimal and recommended
headers (Sperberg-McQueen and Bur-
nard 1994, 134-35), as well as on creating
freestanding or Independent headers thal
can be sent to libraries and other sites
without text attached to them (Sperberg-
McQueen and Burnard 1994, 667-78).
Contingent resources such as time, staff,
and money, as well as the intended pur-
poses ofthe encoded texts, should deler-
mine the level of encoding, not printed
guidelines. Once the participants on a
froject decide which in'formation is to be

It is not the TEI's intention that every-
one who creates a TEI header spend sev-
eral semesters in library school to learn
which elements to include. Rather. we
anticipate that encoders outside oflibrari-
anship will provide much information in

liographic system. What matters when en-
coders construct a TEI header is not tlle
structure of the information, but instead
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its completeness and lidelity to the en-
coded text. Highly structured and accu-
rate bibliographic information, especially
that contained in the <lileDesc> of the
TEI header, however, will greatly ease the
burden of catalogers. Such information
can be loaded directly into online catalogs
with relatively little human intervention,
with the exception of the <pro{ileDesc>
and possibly the <revisionDesc>. If
header information is already contained
on a database, it might be a matter of
generating a TEI header automatically
from that database (as was done with the
British National Corpus [Dunlop f994])
and transferring it to a bibliographic file.

Usn oT.THE TEI HEADER TO
SUPP0RT DoCUMENT RETRIEVAL AND
ANALySIS: PRosPEcTs AND PRoBLEMS

TEI headers can be distributed and pub-
lished in paper or electronic form as Inde-
pendent headers (that is, the TEI header
is physically separated from the text it
describes) and distributed to libraries and
other repositories to support online bibli
ographic retrieval. Two advantages ofthis
approach mentioned by Dunlop (1994)
are that users save local storage since they
do not need the full text in order to make
selections, and users need not undertake
any copyright responsibilities defined in
end-user agreements. Most important,
TEI headers loaded into or referenced
from standard bibliographic databases al-
low users to identifv electronic texts as
easily as texts in oth6r formats, including
print. Linked with easily accessible bibli-
ographic databases, the Independent TEI
header should, in the near future, engen-
derwidespread use ofelectronic texts and
encourage people to encode texts for dis-
tribution, rather than simply for local use.

As we have seen, it is not a simple
matter to load all of the elements from a
TEI header to the MARC record, al-
though the majority of structured ftle de-
scriptions might be mapped to a MARC
record with little or no human interven-
tion. There are limitations with the cur-
rent TEI header's ability to provide ffne-
grained retrieval that might be important
for some applications. The Guid.elines

provide encoders with a relatively ffxed
iet of tags and attributes (which, of
course. cai be extended by the user), but
the values given to those lags and attrib-
utes are, for the most part, open. For
instance, one encoder might encode

mav seriouslv affect retrieval unless it
is limited thiough the use of an author-
ity file or its equivalent.' 

The form ofpersonal names is another
potential probleh. The lack of specificity
in the Giidelines for determining thb
form of names, subjects, or uniform titles
or serials is the result of trin circum-

more signi{icantly, the encoders them-
selves and relevant international and pro-
fessional bodies are best positioned to
address the syntactic and semantic ques-
tions ofstandardized content formats and
values. The specilic form of v4ues is -very
much related- to the intended use of the
encoded texts, the purposes of a project,
and the "language" of the discipline to
which the text or encoding project is con-
nected. The TEI could not issue specific
guidelines or make recommendations that
iould apply across a range of disciplinary
or professional orientations. The Guide-
linis therefore assume that encoders or
documentation professionals who en-
counter TEl-encbded texts will refer to
the work of professional organizations
such as the Library of Corigress, the
American Library Association, and the In-
ternational Standards Organization, or
discipline-specific organizations (for in-
stande art documentat'ion associations) for
guidance.- 

The model of 
'documentation" that

guided much of the work of the Commit-
iee on Text Documentation was informed
by standard library and archival practice,
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and this resulted in the default structure

be uniquely identi{ied. The Committee
on Text Documentation thus made refer-
ence to an existing working model as de-
ftned in AACR2 Tor the dataloging and
description of machine-reada5le-data
Iiles-. Conseqlently, the committee began
work undertlle assumptions embeddeii in
those rules: that useri would need infor-
mation in the form of an index and code-
book to identifu a text for retrieval, and
that they would use the index and code-

<encodingDesc>, and <revisionDesc>,
which document the bibliographic as-
pects of texts, their enco&ngi, ahd revi-
sions, and serve as pointers to encoded
texts. That is, the mental model of docu-

The problem is that this model of an
index points to tl-re electronic text and

ations more than one view of text is
needed. It should then come as no sur-
prise to observers that outsiders to library
science, notably the Spoken Language
workgroup and members of the Corpus
Linguistics community, made recommen-
dations to the <proiileDesc> that aredations to the <dations to the <pro{ileDesc> that
extremely useful to researchers for

are
the

ways the TEI header atways the TEI header at present functions
as litde more than an electronic analosvas little more than an electronic analory
of the catalog card: one can retrieve t[e
encoded text witl.r information from the
<ftleDesc>, but there is no mechanism in
the default header to navigate through the
text or to retrieve portions of it that fft
some analvtic criteria.

retrieval and analysis of portions of texts
(for instance, such linguistic objects as
phonemes) that fall outside the traditiond

sion, what would normally be found in
online catalogs. The <proffleDesc>, for
instance, gives encoders the ability to
track participants and voices through a
text, and extensions to the TEI header
that support colpora allow users to isolate
sub-portions of the text (Dunlop 1994).

Such features, though useful, are un-
der-specifted. Although voices can be
traced through a text using the TEI
header, no uni{ied structure exists at pre-
sent in the default header to track the
occurrences ofintellectual or editorial re-
sponsibilities throughout the text. Take a
case where there are multiple editors in a
text, each responsible for &fferent parts
of the text, perhaps edited at different
times. The default TEI header does not at
present give encoders the ability to iden-
tify each editor, isolate which parts of the
texts were edited by them, and retrieve
them. There are, ofcourse,wap ofencod-
ing intellectual interventions, but none
are to be found in the default TEI header
without extending its content model. Fur-
ther, the default TEI header does not pro-
vide tools for the tracking of editors,
voices, or participants across texts. For
example, it does not give encoders the
ability to isolate an editor in a text, re-
trieve those parts ofthe text forwhich that
editor is responsible, and to retrieve parts
from other texts for which that editor is
also responsible. Such a facilitywould give
researchers the ability to compare, for ex-
ample, editorial styles across works of dif-
ferent genres. It could be used also to
investigate the effects of different situ-



ations on the register of the speech of a
given speaker.

The potential solutions to these prob-
lems are deceptively simple: there is no
reason why one might not redeftne the
TEI header so that those listed in the
<respStmt> are given an ID attribute, and
their "interventions" isolated in the text
using much the same mechanism that iso-
lates speech by participants in spoken
text. The Committee on Text Documen-
tation, however, did not take this ap-
proach because it demands that the
<respStmt> do something that the library
community never intended. The Guide-
lines world therefore be at variance with
standard library practice. Such informa-
tion can be carried in the <pro{ileDesc>,
but encoders then run the risk ofencoding
redundant information in the <respStmt>
(by listing editors of a text) and again in
the <pro{ileDesc> (by pointing to areas of
the text that they had indeed edited).

One can hazard the proposition, how-
ever, that once textual collections are in an
electronic environment, in particular a
networked electronic environment where
texts in arbitrary locations can easily be
combined in a screen buffer, the rules that
guide the identilication and retrieval of
texts are altered, for it is important that users
have not only the abiliW to retrieve texts in
a traditional'sense (as one would retrieve a
book), but also some standard mechanisms
for the line-grained retrieval and analysis to
support multiple views of texts.

Although the international library and
documentation community will sooner or
later have to focus on this problem, there
are mundane issues that will need to be
addressed soon. The difliculry however,
is that no one really knows yet what those
mundane issues are. There is no large-
scale empirical {ield experience with the
TEI header, only a set of guidelines and a
lot of good will. How people will make use
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of the TEI header; whether people will
make use of the TEI headerl the ability of
the TEI header to provide the documen-
tation that researchers and scholars need;
the willingness of encoders to create ac-
curate TEI headers . . . these are issues
that might occupy these pages in the com-
ing years.
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Colqloging Eleclronic Texls:
The University of Virginio Librory
Experience

Edword Goynor

An ongoing project at the lJnioersity of Virginia Library is an effort to
prorsiilc bibliographic control and. access through use of the TEI head.er and'MARC 

,ecord"to'SGMl-encoded electronic teits collictetl by the Library's
Electronic Tert C enter The Original C ataloging l|nit creates both fuII MARC
records and Text Encoding In"itiatiae Qnl)ionformant headers for elec-
tronic texts. The author discasses the ile,uelopmcnt of the catalagingworkflou
and. raises issues, both local and. national, that confront libraries as they
integrate electronic turt catuloging into the traditional technlcal sertsices
operatlons.

Eb"tro.ri" texts have become an in-
creasingly common resource in academic
libraries over the last ffve years. Surveys
conducted in 1989 and aeain in 1901
showed that in the intervenilng years both
the percentage and number of libraries
purchasing electronic texts for local use
had more than doubled (Price-Wilkin
f991, f3). While many of the texts ac-
quired by libraries are-formatted for use
with specilic software packages, agrowing
number of libraries are buil&ng large col-
lections oftexts that are encoded using the
Standard Generalized Markup language
(SGML). As these collections expand, li-
braries are confronted with the age-old
problem of obtaining bibliographic con-
trol over, and providing bibliographic ac-
cess to these materials. The cataloging of
SGML-encoded texts presents both prob-
lems and opportunities for libraries that
seek to integrate them into existing library
structures and methods.

SGML eNu rns TExr
ENcoDING InIrnrwB

SGML was ftrst developed in 1970 as
GML (Generalized Markup Language)
and evolved through an American Na-
tional Standards Institute working group
into both a national and international
standard (Bradley 1592,272). SGML has
been an international standard since Oc-
tober 1986 (ISO Standard 8879); it is

Eorvr.no GrrNon is Head of Ori$nal Cataloging, University of Virginia Library, Charlottesville,
Virginia. Manuscript received June 9, 1994; accepted for publication June 9, 1994.
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of the most important features of SGML

ment q?e delinition (DTD) (Sperberg-
McQueen and Bumard 1994, sec. 2).
These two features allow SGML-
encoded texts to be processed by many
different types of s6ftware with many
different results. Thus. data remain in-
dependent ofany particular hardware or
software configuration, making SGML
and SGML-conformant applications ex-
tremely flexible.

Much has been written about SGML.
both in general terms and in reference to
its many particular applications. Readers
interested in more detailed descriptions
of SGML should consult Brvan 1988,
Cover 1991, Goldfarb 1990, oiVan Her-
wijnen 1990. Of the wealth of information
available, the Guidelines for Text Encod-
ing and Interchange developed by the
Text Encoding Initiative (ajoint project of
the Association for Computers and the
Humanities, the Association for Compu-
tational Linguistics, and the Association
for Literary and Linguistic Computing)
has perhaps the greatest immediate rele-
vance to academic research libraries. es-
pecially in reference to the growing area
of electronic texts. The Text Encoding
Initiative's purpose in preparing the
Guidelines was to develop "a common en-
coding scheme for complex textual struc-

texts.

THr ELscrnoNlc TExr Cstlrnn

The University of Virginia Library estab-
lished an Electronic Text Center in the
summer of 1992r the center combines an
online archive of SGMl-encoded elec-

tronic texts with hardware and software
for the creation and analysis oftext housed
in the Universrty Library. The purpose of
the center is to provide scholars a body of
texts for analysis and to provide support
for individual teaching and research pro-
jects. Electronic texts are collected from
numerous sources including commer-
cial vendors and non-commercial ar-
chives, and are created locally at the
Electronic Text Center. The center's
holdings include the entire corpus of
Old English texts (approximately 3,000
texts); the Chadwyck-Healy English Po-
etry Database (approximately 1,600
texts); 1,568 titles from the Patrologia
Latina database; the Oxforil Engllsh
Dictionary, second edition; and ap-
proximately 500 miscellaneous texts
(such as the complete works of Shake-
speare and Thomas Jefferson), primar-
ily in Modern and Middle English.

Texts are marked up usingTEl-confor-
mant SGML (version P2)-generally in
accordance with the Oxford Text Archive
document type de{inition (OTA DTD).
The texts are stored on an RS6000 model
360 computer (named Etext) with 128
megabytes of RAM. The texts are indexed
and searched using Open Text Corpora-
tion's Pat software and can be viewed by
using either a locally developed W-100
client, PowerSearch (an MS-Windows cli-
ent), or PatMotif (an X-Windows client),
as well as in Pat's command-line mode.
The library has also developed a Pat-to-
World-Wide Web gateway that uses CGI
(Common Gateway Interface) to gain ac-
cess to SGML structures and return the
results to users in HTML (Hypertext
Markup Language), thus making the texts
available to FORMs-compatible World-
Wide Web clients such as Mosaic. The
Universitv Librarv makes the texts as
widely aviilable as possible; if there are no
restrictions on use. the texts are available
for anonymous FTP to all users; and fac-
ulty, staff, and students of the university
may make copies of the liles. The use of
some texts is governed by licensing
agreements that stipulate that the texts
may be used only within the university
community.
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BEGINNING THE
Cerel,ocrNc PRocEss

In the fall and winter of 1992, the Elec-
tronic Text Center began to collect and
create texts at a rapid rate. As the center's
collections expanded it became evident
that some sort of bibliographic control of
the materials was necessary-not only to
provide access to users through the oniine
catalog (VCAT), but also to document and
control the acquisition and organization
of the texts for library staff. In July 1992
the University Library developed a set of
guidelines for representing library mate-
rials and providing access to those mate-
rials in VIRGO (Virginia Online), the li-
braryt local implementation of the
NOTIS system. The guidelines state that
"any information entity that is maintained
by ihe University Library for patron use
should have a record in VCAT." The li-
brary deffned maintaining a collection to
mean "direct involvement by library staff
in acquiring, processing, storing and pro-
viding access to materials." Furthermore,
any such sources of information repre-
sented in VCAT by a bibliographic record
"should be readily accessible for use by
university faculry students and staff'
(University of Virginia Library 1992, 2).
At its 1992 Planning Day, the library af-
ftrmed that collection of, access to, and
deliverv of electronic information re-
sourceJ would be one of its top ten priori-
ties for the next year. Clearly, the hundreds
of texts in the Electronic Text Center were
prime candidates for cataloging.

In early 1993 the eight catalog librari-
ans of the Original Cataloging Unit volun-
teered to develop procedures and imple-
ment a worHlow for cataloging electronic
texts. As a first step in planning the local
workfloq the group investigated the cur-
rent status of electronic text cataloging at
other academic libraries and discovered
that few institutions were creating MARC
(machine-readable cataloging) records
for their texts. The notable exception was
(and is) the Center for Electronic Texts in
the Humanities (CETH). Staff at CETH
had taken over cataloging the Rutgers In-
ventorv of Machine-Readable Texts in

work (RLIN) (Hoogcarspel L994b, 27)
and the University Library is not a cata-
loging memb"r oi nttN,'though the li-
br-aryYs bibliographic records ire tape-
coniributed to RLIN. All cataloging
records for the University of Virginia Li-
brary's electronic texts would, of necess-ity,
have to be created originally. An added
twist to the emerging local workflow was
the University Libraryt status as a tape-
contributing member of the OCLC
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
OCLC's extended matching algorithm for
tape contributions does not process origi-
nd computer ffle records (OCLC 1993,
B.2). This meant that all original MARC
records for electronic texts would have to
be entered directlyon OCLC, as opposed
to the local practice of creating MARC
records on VCAT and returning to OCLC

in preparation for creating MARC re-
cords. The University Library's Systems
Librarian for Information Services, acting
as a liaison between the Original Catalog-
inq Unit and the Electronic Text Center,
su-pplied the catalogers with typical sam-
ples of documentary information on elec-
lronic texts. After much review and sev-
eral discussions, it became apparent that
the information available for electronic
texts and their printed sources was often
sketchy and fiequently poorly organ-
ized-at least to a cataloger's eye. Because
the Electronic Text Cenler is designed to
support scholarship, research, and teach-
ing, we deemed ii essential to provide
thorough description and documentation
of the electronic texts and their sources.
It seemed appropriate for the catalogers
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to organize and expand this information
not onlv in the MARC record but also in
the TEi header. The catalogers were en-
thusiastic about undertaking this task and
proceeded to reevaluate their plans. They
immediatelv identiffed thred areas fo'r
study and development: (1) an under-
standing of the TEI guidelines and the
relationship, if any, of the TEI header to
the MARC computer liles format record;
(2) training in the technology to create
TEI headers; and, (3) a mechanism to
receive information relating to texts gath-
ered by the staff in the Electronic Text
Center.

The catalogers immersed themselves
in the TEI guidelines (draft version P2,
August 19, 1992) and realized that the
guidelines were far less prescriptive than
ihe typical library cataloging tiumvirate
of AACM, Library of Congress Rule In-
telretations, and MARC format docu-
mentation. For example, of the many pos-
sible elements in a TEI header, ot [y'ot 

"component is mandatory-that of tlie file
description. Within the <ftleDesc> ele-
ment, the *rree elements <titleStmt>,
<publicationStmt>, and <sourceDesc>
are all required; however neither the form
nor the completeness of the content of
any of these elements is mandated (Sper-
berg-McQueen and Burnard 199i, iec.

That is, the creation of the MARC record
should flow naturally and easily from the
completed TEI header; indeed, the Text
Encoding Initiative consulted ISBD (C),
AACR2, and ANSI 239.29 during the de-
velopment ofthe header guidelines to en-

way into the MARC record. The group
agreed on standard terminolory and phra-

seologr for particular ffelds such as notes,
Iile size, and publisher information.

Tvo of the most dif{icult decisions the
catalogers faced were how to enter the
authort name in the <author> ffeld and
what constituted a version, e&tion, or
state of the electronic text. Questions
about the form ofauthor entry were many.
Should it be entered in direct order (e.g.,
Thomas Jefferson), or in inverted order
(e.g., |efferson, Thomas)? And, further-
more, should the name be entered exactly
as found in the electronic text, or should
the catalogers use theAACft2 form of the
name? Fortunately, as the group debated
the issue, the indexing and retrieval soft-
ware provided the answer. The precision
with which author subindexes were cre-
ated would determine the search results.
For example, if jefferson" were the com-
mon element specifted in a particular
subindex, a search using'jefferson" would
retrieve texts with author elements
Thomas Jefferson; ]efferson, Thomas;
Thos. Jefferson; and T. fefferson, but not
with an author element T.J. The search
would also retrieve texts with an author
element William Jefferson Clinton. The
group agreed that the use of the AACR2
catalog entry form would at least provide
a single, standardized version of the
author's name that would allow the in-
dexes to be created with greater precision.

The question ofwhat constituted aver-
sion, state, or edition of the text was not
so easily resolved. The catalogers finally
decided that the Electronic Text Center's
addition of TEl-conformant tagging was a
signiftcant addition to the text files. Thus,
the text should be considered the Univer-
sity of Virginia Ubrary's version, and the
library should be represented as the pub-
lisher of the text. Commercially acquired
texts that were already marked up were not
included in the project.

By the spring of 1993, the catalogers
had developed a TEI header workform
(see ftgure 1) as well as a locally delined
OCLC MARC workform (see figure 2).
Simultaneously we developed a checklist
to be used by staffwho created and proc-
essed texts in the Electronic Text Center.
This paper form (created from a word
processing lile) centralized all available
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<ID(ETYFE ota system 'ota,dtd' >
<ota>
<lRder typFa4rz>
<fileDEEc>
<tit lStmt>
(tit le) [a twhinFreadable tra*riptim]</tit le>
<ilttEr></ntfpr>
<€D><ndE></nam><role>creatim of ffihintsreadable editim</rcle></resp>
<resp><role>Csrwreim to TE kmf om t Erkup</rc Ie> <nffi >l,hiwrsi ty
of Virginia Library ElKtrqic Text Csrter(/nere></reEp>
</tit lStnt>
(extmt)Approx , ki f ob'yts</extmt>
<trlb6tmt>
<rEp><nire>tfiiwreity of virginia Library</nalP>(role)publislerl'/ rcle1/ rep)
<eddrss>Charlottesvi I le, Va. </addEs>
<icho type="ETc">l,bdem Enqt ish</idno>
<avail><p>A\r'ailable fw ilmy||rus ftp at
etext, 1 ib.virginia.edu</p>
<p)Copies of this file are als available to thiwEity of Virqinia feulty' €taff ' ard
stLdsts; pl€* cmt4t tl-p ElRtmic Text Center</p>
(p)Available csrrFrcial ly f rm: </p></avaiI>
<date>1995</date>
</rubstmt>

<srcDe*>
<biblFul 1>
<tit lStnt>
<titIe></tit le>
<nttEr></ilthor>
</titIStnt>
<edstmt> <editim></editim></edStnt>
<extmt></extmt>
<ilbstmt>
<resp><rcIe>p$l islEr</rcle><nere> </nem> < /Bp>
<addiEs></addes>
<date></date>
(/gr$tnt)
<Frstnt></erstmt>
<notestmt><note>Ttp printed text cmtained illustratims which are
noted in ttE elcttBic text. Separate if,Ege fils are available
for tfe il lustratims<.hote></notestmt>
( /b ib IFu I  l )
(,/srcDes)
</f i leDe*>
<scDes>
<projDetr><p>Prepar€d for tl-e Lhivereity of Virginia Library El€tlqic Text

Figure l. University of Vir$nia Library TEl-Conformant Header Template (continued on next

Page,

information about the source of acquisi-
tion, size of the text {ile, bibliographic
source inforrnation. and other ffle charac-
teristics. Staffin the Electronic Text Cen-
ter completed the checklist as texts were
processed and, on completion, printed
the checklists and forwarded them to the
Original Cataloging Unit. Armed with as
much information as possible, the catalog-
ers were prepared to tackle the problems
oftechnology.

Coping with available technolory
proved to be the most difftcult and labo-
iious issue that confronted the catalogers.
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cgtterl/ p)1/ projDe->
<editDecl>
<p>Spellrl-Rk ild verificatim mde against printed text using
hbrdPerfEt EFel I cl-Kker<,/p>
<P>AII u4big|'es mdrcf-line tryptms tBre ben rwed, ild
trailing part of €rd fES been joined to peeding line(/p)
<p>AlI qrctatim mrks retain€d as data</D>
<p>AlI dats in letteru fBVe bsr stsdardized in tFp yyrilndd
fornBt</p>
<p>AIl rcrds haw bRn csverted to trEdm Apricm spelling
using trbbster' 5 9th CoLlegiate Dictimary</p>
(p)t!on-TEI eIffitE used in tagginq this text arer altTypF(as
il attrihJte of cliv GI)r pl 6I (for prff i l ins as cmpositimal
uits)<"/D>
<p id+rc>Keyrcrds in ttE lEader are a ltral Eltrt|oic Text
Csrter scl-Ere to aid in stablishing ilalytical qrrupings(/p)
</editDRI>
<refsDecl><p>ID elffits are giH for wh page elmt ild are
cmposd of tl-F text's uiqe cryptogrs dd tlE giH paqe
n@ber, as in SpeFG.€l for page me of SFEnsr's F€rie GIHe.</p>
</refsDecI>
(,/mcDec)
(profDe*)
<cretim><date)ldate of f iEt trlb. or cmp., as givm by
ETCI </date></creatim>
<txtClass><keymrds shsne€rc></keyrcrds></txtClass)
</profDe*>
<rwDe*>
(chmge)(date)1995</date><|Ep><naf,E>, Lhiversity of Virginia
Library, Cataloging Service Dept.</nare><role>TEl fHder
cmpleted < /roIe) ( /rsp)(/cl-mge)
<cfmge><date></date><rsp><nm), Lhiversity of Virginia Library
Elsttmic Text Csrter</nam><role></rcle)(/rsp)(,/clmge)
<cl-m9e><date><,/date><tEF><nffi>, Lhiwrsity of Virginia Library
ElRtffi ic Text Center(/nm)(role)(/role></|€p></choge>
(/rwDe*)
(/feader)

Figure l. continued

1993 had completed both TEI headers
and MARC recbrds for several electronic
versions of Thomas fefferson's worl6 (see
{igures 3 and 4).

The workflow that had evolved was
both straightforward and labor-intensive.
Original Cataloging received completed
texichecklists ftori the Electronil Text
Center. The bibliographic information
about the printed source was verifted in
any one ofa number ofstandard sources
such as OCLC, RLIN, or the National
Union Cata-log. This proved to be a frus-
trating and time-consuming enterprise
becau-se most citations incluied with the
texts were inaccurate and poorly organ-
ized. Catalogers then created TEI head-
ers directly on the RS6000 computer us-
ing the local Emacs text editor; the
completed headers were parsed accord-
ing to the OTA DTD and stored alongside
the completed texts. From the compl=eted

header, catalogers cut and pasted infor-
mation into an OCLC workform tem-
plate. The completed OCLC workform
was printed out and keyed into OCLC by
a student assistant; the completed MARC
record was then exported into vcAT.
Finally, the record was exported on tape
to RLIN.

RnrtntNc rHE PRocESs

Where does the University of Virginia Li-
brary go from here? The local workflow
achieves the goal of providing improved
bibliographic access to the University Li-
brary's growing electronic text collection
through both MARC records and TEI
headers. The project has had the addi-
tional beneftts ofexpanding both the skills
and the outlook of the catalogers in the
Original Cataloging Unit. These benefits
have not, however, been gained without a
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Bib lvl ! m Solrce: d Lmg: mg
Enc lvl: I 6ovt ub: 5 Ctry: v&

l{d re: FrEqm: n Regulr:
Dat tp: s Dat6:

W VA@ :c VAe
@49 VAG@
619 ia l'Hem la English
1 (utl-pr)

245 1- <tit le> :h [trmplts fi le] / lc <ilt l-Er>
2% Congrter data (1 fi le 3 ca. kilobyts)
2& CtErlottsvit le, Va. : :b thiversity of Virginia Library' ic (date)'

W Prepared for tl-E [hiwreity of Virginia Library EIEtffiic
Text Center.

534 cmrerted to TEl.2-mfomt (P2) sGM-.
534 Miniml TEI taqginq.
W Available ftr i lmyffis ftp at etext.I ib.virqinia.edu
gb CopieB of this file are als available to LhiwEity of Virginia

f4ulty, staff ad studmtsi plB- cmttrt tl-E Eltrt|Oic
Text Cster.

5015 Available cmrcially frm:
55/ Trfl$ribed f|'m:
W Spell-l-Ek sd wrificatim trBde against printed editim using

hbrdPerf*t spell-lEker. GLEtatim mrks retained as data'

AII wilbigr.ms md€f-line hypfms tew ben rwd' ild ttE

traiting part of tfp mrd fEs ben joined to ttE precedinq

line. All dats in letteE tsve ber stildardized in tfE
yymdd formt. AII mrds tEw kr cmwrted to f,Edem

AEricm spell ing using trbbster's 9th Collegiate diEtimary'

W ID elmts are giH for sch page elsHt ild are cmpos€d of

tl-e text's uiqw cryptogrm ild tfE givs paqe nmberr as in

SpeFGf€l for paqe me of Sperr-r's Faerie Or.ffie.

Lhiwrsity of Virginia. ib Library. :b ElEtrmic Text Center'

6

7t@ n

Figure 2. University of Virginia ubrary ocLC workform for Electronic Texts

Drice. The steDs required to create MARC
i".ords and tEI lieaders are both time-
and labor-intensive, and duplication of
work is high. Locally, the acquisition of
more adva;ced hardware and software in
the Original Cataloging Unit has eased
some of"the burderian-d promises to re-
lieve it even more in the near future. In
earlv 1994 the catalogers' IBM terminals
were replaced with 4d6 PC clones, giving
the unit-access to a networked version of

better and laster editing capabilities;
completed headers are transferred (using
FTPJ to the RS6000, where theY are
parsed and mergedwith the texts in a final
itep. Access to-the networked version of
WordPerfect has also made the paper
checklists from the Electronic Text Cen-

ter redundant. Plans are under way to
deliver the checklists electronically

gram. The University Library's Systems
Librarian for Information Services has de-
veloped a program in the perl _program-
mine languag6 to convert TEI headers
into"MARt-like records. The ft rst version

cution of the SGML-to-MARC program
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<ID(ETYFE ota syrtm 'ota.dtd' 
>

<ota>
(l-eader tyFeaxrz)
<f i leDe->
<titIStmt>
<title>A ffiry vis of ttE rights of British AErica : [a ffihinFredable
tresriptim I </titte>
(attpr)Jef ferm, Ttuus, t7lt3-tE}26</ilttEr>
<rsp><rcle>c|€tim of machinFHdable rersim frm Library of
Asica typeetting taf<./role><nare)Elrctruic Text Corp. </nare></rsp>
(rsp) (role)Conversim to TEksf omt mrkup< /role><nam>Lhiversi ty
of Virginia Library Elstroic Text Center(/nm)(/reo)
</titIStmt>
<extst>Approx. 44 kilobyts</extmt>
<rubStmt>
(rep)(rcIe)grbliEtEr</rcIe><nare>LhiwEity of Virginia Library</nare> </"Ep>
<addlEs>CtErlott6vi I le, Va. </addrEs>
<idno typF"Erc")l,Hem English, Jefgjm</idno>
<avail><p>A\r'ailable cmrcially f|m: TIE trbrdc|'.lffl-pr Cl:Hqn,
ffiketed by tFe ElEtrmic Text Corp.(/avail)
<date>1993</date>
</BrbStnt>
<notegtmt><note>"ThiE mrk iE extreted frm a larger rcl|ff of colleted
mrks " ( /note) (,/noteStmt)
(srcDesc)
(bibIFuI I )
<tit lStmt>
(tit le)Writings</tit le>
<autlEr>Ttws Jef f ers(/zutfpr)
</tittStmt>
<extst>16@! p. : mp ; 2t cm.</extst>
<q$6tnt>
(rep)(rcIe)grbl isl-Er</role>(nm)Literary Classics of ttE U. S. </naF></lEg>
<actdtEs>l{ew York <,/illdrss>
<date>19t'4</date>
</trib€tmt>
(-rStmt)Library of AErica ; v. 17(/erStmt)
<notestmt><note)"l,lerrill D. peteffi wrote tlE nots sd -lEted ttE
texts for this wl|.m."--Prelim. p. S(/note)(note) ,'A ffiry vis of tfE
rights of British AFrica,, Hs first ptblisH in lzz4<,hote><rcte>,'A ffiry
vis of tfE rights of British AErica" to be fffd o p. tlctrl-lzz of
"Writings" </note> < /notestmt>
</bibIFul I>
</srcDesc>
(/f i leDsc)
<scDesc>

Figure 3. University of Virginia Completed TEl-Conformant Header (continued on next page)

will create a ffle that can be printed and
rekeyed into OCLC with minimal editing
bythe catalogers. Second, when the Uni-
versity Library's online system migrates to
a clie;Vserve; architecture, it sh"ould be
possible to transfer this MARC-like lile
directly into a biblioeraphic record.

Two other tasks c"on?ront the catalog-
ers. The newest version of the Guidzlin;s

ject to provide form, genre, and attribute
access to the electronic texts; elements
that might be included are gender and
nationality ofthe author, literary form of
the text, and topical subject terms. Cata-
logers will, in consultation with the Elec-
trdnic Text Center, either use existing vo-
cabularies or develop terminology locally.

Furunn DrRrcrroNs

Is the creation of TEI headers by librari-
ans a worthwhile endeavor? The {irst
stages of the University Library's project
seem to indicate that it is. However. a
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<projDes><p>Frepared for tle thiwrsity of Virginia Library
Eltrt|mic Text Cmter</p></projDes>
<editDtrl>
<p>SpellrfRk made</p>
<p>AIl umbigl.es mdrcf-Iine hypfHrs tpw ben rmved, md trailing part of mrd has
been joinect to prEeding line</p>
<p>AII qrc+-atim Erks retained as data</p>
<p id=€rc>Kqrcrds in tlF header are a laal El$trmic Text Center *fHE
to aid in stablishing malytical gmpings</p>
</editDEl>
(refsDecl)(p)ID ele|Ht5 are giE for wh page elffit md are cqnpGd of tlE text'E
uiq€ cryptogrm sd ttE givm page nuber, as in SpeFGLel for page me of Spen-r's
FFrie Qrffie-<,/p>
(/refsDecI)
</mcDeEE>
<prcf DEs><cr€tim><date>124(/date)(/cretim)
< I ilqus€> < l anguage>t bdem Eng l ish</ l ilguage>< / lague>
<txtclass><keymrds *hff)e-Erc>nmf ictim ; ss)E</keyffds></txtclass>
</DrofDsc>
<tqDcc>
<chilge><date>July 1993</date)(ep)(nm)l-bidi Synnatzshk-Cahran Lhiwrsity of
Virginia Library, Cataloging Servic6 Dept. </nm><role>TEl fRder
cmpleted< /roIe)(./ep) ( /ctmge)
<chil9e><date>March 1993(/date><rp><nffi>KelIy Tettertm, LhiveEity of Virginia
Library, Eltrttqic Text Csrter</nm)(role)TEl cdE added; spelling ctKked; m4biglfls
linmd Frypl-sratim rwrl<,/role></tEp></ctm9e>
(/rryDes)

</fpader>

Figure 3. continued

number of issues, short- and long-term,
need resolution in an arena larger than the
University of Virginia Library.-Better con-
trol of bibliographic information for the
print sources of electronic texts is essen-
tial. Text services in academic libraries are
designed for a scholarly clientele. It is
probably safe to assume that scholars per-
forming analysis on texts are interested in
particular, specific edidons of works. Im-
proving the documentation and control of
source inforrnation is not strictly a library
concern; it can only be achieved in coop-
eration with individuals and institutions
who create and distribute electronic texts.
The TEI header offers a relatively
straightforward mechanism for creators
of texts to document print sources. Natu-
rally, as more and more texts are created
only in electronic format the concerns
about source documentation will de-
crease.

A similar concern is the issue of what
constitutes an edition or version or state
of an electronic text. The terms edition,
oersion, and state come burdened with
one set of meanings for librarians in gen-
eral and catalogers in particular; the
words have another set of meaninqs for

scholars and publishers. Electronic infor-
mation is by its very nature more subject
to change'and revision than is printed
information; the TEI header olfers awayto
document changes to electronic texts, but
the TEI Guidelines do not deffne or Pre-
scribe when, orwhether, those changes con-
stitute a new version. Again, agreement
among librarians, scholarsiand cieaton of
texts about what constitutes a new unique
version ofa text seems essential.

One of the more pressing concerns for
libraries-the cataloging community in
particular-is the relationship, both
ihort- and long-term, of the TEI header
to the MARC record. Enmeshed in this

shop on Documenting Electronic Texts in
the'Humanities held"in Somerset, New

fersey, on Ivlay 1G-18, 1994. The work-
ihop'brought iogether a group of experts
on the ,rs""of SG"NIL. theaEl headei the
MARC record, and electronic text serv-
ices with the express purpose of making a
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TyFe: m
Fi  le :  d
Ardimce:
Desc: a

B i b  I v I :  m
Enc Iv I :  I
Mod |,E:

Sqrrce: d Lags sg
Govt g:b: s Ctry: vil
FreqHr n REguIr:
Dat tp: s Dats: 1995,

UiA ia VAG ic ltAG
W9 ia Vffi
@n ia Pldem :a English ia Jefg-m
L@ L :a Jeffers, Tl-sms, id I743-LFI26.
243 LZ ia A ffiry vis of tFE rights of British Arprica ih lcmruter file] / :c TfsBs
Jeffeffi,
2% ia Csnprter data (1 fi le : ca. r+4 kitob/ts)
2@ :a CfErlottsvil le, Va. : ib Lhiwreity of Virginia Library, :c 1995.
W ia Prepared for tl-e thiwrsity of Virginia Library Eltrtluic Text Cmter.
554 :a Cslwrted to TEl.2<mfomt (F2) SGM_.
% ia Available fff i lmytn5 ftp at etext.l ib.virginia.edu
% ia Copis of this fi le are als available to Lhiversity of Virginia

ftrulty, staff ad studmts; plw cmtact ttE ElRtluic Text Cstttr.
% :a Available cmrcially frm: TfE hbrdcructFr CHOI, mrketed by tFe

El$trmic Text CorFratim.
55/ :a Trssrib€d frm: lJritings ,/ Tt-ms Jeffer,sm. l{e{ York : Literary Classics

of t l-E u.S-, c19E4. (Library of AErica i v. 17)
W la Spell=tmk ild wrificatis f,Ede against printed editim using

hbrdPerf*t spell-fRker. Gtptatim mrks retained as data.
AII sabig|ns sd€f-line l-ryptms have bsr rwed, ild tlE
trailing part of ttE rcrd has be€n joined to tfe peeding
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Figure 4. University of Virginia Library Completed OCLC Record for Electronic Text

tronic texts and suggests some much-
needed improvemenfsl

In the short-term, the cataloging com-
munity needs to reevaluate its tools for
cataloging electronic texts. A revision of
chapter 9 ofAACR2 is probably long ovcr-
due given the prolifeiation of different
types of computer liles since 1988,
AACM's last revision date. Similarly, li-
braries and scholars should investigat6 the
creation of a taxonomv or taxonohies of
form, genre, attribute, and subject terms
for use with electronic texts. Such termi-
nology is particularly needed in the hu-
manities. The development of an agreed-
upon set of standar:ds for TEI i'eader
content (perhaps in AACR2|ISBD form)
by and for libraries is also a short-term

necessity. It is heartening to note that the
newestversion ofthe TEI Guidelines con-
tains a new chapter on "The Independent
Header," with a section titled "Header
Elements and their Relationship to the
MARC Record" (Sperberg-McQueen and
Burnard, 1994, sec. 24.3); the guidelines
do not, of course, prescribe MARC con-
tent, but offer suggestions about how
header information should transfer to a
MARC record. More importantly, this
chapter recognizes tlrat the TEI header
does not. and need not stand in isolation
from library catalogs. For libraries to
make the most effective use of the TEI
header, data conversion between the
header and MARC records. and data in-
terchange among local text systems, local
library systems, and bibliographic utilities
must improve. Librarians need to work
with system designers and vendors to de-
velop automatic data conversion capabil-
ity. In addition, librarians should consider
the usefulness of developing a MARC
document type definition (DTD) in coop-



eration with the Text Encoding Initiative.
A full-blown MARC DTD could make
data conversion and interchange a rela-
tively simple matter of programming.

CoNcLusloxs

The cataloging of electronic texts presents
librarians with the opportunity to chal-
lenge the notion of tlie hegemony of the
MARC record. Imagine a Iibrary sptem
that includes electronic texts with TEI

question dre assumption that all biblio-
graphic data must b6 delivered in a single
record structure. Perhaps linding ways to
incorporate resources that carry their own
cataloging-as TEI headers are capable
of doing-is a way for librarians to, as
Mandel has urged, "break existing con-
ceptual barriers" and to move "creatively

to*ard new techniques and approaches"
(Mandel 1992, 4). Bibliographic organiza-
tion and control of information resources
will still certainly be needed. Without
some sort of organization information
sources will remain chaotic and unusable,
and, as Thomas |efferson wrote to the first
University of Virginia librarian, "a library
in confusion loses much of its utility'
(Clemons 1955, 17).
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Group on Standards, was the beginning of
answering the third question. It is the
development of this standard that is the
subject of this note. The Task Group com-
prised librarians from a representative
spectrum of libraries. The members,
Willy Cromwell (Stanford University),
Roxanne Sellberg ( University of Washing-
ton), Margarte Shen (Cleveland Pubfc
Library), Lyrn El-Hoshy (Library of Con-
gress), Kay Giles (Library of Congress),
and the Cooperative Cataloging Council
Liaison, Karen Smith-Yoshimura (RLG),
were charged as follows:

l. Develop standards that could sup-
port wide use ofrecords in a cost-ef-
fective manner;

2. Promote and facilitate the use of mu-
tually accepted standards;

3. Evaluate the need for quality stand-
ards or conformance measures.

The core-level standardwas developed
in response to the ffrst charge. The iask
Group found that the recommendations
pertaining to the second and third charge
followed logically from the nature of the
new standard and the concomitant as-
sumptions about the standards environ-
ment that it implied.

ANTEcEDENTS

The Task Group did not begin its labors in
a vacuum, but in a bibliographic universe
that alreadv included nitional full-level
and minimal-level cataloging standards.
The rhetoric of cataloging simplilication
was becoming more prevalent, and the
corresponding effort to deffne what such
simpliftcation might imply was becoming
increasingly urgent, driven by the reality
of reduce-d builgets and by the possibili-
ties and challenges represented by infor-
mation technolory developments. It is
against this background that the Coopera-
tive Cataloging Council developed its
agenda and charged the Standards Task
Group. Other signs of the times were the
appointment of the CONSER Core EIe-
ments Task Force to examine serial cata-
loging standards and an Intemational
Federation of Librarv Associations
(IFI-A) working group esiablished in 1989

to explore the issue of simplified descrip-
tions using the International Standard
Bibliographic Description (ISBD).

MtNIuerLevEL CATALocING (MLC)

There is nothing new about a less-than-
full standard. The publication of the
N ational Leael Bibliographic Record-
Books (NLBR) in 1980 made a minimal-
level cataloging (MLC) standard available
to libraries. The concept of minimal-level
cataloging was given further legitimacy by
the speciftcation ofthree levels ofcatalog-
ing in the second e&tion of the Anglo-
American Cataloguing Rules in 1978. Al-
though AACR2 clted"locd requirements
as the criteria for the use of any cataloging
level, the NLBR-Books stated explicitly
that the MLC standard was not intended
to be used as a substitute for fulllevel
cataloging but as an alternative for mate-
rials deemed less important than others by
the cataloging agency. It presented a mini-
mum set of data elements for "the catalog-
ing of materials which the cataloging or-
ganization feels do not warrant the high
cost of full cataloging but nevertheless
should be maintained under a degree of
bibliographic control" (Library of Con-
gress 1980, v).

The use of MLC has always been
controversial, however, and pro and con
arguments abound. The reasons given
for the use of MLC are generally related
to the idea that some access is better
than none, and that some materials
might not require a full-level bibliog-
raphic record (Horney 1986). Marko
and von Wahlde (1986) are typical of
those proponents of MLC who regard it
as an important tool that can be used to
economically reduce backlogs.

In spite ofits advantages, however, use
of the MLC standard excites strong oppo-
sition. Ross and West (1986) summarize
many of the common arguments against
MLC: it does not provide suflicient access
to materials; it might prohibit browsing
(because an item might not be classiffed);
it omits vital management information; it
is harmful to the national cooperative en-
vironment. They also argue that it is not
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the best way to achieve timely cataloging,
because backlogs can be managed and
made accessible via computerized acqui-
sition records while awaiting fuller cata-
loging. Rhee (1986) tums a main argument
for the use of MI,C on its head, noting that
selecting materials for MLC treatment on
the basis of their ephemeral nature, lan-
guage, orothercharacteristics runs the risk
of denying adequate control to possibly
unique and important materials.

There seems to be a general consensus
that MLC can rarely be used without con-
siderable review and upgrade. Fox and
Preece observe that MLC "is being used
not only for items that may be unique or
relativelv scarce, but for current items
that are widely held" (1991, 33), contrary
to the stated purpose ofthe standard. This
fact, together with the assumed loss of
access in the MLC record leads them to
endorse systematic upgrade of MLC re-
cords. Recently, the Library of Congress
voiced its concern "about the impact ofits
minimal-level cataloging on the library
user community in terms of the added
costs this community incurs when using
these MLC records, as well as the compli-
cations associated with the Iack ofsubject
access in these records" (Library of Con-
gress 1992b).

The use of MLC also introduces an-
other complication into the national data-
bases. The MLC standard describes mini-
mum requirements; it does not forbid the
addition of other elements. Consequently,
records identiffed as MLC might vary in
fullness; they might or might not have
subject headings, classification, uniform
titles, etc. As Crowe (1986, 338) notes,
"variant slippery de{initions of 'minimal-

level cataloging' are in themselves a chal-
lenge, for without common bases for dis-
cussion, even intralibrary communication
about MLC will collapse."

While the MLC standard might be
cost-effective, it lacks wide acceptance in
the cooperative community. Many institu-
tions endorse its use in a limited fashion,
but few are wilIing to use other libraries'
MLC records without review and up-
grade. Confusion about the actual data
elements that might be included in

records that are encoded to indicate mini-
mal-level record content leads to prob-
Iems in a cooperative cataloging environ-
ment. In short, while the M-i-C standard
might present a starting point for thinking
abJut a cost-effective,-widely acceptable
standard for a cooperative cataloging pro-
gram, it is not the ultimate answer.

FULL-LEVEL RECORDS AND
C,tteloclNc SlltpuFIceuoN

While the issues surrounding MLC are
more concerned with the inclusion or ex-
clusion of speci{ic data elements, the is-
sues that srirround the full-level record

Cataloging Program), Burger (1990)

notes tlat"the fuli-level recorii aspiring to

practice is an expensive business, and it
imposes a quality standard that is vague,
difhcult to define, and insuflicie-ntly
linked to accessibility of collections, and
that makes no concession to local needs.

In an environment charactenzed bY
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and recommends subiect heading prac-
tice that not only sinipli{ies, but"better
represents patron searching practices.

In an effort to meet suchtriticisms as

entries routinely made in full-level cata-
loging. These efforts to streamline the
full-level record were discussed at the

ISBD(M) Srr'rpI,rrlst

In relation to the corelevel standard, the
work of the IFLA Standing Committee of
the Seetion on Cataloging is particularly
signilicant because it f6cu-sedbn deftnini
an alternative ISBD(M) that would ac-

in addition, allow quicker and easier crea-
tion ofthe records" (1990, 15).

govern cataloging, she also observes that
"most libraries are linding it almost im-

possible to afford to provide the maximum
amount of descriptive information that
might ideally be provided in the catalog
records" (1990, 15).

CONSER CoRr EleunNrs
Tesx Foncs

Another important event that occurred
concurrently with the appointment of the
Cooperative Cataloging Council Stan-
dards Task Group was the designation of
a CONSER Core Elements Task Force.
Its signiffcance for the core-level record
lies in the focus of the CONSER group on
designating essential data elements and
on the grass roots nature of the project
that indicated that the community might
be ready for such an approach to simplifi-
cation. As Mandel notes, one aspect of the
success of the CONSER program is the
fact that'CONSER cataloging standards
are essentially the same standards that
most members would elect to follow for
their own operations" (1992, 52).

Coopnnerrve Cem,loctlrc CouNcrL
SreNoenns TASK GRoUP Sunvny

Such was the environment in which the
Cooperative Cataloging Council Stan-
dards Task Group began its work. Thanks
to tightened bud-gets and increased pres-
sure to reduce backlogs and retain cur-
rency with incoming materials, the use of
the MLC standard was widespread, al-
though its acceptance by the library com-
munity was equivocal. At the same time,
the values that govemed the full-level
catalog record were being subjected to
critical scrutiny; some type of cataloging
simplification was recognized by influen-
tial segments of the national and interna-
tional community as essential.

Conjoined to this conceptual back-
ground were two layers ofconstraint that
also affected the work of the Standards
Task Group. The primary constraints were
dictated by the charge itselfi the ftnal
product would have to be acceptable to as
many of a large group of diverse institu-
tions as possible and should at the same
time contribute to a more cost-effective
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product. Equally compelhng were the
constraints dictated by Council's expecta-
tion that the Task Group should submit its
Iinal recommendations by October 31,
1993. Because the Task Group had been
formed in May 1993, there was very little
time for it to complete its work; the short
time-frame dictated an extremely prag-
matic approach.

The Task Group's efforts to deline the
scope of standards to be evaluated gave
rise to the procedure it adopted. It be-
came clear to the Task Group members
that, given the limited time-frame, the
most that they could hope to achieve
would be a delineation of the primary data
elements required by the cataloging com-
munity in an acceptable record for print
monographs. To gather information about
the needs and preferences of the commu-
nity, the Task Group decided to send out
a questionnaire about a proposed model
of a core record. The goal was to deter-
mine the intersection between the kinds
of records cataloging institutions would
be willing to accept and those that they
would be willing to create. Although Task
Group members were serious about the
model they developed for the survey and
felt that it was viable, it was, nevertheless,
understood that thev would learn as much
from the negative reactions it might elicit
as from the endorsements and that it was
not a ftnal proposal for a standard.

At the request of the CONSER Core
Elements Task Force, specific serials
ftelds were included in the model record
to present an integrated list of biblio-
graphic ffelds that were mandated if
applicable to the type of material under
consideration. In the introduction. Task
Group members indicated that if consen-
sus on the set of data elements could be
achieved. then the essential data elements
for non-book materials could be added
later. Although the Standards Task Group
did not feel that they could properly en-
dorse serial elements for inclusion in tl.re
standard they ultimately proposed, the in-
formation was forwarded to the CONSER
Task Group.

Because time was of the essence, the
questionnaire was, for the most part, dis-

tributed electronically on various elec-
tronic discussion lists. It was posted on
AUTOCAT, COOPCAT, SERIALST, ANd
PUBLIB. It was also distributed to a list
serving the Technical Services Directors
of Large Research Libraries Discussion
Group and individually to the mailing list
compiled by the chair of the Technical
Services Administrators of Medium-Sized
Research Libraries Discussion Group.

August 31.

Sunvnv Rrsurrs

The Task Group received 88 completed
responses, 56 from academic libraries, 16
from public libraries, and l0 from lpecial
libraries. Responses were received from
national libraries and from the OCLC

created fewer than 1,000 records yearly.
Many respondents attached comments'
and most'indicated that their responses
represented an effort to secure an institu-
tional response, often incolporating re-
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more enthusiastic about a core record
standard-although few respondents re-
iected the idea oT a core r6cord out of
hand. Many respondents gave quali{ied
answers indicating that theywoulil acceot
the corelevel redord model only if sp'e-
ciftc changes were made.

Aggregate responses to the four survey
questions were as follows:

3. Support access points with national-
level authority work: yes (unquali-
fied) 677o; tro (nnqi*ned)'lVo;
qualified responses: 327o.

4. Core record would enhance local

or fewer data elements would be neces-
sary. Thirty-four percent specifted that
four or moie data 6lements would be nec-

cation practice than in other aspects of
cataloging.

CORE-LEVEL SreNtenn

The Task Group met inWashington D.C.,
September 27-28, 1993. At &at meeting,
members attempted to intelpret the sui-

vey data and reconcile the contradictions
it presented. The outcome was the follow-
ing delinition of a core record:

FIXED FIELD VALUES: Code fully
020, $a (ISBN): record ifpresent on item
040 (Cataloging source)
042 (Authentication code)
050, 082, 086, etc.: Assign at least one

classilication number from an estab-
lished classification system recognized
by USMARC

DISCUSSION: This specification must
necessarily be stated in the broadest
terms to accommodate a wide variety of
needs. Assignment will in some cases
constitute solely classiffcation, while in
others it will consist of a full call number.
While this fact, as well as the use of any
of a variety of classiftcation systems may
mitigate against the availability of rec-
ords that can be used without modifica-
tion, it supports the need to accommo-
date the broad spectrum of the library
community in soliciting as wide a pool of
records as possible

1)O( (Main Entry): If applicable
240 (Uniform title): If knou.n or readily

inferred from material being cataloged
245-300 (Title page transcription through

physical description): Describe fully, us-
ing all data elements appropriate to the
item described

tlXX (Series area): transcribe series ifpre-
sent. Other aspects of series treatment
(classiffcation Itogether or individuallyJ,
analysis, tracing) are local in nature

5)O( (Note fields): Minimally, include the
folloMn g if appropriate,

500: Note for source of title if not from t.p.
505: (Contents note) For multi-part items

with separate titles
533: (Reproduction note)
6XX (Subject headings): Ifappropriate, as-

sign from an established thesaurus or
subject heading system recognized by
USMARC at least one or two subject
headings at the appropriate level of
specificity

7XX (Added entries): Usingjudgment and
assessing each item on a case by case
basis, assign (1) a complement of added
entries that covers at least the primary
relationships associated with awork (e.g.



joint authors) and (2) added entries to
bring out title access information judged
to be important

NOTE: For both (I) and (2) above, deter-
mination of primary relationships and of
the relative importance of title access
information are intended to reflect ether
individual catalogers' judgment or the
institutional policy of the participant

&O( (Established form of series if differ-
ent from that in 490 field): If series is
traced, use as appropriate

Tesx Gnoup Recou runNoATIoNS
RELATED To CORE-LEVEL STANDARD

mendations the Task Group was greatly
influenced by the comments that respon-
dents attached to their returned question-
naires.

Many respondents voiced the belief
that reducing the number of data ele-
ments in a record is not the only answer
to the cataloging problem and that greater
simplification of the cataloging standards
that govern descriptive and subject cata-
loging is needed as well. While Task
Group members believed that an option
to reduce the number of data elements in
a catalog record is important, they also
agreed that it will not necessarily lead to
cost-effective and use-effective catalog-
ing by itself. For this reason, the Task
Group's ffrst recommendation was that
the aiiministrative body of the new coop-
erative cataloging program should press
forward to effect the changes in descrip-
tive and subject cataloging practice that
wouldbest serve the goals of the program.
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question ofwhich classilication system or
wstems to endorse. It suggested a way to
a?ticulate a standard that"i-s both cost-ef-
fective and still meets a wide array of
needs. Access to many records that re-
quire enhancement in only one or two
details is preferable to access to only q few

that require no enhancement at all. If,
within the context of a new cooperative

increase the number of widely acceptable

to signal their level of content. Proper
identilication of a core record could also
be key in managing record hierarchies in
the uiilities. An-d, of course, proper iden-
tiftcation would deal with the situation
created by less-than-full cataloging that
varies in fullness so that it cannot be easily
channeled into a processing routine.

CORE RECORD VS. MINIMAL-LEVEL
Cete,r,oc RECoRDS

Core records differ from minimal-level
records in four respects:

1. USMARC lixed lield values must be
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(i.e. limiting) access devices in online
catalogs and in the utilities dictated
that they be retained. Additionally,
the potential use of ffxed {ields to
generate notes was also suggested by
several suryey respondents-.-

2. The core-levirl record standard man-
dates a more complete array of de-
scriptive elements. It was felt that
transcription of these elements is
rarely troublesome. Proposals to
eliminate certain of these-elements
were not well received by survev re-
spondents.

3. While offering fewer access points
than full-leve-l records, thd core
level record specifted flexible for-
mulas for adddd entries and subiect
headings.

4. The core record mandates that a clas-

ceptable to more libraries than it
would be with no classiffcation at all.

Cone RrconD vs. FULL-LEvEL
Rucono

The core record standard differs from
the full-level record in two important
particulars:

l. It mandates fewer data elements and
attempts to reduce the redundancy of
the full-level record. Ivtandafory
notes are severely restricted on thb
principle that only notes that are es-
sential for the identilication of an
item should be required. Fewer
added entries are required and no
more than one or two subiect head-
ings need be added to the core rec-
ord. The result is a leaner, more
economical record with less related
authority and subiect work than the
full-level record," although, unlike
MLC, the presence of a certain basic
level ofaccess is quaranteed.

2. The core record allows local agencies
more flexibility and emphasizes judg-
ment in its construction. Because it is
to be considered a dynamic record
that can be enhanced as necessary,
contributing libraries need not be
stretched to meet all the needs of
quite different types of institutions.
elassilication and series treatment
are examples ofareas where the core
record standard recoqnizes that dif-
ferent institutions often have quite
different practices. Choice of added
entries is another area in which insti-
tutions or in&vidual catalogers are
given more leeway than the current
complex of rules and rule interpreta-
tions allow when constructing a full-
level catalog record. The core record
emphasizes judgment in determining
which added entries are important and
specifically states that such determina-
tions should be local in nature.

Conr RsconD vs. PRocMM
Cone Rnconn
The corelevel standard promises to be
useful because, while it iloes not try to
meet all the needs met by full-level cata-
Iog records, it will meet bisic needs better
than current minimallevel records. At
the same time it should help minimize
some ofthe expenses offull-level catalog-
ing. However. lhe standardwas developet
in the context of an organized national
cooperative cataloging program. As a pro-
gram standard, the core record will have
value added in two important ways:

l. The Task Group recommended that
all access points ofprogram core rec-
ords be sirpported'by"national-level
authority records. This would guar-
antee that the access points would be
consistent from one institution to an-
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implementing such a guarantee.
While the Task Group believes that the

core record standard offers a cost-effec-
tive and user-effective standard, it is in
conjunction with a national cooperative
program that the core record standard
offers the greatest advantages. The stand-
ard could make participation in such a

enhancement; the program imprimatur
should serve as guarantee for the record
and the authoritative nature of its access
points.

Irr.rple ueutrttoN

The major outcome of the Cooperative
Cataloging Council activity and that of the
Councl s issociated Task'Groups was the
formation in early 1994 ofa new coopera-
tive cataloging program to be called, fit-
tingly enough, the Program for Coopera-
tive Cataloging (PCC). In a strategic plan
released in earh 1994, the PCC endorsed
the use of the 

'core-level 
standard: "Two

Group). Participating institutions may
choose to catalog at either level or they
may use both Ievels selectively." (Program
for Cooperative Cataloging 1994, 5). The
PCC also endorsed the idea of the dy-
namic nature of the core-level record,
noting that one should "consider the state

of any particular core record to be dy-
namic, with participants choosing to use it
as it is, allowing participants to incremen-
tallv add onlv tfiose data elements needed,
bv irodifun'e or enhancing it to full level."
(Progtam fir Cooperafrve Cataloging
1994, 1).

The USMARC community aPpears to
be moving with all due speed to inco{Po-
rate the corelevel record into the identi-
fted standards available to the library
community and to accommodate the
proper identi{ication ofprogram cole 19-
cords. lvtARBI Discussion Paper 94-13
(for ALA Annual 1994) deals sireciftcally

universal concern seems to be the choice
ofencoding to be used prior to the devel-
opment of-an encodinglevel explicitly for
the core record.

Because the standard has not yet been
implemented in any meaningful fashion
its cost-effectiveness is yet to be proven.
However, at least one pieliminarry test of
the standard indicates that identiffable
savinqs may accrue from its use. Christian
M. B"oissonnas (1994) rePorts that cata-

workplace with care, and catalogers must
appreciate the goals of implementation
airi understand"and feel conlident about
the new emphasis on iudgment and flexi-
bility. Catalbging departments must be
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clear about what portions of their work-
flow are to be done at core level and what
at full level and be sure that catalogers
understand why that is so and what It is
that the institution is hoping to achieve
through the use of the core-level stand-
ard. A fair test of the standard might re-
quire a shift in emphasis in the dav-to-dav
cataloging enviroriment that goes'beyonf,
simply spiciS'ing another lev"el of caialog
record.

Furunn

The sea-change thatwill make such a shift

it was accompanied by a recommendation
that the standard be expanded for non-
book formats and fornon-roman materials.

series authority records in the national

Group was also promised. In this context
the core record is only the ffrst step in a
systematic process of deffning a newcata-
loging environment.
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Book Reviews

Lowrence W. S. Auld, Editor

Cooperatioe C ataloging: Patt, Present,
and, Future, Barry B. Baker, editor.
New York: Haworth, 1993. 275p.
$39.95 (rSBN r-56024-582-4). LC 93-
44337. Also published as CatalogingCt
Classifrcation Quarterly, vol. 17, nos.
3/4, 1993.
This publication, coming as it does

concurrently with the 1993 proposal for a
Program for Cooperative Cataloging
(PCC), is very timely. As Iibraries face
staffreductions combined with new tech-
nologies and the pressures to provide new
services, they are forced to re-examine
their existing procedures and cooperative
arrangements and to consider new ones so
as to make the best use of their limited
resources. One of the traditional ways in
which libraries have shared resources is
through cooperative cataloging arrange-
ments. The editor follows the ALA Glos-
sary de{inition of cooperative cataloging:
"The original cataloging of bibliographic
items through the joint action of a group
of libraries. .. " (p. 59). Specifically ex-
cluded is the centralized cataloging model
bywhich one agency creates bibliographic
records and distributes them for the use
of others.

This volume provides in one place a
historical perspective on cooperative cata-
loging together with descriptions of the
existing major national cooperative cata-
loging programs. The various authors pre-
sent different perspectives on the issues
involved in cooperative cataloging, the
strengths and wealanesses of cu$ent
programs, and possible approaches to im-
provement of cooperative cataloging
efforts.

Barbara B. Tillett sets the stage with
her survey of cooperative cataloging ef-
forts in the United States prior to the

gives her view of the successful CONSER
irodel. Robert Harriman, Coordinator of
the United States Newspaper Program,
describes that program. Two articles dis-
cuss the Natiorial Coordinated Cataloging
Program (Beacher Wiggins presents the^
LC-viewpoint while Srisan Rbsenblatt of
Berkeley presents a participant's perspec-
tive). A related article, written jointly by

Iohn I. Riemer and Karen Morgenroth of
ihe Liniversity of Georgia Ubiaries, de-
scribes the cooperative authority work
component of NACO.

Among the other articles are one (by

Martin JJachim) describing three coop-
erative projects to catalog microform sets,

erative cataloging projects, and a vision
for the future ofcooperative cataloging by
Sarah E. Thomas andJenniferA. Younger'

Certain features that characterize suc-

well as national objectives.
As Iibraries place increasing reliance

on an Access Model rather tharian Owr-
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ever, as Thomas and Younger point out,
the trend in the last twenW veari has been
for libraries to maximize i[e use of copy
cataloging and to reduce the amount 

-o?

original cataloging they perform. While
cataloging productivity in individud li-
braries rises under this approach, it does
not meet the national demand for new

refer to the November 1992 meeting, rec-
ognizing the pivotal role it played in the
fulture develo'pment of cooperitive cata-
rogng.

As libraries prepare to enter a new

coope-rative projects and those not yet de-
sigted.-ludith Hopkins, State Unioer-
sity of New York at Buffalo

Declining Acquisitians Bu.d.gets : Nlaca-
tion, Collection Deoelopttent anil
hnpact Cotnrrumicatian. Sul H. Lee,
editor. New York: Haworth. 1993.
r38p. $29.95 (ISBN 1-56024-613-8);
papea $19.95 (ISBN 1-56024-614-6).
LC 93-39258. Also published as Jour-
nal of Library Administratinn, rrol. tg,
no. 2, 1993.
I must admit to a lack of enthusiasm in

tahng up the assignment to review De-

clining Acquisitions Budgets. I supposed
that anything more said would simply con-
Iirm the second law of librarianship, "If
librarians can, they will do everything
twice." True, conference proceedings as a
form of literature have a reputation that
cannot be said to elicit excitement. Yet, to
my surprise, Declining Acquisitions
Budgets presented many new ways of
looking at library budget deterioration
and responses to it. In addition, it re-
newed my conffdence in the ability of our
practitioners and administrators to deal
with this crisis.

A more appropriate title for the publi-
cation (and for the conference at which
the papers were ffrst presented) might
have been "Rethinking the Acquisitions
Budget." Almost without exception the
authors have dared think of actions and
alternatives that would have been consid-
ered heresy in the collection development
community just a few years ago. While
external forces (budget, technology, etc.)
might have precipitated this rethinking, it
is a sign of a mature profession that the
response internally is to examine priori-
ties, to rethink and to re-engineer where
appropriate, and to develop proactive
strategies that will continue to accomplish
the goals of librarianship.

Of eight papers included in the collec-
tion, most are well written, and the con-
tent can be characterized as expert and
provocative. Nancy Eaton provides a li-
brary &rector's perspective of "The Ac-
quisitions Dilemma." She admits that li-
braries must accept some of the blame for
the way in which the budget problem is
viewed by top administrators. She ob-
serves that requests for more money to
match inflation (and other destroyers of
purchasing power) are no longer viable
unless accompanied by initiatives for
changing the existing system. She says
that the 20180 rule is no longer credible to
our funding sources, but she doesn't
elaborate. (I had thoughtthe"2OVo ofcol-
lections meets 807o of demand" rule
would apply in any budget scenario, but
now I wonder. . . ) It is most interesting
that as she discusses the director's role in
meetingthe acquisitions dilemma, she has
included examples of an "Audience Strat-



egy Checklist." I suspect many directors
will find the examples helpful.

Leonard Schrift asks, "Is It Possible to
Develop Libraries Without Resources?"
He then looks at the library marketplace
and concludes that it doesn't correspond
to classic economic and marketing theory.
He also observes that the ascendancy of
journals (in budgetary importance) is a
distortion and that the key professional
issue we face is determining the desired
nature ofcollections and collection devel-
opment objectives. In addition to formal-
ized collection objectives, Schrift advo-
cates a formula-like policy (details are
lacking) to meet the objectives.

Ross Atkinson discusses "Reevaluating
Acquisitions Budgeting in an Age of Tran-
sition." Of course, the transition is influ-
enced not only by declining budgets but
also by the phenomenal development of
new technologies in libraries, including
connectiviW that was onlv dreamed about
a few years ago. Atkinson briefly describes
the progress of collection development
over the last three decades to the point
where it is now considered organization-
ally as separate from public and technical
services. He then points to the acquisi-
tions budget and its historically "pro-
tected" status in the overall budgeting
process. This protected status and declin-
ing purchasing power have helped pro-
duce the definition and goals ofcollection
development to the preient time (1992).
He does not feel that most efforts at co-
operative collection development have
been effective. Atkinson describes a "re-
modeling" of the library budget and ad-
mits that this will be a tall order. Multidi-
mensional budgeting is described, and
this makes a lot of sense in an age of
microbudgeting and accountability. In his
conclusions, Athnson includes one idea I
wish he had developed more fully: he sug-
gests that our local users rely more on
mediation services provided (online) by
other institutions. Like most of his many
scholarly additions to the collection devei-
opment literature, Atkinsont paper is
well-presented, except for his overuse of
words like "certainly," "most," and "must."

Judy Webstert contribution is "Allo-
cating Library Acquisitions Budgets." She
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reviews the traditional allocation methods
and formula approaches. She evidently
aqrees with Charles Lowry's view that no
nrethod or formula can overcome budget
insufliciency. She also describes a studyat
UT-Knoxville in which data were gath-
ered on high-use materials with a view
toward reviling allocations to correspond
with user needs.

"Access vs. Ownership" is the subject

to the browsing and photocopying. . .
currently employed. . . , the whole re-
search library paradigm that has domi-
nated for the past one hundred years will
be changed" (p. 98).

'Toward a Calculus of Collection De-
velopment" is, in part, a passionate rebut-
tal bv Charles Hamaker to the contention
of pirblishers that serials price increases
over the last two decades are based en-
tirely on article proliferation. Hamaker
notes that less access to monographs has
been the result of the "Serial Wars." Sev-
eral strategies for responding to the serials
cost crisis are described. He does not en-
vision technology providing the solution
to the serials crisis, althougfi I believe this
paper awaits a second installment. The
ftnal paper in the collection is authored by
Kathleen Born, and it provides a perspec-
tive on the serials vendor's role in collec-
tion assessment.

A collection of papers inherently will
have some unevennesi, but there is much
food for thought here. Papers from the
Oklahoma topical conference over the last
ten years have varied in quality and time-
liness. This present volume cbntains the
best on both counts.-Don Lanier, Uni-
DersitA of Illinois at Chicago/Rockford

Guid.e to Technical Sen>ipes Resources.
Edited by Pegry |ohnson. Chicago:
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American Library Assn., 1994. 313p.
$60, $54 Al-4, members (0-8389-0624-
9). LC 93-1966.
The publication of Cnide to Technical

Sercices Resources is a major bibliog-
raphic event as "a ftrst attempt at a com-
prehensive and practical guide to the
principal information resources for tech-
nical services practitioners, educators,
and students" (p. f ). editor Pessy Tohn-
son concisely ddlines the Guiik{firpose
and conventions in her introduatio;. It
was inspired in part by ALA's Caide to
Refermce Books and borrows its structure
with chapters on broad areas within tech-
nical services that are then subdivided
into topical units. With its practical em-
phasis, the primary criterira-for selection
are currency and usefulness to North

An important issue is the de{inition of
technical services. because it determines
the scope of this volume. As Sheila Intner
comments in her overview chapter, "func-
tional definitions oftechnical services are
not universal" (p. 5). For the most part,
the Guid.e tendsioward a broad de{iniUon
that includes organizationally disputed ar-
eas such as collection development, data-
base management, and access services

The &vision into twelve chapters often
seems arbitrary and does not seem to me
to "parallel the orqanization and divisions
found in many te"chnical services opera-

tions" (p. 2) as stated by Ms Johnson. Is
not "Authority Control" (Chapter E) one
aspect of "Database Management"
(Chapter K)? "Indexing," included with
"Filing" in Chapter fl is certainly part of
"Subject Analysis Systems" (Chapter D).
Subject overlap leads to duplication. As
one speciffc example, both the chapter on
"Subject Analysis Systems" and the one on
"Authoritv Control" include a section on
"subject Authority Control." The organi-
zation also shows the ties of the C.uide's
authors to the Association for Librarv Col-
lections and Technical Services (AICTS)
because each ALCTS section has at least
one chapter. Even if"cross-references are
provided to works described elsewhere"
(p. 2), t would favor a tighter structure in
the next edition, thoush the current ar-
rangement does proviide multiple per-
spectives on the same topic.

As for the selection and description of
the individual resources, it is difffcult to
generalize, because chapter editors have
theirown stvles and selection criteria. The
individual annotations, ranging on aver-
age from about 50 to 100 words, are most
often descriptive, given the selective na-
ture ofthe Gz ide. I am reasonablv content
with the selection in my own area of spe-
ci{ic expertise, subject access to informa-
tion. Individual "topical introductions"
also vary in content; I preferred those
where the author gave the selection crite-
ria and explained the organizational struc-
ture of the chapter.

The "Author/Title Index" is arranged
by citation number. Proofreading was not
perfect with 'Van Order, P. I." (p. 30t)
instead of the correct "Van Orden." Im-
proved authority control might also have
been in order with at least a see also ref-
erence to link entries by the same person
under different names, e.g. "Drabenstott,
K. M." (p. 271) and "Markey, K." (p. 285).
The "Subject Index" is extensive with over
1,200 entries, including some see and see
also references. A nice touch is a list ofall
acronyrns used in the Guide. The volume,
printed on permanent paper, is sturdily
bound and typographically pleasing with
plenty of 'white space" to make for read-
able entries.

In summary, the Guid.e to Technical



Sewices Resources has its imperfections
but should nonetheless be an invaluable
tool for technical services librarians, li-
brary administrators, and library science
students. Not only does it record the best
current writing on technical services, but
it also provides guidance for keeping
abreastofnew developments with its valu-
able listing ofjournals, electronic &scus-
sion lists, and conferences. Because refer-
ences to specific works will quickly
become dated, I strongly recommend that
the American Library Association publish
supplements or updated editions on a
regular basis to keep up with advance-
ments in this rapidly changing lield.-
Robert P. HoIIey,Wayne State UniDersity

lntera,ational Cooperation in the Fiel.d
of tuttlwrity Data: An hralgtical
Study uith Recommendatiow. By
Franqoise Bourdon; translated from
the French bv Ruth Webb. UBCIM
Publications-New Series, vol. 11.
New Providence, R.I.: Saur, 1993.
135p. SFr79 (ISBN 3-598-llr69-X).
Bourdon's study of the problems that

have beset international efforts at sharing
name and title authority data is divided
into three sections. The ftrst is an exami-
nation of the principles and documents
that have promoted and guided these ef-
forts, noting conceptual ambiguities that
have resulted in confusion and lack of
progress. The second section is an analysis
of eooperative authority control in terms
of what functions authority records can
reasonably serve in an international con-
tbxt, and what kinds ofdata are needed to
serve those functions. The last section is a
proposal for several steps based on the
preceding analysis to move us further to-
ward the goal of universal bibliographic
control (UBC).

Ioohng at authority control in an in-
temational context, Bourdon sees a num-
ber of problems with the way authority
records are conceived and deffned. There
are two functions served bv authoritv rec-
ords: heading management and heading
identification. The former involves speci-
fying an authoritative form for a heading
and linking that form to variant forms and
related headings. In ad&tion, though,
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A Practical
Guide to
the DDC

. the first frrll-length textbook on
the Dewey Decimal Classification

. written by three leading experts
in library classification

. clearly and fully describes the
key ideas and concepts in Dewey

. emphasizes building numbers

. includes exercises and answers

Dew e! Decirnal Classift catton :
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Satiia 211p. Paper.
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establish the form ofheadings and refer-
ences, but it can be less inclusive ofiden-
tification data.

When authority records are shared
outside their original context, the function
and content of the records must be re-
thought. Ifthe authority records created
by one national bibliographic agency
(NBA) are to be used elsewhere, they
must carry with them more identifying
information than might be needed in their
original catalog. At the same time, the
diversity of opinion among national bibli-
ographic agencies regarding what rules
should govern the form of name and title
headings makes it essential that choice of
heading be more flexible. In her recom-
mendations, Bourdon calls for greater
emphasis on including identiftcation data
in authority records. She also calls for
agreements so that a heading established
by a national bibliographic agency for one
of its nationals will always be included as
a heading or reference in other systems'
versions of the record.

Bourdon accepts as given that interna-
tional efforts should follow the UBC prin-
ciple that NBAs should establish the
names of their nationals. However, this
too might be an obstacle to progress. Will
NBAs really be willing to wait on each
other for name authority work or to revise
their own work when the record of the
oflicial NBA comes along later? Though
Iogical, this underlying principle of UBC
has serious praetical drawbacks. Bour-
don's support for a meaningfully struc-
tured intemational standard authority
data number (ISADN) to link national
versions ofauthority records for the same
entity, and for flexibility in heading
choice, wouldhelp alleviate the problems
of integrating data from parallel author-
ity files; however, as she also notes, ad-
ministering such a system poses serious
problems.

Overall, Bourdon has written (and
Ruth Webb has ably translated) a thought-
ful analysis of the several functions of
authority data that should be ofvalue to
anyone contemplating the problems of
sharing authority work. Meanwhile, the
recent addition of British Library name
authority records to the Library of Con-
gress authority {ile marks another positive
step in the slow progress toward interna-
tional authority control.-Stephen S.
Hearn, Uniaersity of Minnesota
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Letters
From Bella Hass Weinberg, Profes-
sor, Division of Librarv and Information
Science, St. Iohn's University, Jamaica,
New York, and Robert Singerman,
Bibliographer (Anthropology, fewish
Studies, and Linguistics), Price Library
of fudaica, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida:

In scanning the table of contents of the
April 1994 issue ofLRTS and encounter-
ing an entry for an article entitled "Em-
pirical Analysis of Literature Loss"
(Schwartz 1994), we expected to lind a
studv of the theft of licti-on from libraries
(coll'eagues have echoed this intelpreta-
tion); the abstract reveals, however, that
the paper deals with collecdon develop-
ment. We had hitherto been unfamiliar
with the term "literature loss." which the
author de{ines as "the declining ability of
the nationt research libraries to maintain
comprehensive book collections" (p. 133).

The LR?S reviewers of "The Year's
Work in Collection Development"
(Lehmann and Spohrer 1993) did not em-
ploy this term:Library Literature has not
established it as a subject heading; and a
free-text search ofERIC failed to retrieve
any documents with the phrase "literature
loss" in the title. A colleague who is knowl-
edgeable regarding AMIGOS (the soft-
ware used in the study) reports that the
term does not emanate from that environ-
ment. Perhaps Schwartz coined the term,
which we consider infelicitous-you can't
Iose something that you never owned.

The abstract mentions thatthe author's
methodologr was applied to "a selected
ffeld" but does not identiS it. Only in the
second column of the full text is the reader
informed that the field in question is fu-
daic Studies. BotI the title and the ab-
stract thus fail to convey the disciplinary
focus ofthe paper. Alth6ugh the method-
ology of a study in the lield of Judaica

cataloging which was recently published
in LRfS 1"W"inb"rg 1993) is apflicable to
many disciplines (as Schwartz believes his
is), the keyword luikica was included in
both the title and the abstract ofthat pa-
per. LRTS articles are of interest to some
ieaders for their methodological focus, to
others for the subject studied.

The latest lnstructions for Authors is-
sued by LRTS specify that the title should
"fullv describe ihe cbntent ofthe article"
(Instructions 1994, 111, point 4). They
also request an informatitsa abstract (In-
structions 1994, 111, point 5; emphasis
added). Such an abstract should, accord-

without specifying that the study was lim-
ited to Aisociitioi of Research-Libraries
(ARL) members.

Although the adequacy of a title and
abstract are crucial to relevance judg-
ments (as this case demonstrates), journal
referees are generally not asked to com-
ment on these elements of a paper. They
are, however-in our experience witlt
other major journals in the ffeld of library
and information science-asked to com-
ment on the adequacy of citations. We do
not have the distinction of being LRTS
referees, but it would surprise us if the
referees'guidelines for thiqournal do not
include this criterion, although the In-
structions for Authors (1994, 111, points
6-7) discuss only the form of references,
not thorouqhness ofthe literature search.

It is abiolutely incredible that a paper
on collection development of judaica
does not include a reference to even a
single paper on that subiect. We do not
exp"ectZA?S referees to be regular read-
eri of Judaica Librarianship,l"hich has
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featured several papers on collection de-
velopment-including one reprinted
from the conferencJproceedingi of an
ARL library, Harvard (Grunberger
1989)-but we do expect a referee in that
area to know the journalLibrary Acquisi-
tions: Practice b Theory, which not long
ago had a special issue devoted to'Collec-

Schwartz dismisses the problem of de-
{ining the scope of }udaic Studies in a
single sentence (p. 134), in which he notes
that the fteld includes history [LC Class
Dl, the arts (LC Classes M-Nl, and phi-
Iosophy [LC Class B]. Sdll, he limtts his
studyto class BM (religion). Although his
position title is Social Sciences Bibliog-
rapher, Schwartz fails to touch on the vast
corpus ofJewish social studies. There are
special libraries, such as that ofYIVO In-
stitute for Jewish Research, which focus
primarily on the social sciences and col-
lect little in the area of theology. Many of
YIVO's holdings on jewish foi-klore, sbci-
ologr, and political movements would be
classed by LC in G, H, and J, respectively.

By limiting his population to ARL in-
stitutions, Schwartz is remiss in having
excluded specialized researchlevel
Judaica colleclions, such as the libraries of
the ]ewish Theological Seminary of
America, Hebrew Union College-]ewish
Institute of Religion, and Yeshiva Univer-
sity. Although the author admits that
OCLC data do not reflect "world publish-
ing output in its totality" (p. 13a), he fails
to mention the most comprehensive col-
lection of Judaica in the world, that of the

for defining the broad parameters ofthe
bibliograplic universe in which a Jewish
Studies bibliographer functions."
Schwartz does not mention Kiryat Sefer

or any other bibliographical tools in Jew-
ish Studies, although his abstract claims
that he has come up with "a model of total
book publication output."

Among the disciplines of ]udaic Stud-
ies that the author omitted is Hebrew
language and literature (LC Class PJ).
Singerman (1992, 119) listed this among
"Major DMsions of |ewish Studies." A
highly relevant point not made in
Schwartz's article is that much of the lit-
erature on the Jewish religion is published
in the Hebrew language and script. Al-
though OCLC promised to develop a He-
brew character set a couple of decades
ago, it never did. Quite a few ]udaica
libraries that joined OCLC in anticipation
of the promised Hebrew capability did
not input their Hebrew records-not
even in romanization--on that utility, pre-
ferring instead an adherence to cataloging
in the original script. In 1988, RLIN's
Hebrew script capability became opera-
tional, and several major Judaica libraries
migrated from OCLC to RLIN and began
inputting their Hebraica catalog records
on the latter network, without tapeloading
them to OCLC. The results of a survey of
recent Hebraica cataloging practices,
with specilic reference to RLIN and
OCLC, have been published by Lerner
(1993).

Schwartz's exclusive focus on OCLC
and ARL members, without any mention
of RLIN as the utilitv of choice for re-
search-level judaica' collections since
1988 or of OCLC's failure to support He-
brew script, is a shortcoming andcalls into
question his overall linding of an alleged
literature loss: "an estimated 407o of book
output is not held in any ofthe 71 research
collections" (p. 135). Given that the insti-
tution with which the author is af{iliated.
Rice University, is a member of the Re-
search Libraries Group, he should have
been aware of RLIN's non-Roman script
capabilities, as well as of the large number
offudaica titles cataloged on that utility.

Nowhere does Schwartz elaborate on
the nature of the 7,100 titles in fudaic
Studies, all classilied in LC class BM and
published in the 1979-88 period, with re-
spect to their languages or countries of



publication. Is he considering only Ameri-

ofthese titles be unchanged reprints, pri-
vately published "vanity" books, or juve-
nile works. and therefore deemed out of
scope by ARL biblioeraphers? Without a
list, however abbrevii'ted. of this so-called
"lost literature," the value of Schwartz's
study to other bibliographers is at best
compromised and at riorit nil.

Schwartz refers to the literature not

creative acquisitions methods; similar
techniques are required for other
branches of fudaica. i'he unusual meth-
ods employed for Yiddica, for example,
have b'eei described bv Abramoriicz
(1984). Schwartz does not'even hint at the
publication patterns or acquisition meth-
ods offudaica that affect the comprehen-
siveness ofcollections in this fteld.

The author implies that the lack of
overlap ofJudaica dollections is a negative
phenomenon. Grunberger (ibid.) has,
however, deplored the fact "that our col-
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lections are highly duplicative" with re-
spect to monographs; Kertesz (1992) has
done the same for periodical collections
in Jewish Studies. Thus, even Schwartz's
conclusions fail to present a balanced dis-
cussion ofthe topic.

The limitations of using LC class BM
to represent |ewish Studies have already
been noted. The method used to search
the OCLC Online Union Catalog widr
terms rather tlan class numbers, de-
scribed in Schwartz's Appendix, appears
to be even more flawed. The only con-
crete example ofa subject heading search
is "f SU judaism." Although the author
alludes to "associated subject headings,"
he does not enumerate them. This makes
it impossible to evaluate or replicate his
methodologr. The possibility of replica-
tion of a study is a key characteristic of
scientilic papers (ANSI 1979b, sect. 5.3).
Smiraglia and l-eazer (1994, 44) claim
that 'LRTS represents a literature. . .
that shows a continuing maturation to-
ward a hard science." Among the factors
they considered was the percentage of
articles that report research results. Sta-
tistics without methodological details do
not a scienti{ic paper make.

Quantitative studies may enhance the
image of library and information science,
butLefore undertaking such a study, it is
important to know something about the
colpus being analyzed. Schwartz does not
demonstrate any knowledge ofJudaica ac-
quisitions, bibliography, orcataloging (the
abc .sequ'ence is intentional). His list of
Works Cited constitutes a true example of
"literature loss." The publications on
Judaica collection development that he
failed to cite, of which only a small per-
centage are noted here, are not in the
realm of"grey literature" (in the sense of
ephemera); they are covered by major
bibliographic databases in library-infor-
matioi siience. A simple search'on the
headings "fewish libraries and collec-
tions" and "|ewish literature" in the print
version of Library Literature would have
identilied many of the relevant works. It
is signi{icant that the majority of
Schwartz's references and much of his
narrative are devoted to the iustiftcation
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of imprecise methodologr. This paper is
not up to LRTS's usual standard of com-
prehensiveness and quality.
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From Tony Schwartz, Rice University:

I am pleased to be invited to comment on
Ms. Weinberg and Mr. Singerman's letter
but at the same time feel frustrated by
their lack of even a basic grasp of my
artiele. Apparently, they expected to ftnd
a paper written along the same lines as the
rest of the literature on fudaica collec-
tions and, upon ftnding that the article
does not lit that mold, overlooked or ig-
nored what my article is actually about.
Clearly, theymisunderstand the subject of
the article and the technologies involved.

The subject ofthe article is not "collec-
tion development in Judaica." Rather, the
subject is how anyone can use the OCLC
and AMIGOS technologies, taken to-
gether, to generate fairly reliable esti-
mates, for various ftelds, on a general
problem which had not been previously
investigated-the declining ftnancial abil-
ity of the nation's libraries to maintain
comprehensive collections.

"Collection development" on the prac-
titioner's level is not the subject because
that is a micro-level activity that has no
direct bearing on the systems-level prob-
lem of assessing the aggregate outcomes
of tens of thousands of collection develop-
ment decisions taken within ARL institu-
tions over a decade. Nor is "Judaica" the
subject; it is just one of several case stud-
ies ofthe new technologies.

Thus, the title and abstract correctly
target dre article to anyone who might be
interested in undertaking the same kind
of analysis in their own held of interest.
To nariow the title or abstract would lose
that potential audience, as well as miss the
real purpose of such analpis-to make
intellectually interesting proposals to out-
side funding agencies for retrospective
collection projects,

Given Ms.-Weinberg and Mr. Singer-
man's miseoneeption of its subject, it is



little wonder that they are disturbed by
the article's lack of references to the con-
ventional literature on Judaica. That ht-
erature, which is aimed at the daily work
of bibtiographers, is simply not relevant to
s;ntemsJevel analysis (the few articles
that are relevant are all cited in the ffrst
paragraph of my article).

Misunderstandings of the methodol-
ogy can be cleared up as follows. Why the
exclusive focus on ARL librariesP Because
they represent a recognizable sample of
the nation's libraries and are programmed
in the AMIGOS collection analysis sys-
tem. Why was not RLIN used to g",rg"
aggregate acquisitions? Because RLIN
data cannot be correlated to AMIGOS
data. Why not include small specialized
fudaica collections in non-ARLlibraries?
Because those few collections have no &-
rect bearing on the article's general prem-
ises or statistical relevance to its aEqreqate
ffn&ngs. Why not search OCLC'6y iub-
ject class n_umber ranges rather than sub-
ject termsir Because OCLC is not pro-
grammed to generate sets based on a class
range beyond a decimal point. Why not
describe speciffc characteristics ofthe ti-
tles comprising the various zones of Iitera-
ture acquisition or loss? That is a good
question. Such information may, or may
not, be relevant or interesting, depending
on the subject literature. Actually, I did
ftnd making such descriptions useful in
some other articles (cited in the LRTS
piece). For example, in the article on lit-
erature loss in international relations, I
described the earliest records on nuclear
warfare because they preceded the nu-
clear age (of the 19,i0s) by several years
and because they included some strihng
ifleas. Rightly or'wrongly for ]udaica, I feI
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knows" that acquisition zones are domi-
nated by major publishers; whereas zones
of literature loss are {illedwith less-known
publishers, foreign-language materials,
dissertations, and so forth.

daism" picks up all subheadings (whereas
"5u = Judaism" restricts all subheadings).

Why did the article not include subject
classes otherthan thatof BM forfudaism?
Some insolvable technical problems on
correlating OCLC and AMIGOS pro-
grammed data came into play, but my
major concern was to make a reliable
model without writing a "dissertation" on
the subject. Is the methodology replica-
ble? Of course it is-my article refers to
four ot-her studies of literature loss and
points out that all of the {indings fall
within recognizable patterns.

In a nutshell. the abstract ofthe article
exphcitly invites readers to consider the
usefulness of the model for generating
knowledge that, while low on precision,
has broad reliabilw and relevance. To
evaluate the article on that broad, sp-
tems-level basis requires a shift in focus
from the usual dailv affairs of collection
development.

Ennrruu

An egregious error occurred in the memo-
rial to Don Cook in volume 38. number 3
(fuly 199a). Mr. Cook's name is properly
given as C. Donald Cook (Charles Donald
Cook). We regret the error.-Editor.

on the assumption that "everybody
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P.O. Box 3888 . Lacey \(A 98503-0883 . 1-800-DLAL\7LN , (206) 9234000. FAX (206) 923-4009
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. security keylocks
for public. access areas

. expondoble towers
with the capacity to daisy chain

. networkinE solutions
for your workstation environment

. mossive opricol serYers
up to 64 CD-ROM drives

. single deskrop CD-ROMs

. spoce-soving combined
fl-nrnm|iar and r^l\ ^^.,{ 

Unit

Todd products use an Hitachi mechanism with the fastest
access time availabl* under 300 msec.

When you buy a Todd product, it is with technical suPport.
Our 800 number is available whenever you need assistance.
Todd products are remarkably reliable and are warrantied.
Whether you are an expert in computer systems needing
detailed ipecifications, or someone needing basic orientation
to CD-ROMs... WE CAN HELP.

FTODDtrrERPR'ES^tc
For additional information, call... 8OO 445-TODD

718 343-1U0 0 FAX 718 A&il80 . BBS 516 8294212

22Hg 67th Ave., Bayside, NY 11364


